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all the latest styles
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PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Rockland Lime Business.
24.—The lime kilns in this
city and county have shut down for two weeks
and no shipments will be made to New Yerk
during that time.
The kiln on Sea street belonging to the Cobb
Lime Comany was in j nred this
fire

Boy Drowned.

Biddeford, Sept. 24.—Yesterday Toussaint
Webert, 13 years old, son ot Luc Webert, of
Biddeford, fell from a log in Saco River and
was

larger

a

Brown’s Iron Bitters

bined.
Its reputation is world-wide, and it will not be
questioned that for Family use tils the safest Oil as
well as being in all other respects superior to any oil

ful if Bhe can recover.
The Governor and Connell.

ity, overwork, rheumatism,
neuralgia,
consumption,
liver complaints, kidney
troubles, &c., and it never

The essential
ever made for illuminating purposes.
features of the Astral which have made its reputation—Absolute Safety, Perfect Burning
Qualities, and Freedom from Disagreeable Odor. Names of parties having the genuine

for sale furnished by us.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
Wholesale and Retail Agents.
sep3sneod4m

drowned.

Probably Fatally Burned by a Lamp Explosion.
Augusta, Sept. 24.—The wife of James
Cartin, living in a building called the “Old
Fort” was severely burned Saturday night by
the explosion of a kerosene lamp. It is doubt-

has been thoroughly tested
for dyspepsia, indigestion,
biliousness, weakness, debil-

for over ten years, and to
extent than all similar grades of Oil comuse

The Executive Counoil adjourned Saturday afternoon after transacting a large amount
of routine business which had been accumulating since the last session.
The next meeting
will be held Monday, Nov. 6th.

fails to render speedy and
permanent relief.

Gov. Plaisted has appointed Z. A. Gilbert of

Turner, George H. Bailey

Corns!

BT USING
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SOHLOTTERBECK’S

MWAF&wly

Cora, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

iimai

Entirely harmless; 1. not. can*tic.
It remove. Ootob, Wart., Bunion, end Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in eaoh bottle.

they acceded

US10N MUTUAL LIFE

Notice of Co-partnership.
undersigned have formed a co partnership
for the purpose of transacting business, in the
sale of Lime, Cement, Brick, Plaster, Hair, Fire
Brick, Ac., Ac., in the city of Portland, at Central
Wharf, under the firm name of L. C. CUMMINGS

P

THE

TLAND,

I

This cowill go into effect October 1 1882.
S. D. CARLETON, of Rockport, Me.,
P. J. CARLETON, of Rockport, Me.,
L. C. CUMMINGS, of Portland, Me

d3w

El

a

opportunity
Apply, after

right man.
inst., at the

The International Hotel. Portland. He

proximity
THIS
landings of the European, New York and Bos*
the Grand Trunk
Steamers and

to the

Depot.
Easy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout and

A
the

for

the 25th

opposite

To Let or Lease.
Ocean fit., Wooaiord’s, a nice, large, two story
House and stable, with from one to eight acres
land. For particulars inquire at the next house,

ON

Company’s

Office, Portland.

J. F.

FERRIS,

C. H. AXLJEN,
Standish, Maine.

address

jun28dtf

TO LET.

MANAGER FOR

MAINE AND

H.

N.

I

235V2 Middle St., 2d story, ovand A.
er stores occupied by Merrill & Keith,
L. Merry, hatter. These chambers have been occupied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
years; are in the centre of business, spacious, well
Inlocated and have all modern improvements.
quire of W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,

CHAMBERS

DEPARTMENT,

AGENCY

will be leased t' responsible parties furnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.

or

MAINE.

be well recommended.

first-class

HOTEL TO LEASE.

of

want

Must

House is situated in close

Postmasters
appointed—Warren Iceland,
North Jay, Franklin county; Elisha P. Gerrish, West Lebanon, York Co.; Wm. S. Walker, West Peru, Oxford county.

WASHINGTON.

Smart, Energetic
Agent, who is ready and willing
to devote his time to personal canvassing in the city of Portland.

A CO., Manufacturers of Jacobs Lime.

ton

Washmoton, Sept. 24.—Following are the
postal changes in Maine during the past week.

INSURANCE CO.,

COPARTNERSHIP.

TO

it out of courtesy to Governor

to

Postal Changes.

mdcf

sel 9

Deering and

a

Plaisted.

Price 23 cent*.
For sale by all Druggist*.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who nave used It and now testily to it. value.
A.k for Schlocterbeck’. Corn and Wart
Malventand take no ether.

partnership

Hixmont

consulted by the Governor as to the appointment of this latter commission, and while not
believing it necessary for such a commission

or A curs is a uarantrrd.-jh

nov23

of

W.
commission on
contagious diseases among cattle.
The Governor has also appointed Frederick
Fox, Wm. E. Gould and T. H. Haskell a
commission to investigate the management of
the State Reform School.
The Council were
B. Ferguson of

Cure Your

morning by

around the yoke.

for temporary recuperation.

day at 10 cents per pair

Pratt’s Astral Oil.
been in general

No.

Special Features of the Company:

The 117th Call for Bonds.

Washington, Sept. 23.—The Secretary of
the Treasury this afternoon issued the 117th

call low redemption of bonds of the fire per
cent funded loan of 1881, continued at 3 1-2 per
cent, from August 12, 1881, The call is for
$25,000, and principal and interest will be paid
at the Treasury the 23d ot December, and interest will cease on that day.
Keturn of the Greeley Supply Expedition.
Gen. Ifazen, chief of tbe signal bureau has
received advices that the supply expedition
which sailed in the steamer Neptune from St.
Johns, N. F., July 8th with additional stores
for Lieut. Greeley’s party returned Saturday
to St. Johns, having been unable to reach
Lieut. Greeley. The vessel reports a solid ice
barrier extending from Cape Inglefield to Boss
Bay. Lieut. Greeley’s station is in lat. 80 deg.
40 min., while the vessel was only able to
reach lat. 79° 30'. Tbe party remained until
Sept. 5th at which date ice had formed to a
depth of four inches and to remain longer
would be to remain for the winter. The Neptune was enable to establish depots to secure
Greeley’s safe retreat should it become necessary a year or two hence. No anxiety for the
safety of Greeley’s party is entertained as they
are amply supplied with stores of all kinds for
at least two years. The impossibility of annually reaching the station was foreseen and
provided for.
The Garfleid Memorial Hospital Fund.
Up to the present time the manied value of
donations to the Garfield memorial hospital
fund amounts to about $80,000.

NEW YORK.

The Maine Non-Forfeiture Law,

Commercial St.augSdtf

Its Definite

TO LET.
Nos. 117-119 Middle st.
Now occupied
by C. A. ParBons & Co., as Wholesale Druggists. Inquire of MRS. H. E. THOMPSON. No.
164 Bmekett st.
jyl4dtf

Policy Contract,

Its Accelerated

STORE

Expelled for Disorderly Walk,
New York, Sept. 23.—At a regular monthly
business meeting of the Hanson Place Baptist
church, Brooklyn, this week, William Richardson, who had been under chafes of “disor-

Endowments,

ItsIIncontestible Clause,
Its

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

Prompt Payment

of

Death

Claims.
sep22

dlw

-IN THE-

NORTHWESTERN

derly walk” and “immoral conduct” in having begun the construction of the Seventh
Avenue Railroad on a Sunday in May last,
was excluded from the church.
The Skirmishing Fund.
New York, Sept. 24.—At a meeting of the
subscribers to the "skirmishing fund” held today it was stated Parnell, Davitt and Dillon
had requested stoppage of the agitation on account of its injurious effect on the land league
receipts. The matter was referred with power
to act, to an investigating committee.
Railway Smashup.
Rochester, Sept. 23.—A negro was killed
and a few ears wrecked by the collision of a

Mutual

circus train with

an

empty excursion train this

morning on the Bonean Ogdensburg railroad.

Better than a Four per cent.

President Arthur in New York.
New York, Sept. 24.—President Arthur remained at home during the greater portion of
the day and received a delegation from Boston who came to complete the arrangements
for his reception in that city.

Government Bond,

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

LIFE INSURi

Which at

a

E COMPANY.

premium pays about 3Vt per cent, in-

terest.

Alleged

Ill-Treatment
of the County
Poor.
Dover, Sept. 23.—Dr. Charles D. Fairbanks, who recently resigned the position of
physician of the county almshouse because of
differences with Supt. W. T. Wentworth,
prints a long communication to-night, containing allegations ol gross cruelty and ill-treatment of inmates, which is supported
by a
number of affidavits of inmates and officials.
Death of a Prominent Citizen of Portsmouth.

Better than the Savings Bant
give* no insurance, pays about 4
Interest, from which you may withdraw
which

posit at any time, or neglect to make it.
to make money than to save it.

per cent.
your deIt is easier

Better than Tontine Poli-

I

cies in other Companies
as

shown by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.
THE NORTHWESTERN

has paid over $3,300,
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving inthese policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 68/sper cent, compound interest.

surance

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the most productive and solid securities of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over
cent,

reserve

is

a

4 per

$3,022,612.

Wyer

The above Endowment Policies
for sale at

45

EXCHANGE

ST.,

Greene & Co.,

Portsmouth, Sept. 24.—Benj. W. Curtis,
M. D., died to-night, aged 67. He was a native
of Wells, Maine, a graduate of Dartmouth
College and Dartmouth Medical School and
had practiced in Portsmouth upward of 30
years. He was a prominent citizen and an
Odd Fellow; had represented the
city in the
legislature and in other offices, and was a
member of Portsmouth Medical
Society at the
time of his death.
His widow a daughter of
the late E. Leonard Cotton, an influential citizen, and one daughter survive him.

Will continue to slaughter
Bprices in

LOW CUT SHOES

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by Its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

—

AND

—

SUMMER GOODS.
Now is the time to

great
We also have all the
novelties in iiue Boots, Shoes and
Rubbers. A nice line of misses’
and Children’s School Boots. Cadies’ front luce, Cadies’ mat-top
On our Cadies’ $3.00 kid
button.
buttoned we excel.
secure

bargains.

ONE MILLION SHORT.
A New York Broker Short In his Accounts
to a Large Amount.
New York, Sept. 23.—Mr. Alonzo Follett,
the Wall street broker, who is alleged to be
short in his accounts, had not, up to a late
hour, visited his office to-day, His absence
filled the “street” with rumors of such a nature as to create a decided feeling of alarm
among his creditors, many of whom called and
asked anxiously for him.
To all inquiries the
response was given that his arrival was expected. His clerk, with great hesitation, said
he “thought Ms. Follett was in town.” The
amount of “shortage” is now placed at not
less than §1,000,000.

Portland, Maine.

Fessenden,
V. Mott ISootliby,

D. W.

Portland.
—A*'D—

LEWIS McLELLAN

rh m.

Don’t forget the place.

Jne23

State Agent.
”

eodtf

Wife Murderer Arrested.

Wyer Greene & Co.,
480

Congress

Street»

OPP. PK£BL£ HOUSE.
MW&Pt

AGENTS, KAMI ADO E

T. r. MERRY,

MASSACHUSETTS.

REPAIRING NEATCYDONE.

sep4
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DLE AND SOUTHERN

STATES.

Wholesale Destruction of Proper-

AND

Rockland, Sept.

jan23sneodtf

Has

ENGLAND, MID-

weather will

of his barn today lost his hold and fell to the
floor and died soon after.

your preparation a necessity;
and if applied, will save hundreds who resort to saloons

13 Preble Street,
Kid Gloves cleaned every

IN THE NEW

MO L. ASSE $.

Bhds. Choice Barbadoes Molasses from cargo
of Mark “Favorite,” also all
grades Cienfuegos and Porto Kico for sale low by

260

SMITH, CAGE

&

CO-,

13Q A 133 Commercial St.

selB

MANY

LIVES KNOWN TO BE

A Fatal Fall.

Gents:—The foolish wasting of vital force in business,
pleasure, and vicious indulgence of our people, makes

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

Gentlemen

fair

Winthkop, Sept. 23.—George Folsom of
East Monmouth, while upou the great beams

Cin.,0.,Nov. 16,1881.

FOSTER’S

—

that

d3w

of

Greenfield, Mass., Sept. 24.—Joseph Dunn

arrested and lodged in the
Wheateley,
lockup here to.day, charged with the murder
of his wife by poisoning. It is claimed thai on
Sept. 11th he administered a quantity of arsenic to his wife, which this morning caused her
death, after much suffering. Dunn will be arraigned Monday. The medical examiner wiil
to-morrow make a post mortem
examination,
with a view to ascertaining the amount of poison administered. The motive for the deed is
unknown.
was

A $30,000 Blaze.
Reading, Pa., Sept. 24.—The handle and
binding works of Klaher & Son at Berueville,
together with the Evangelical Methodist
church were burned this morning.
Loss

§30,000.

Greenfield, Mass., Sept. 24.—Heavy rains
caused considerable damage in this town.
Streets are badly washed, bridges are carried
away, and gullies six feet deep and two rods
long made in the highways.

2sT 1882.

and houses and stores
The new tunnel of the New York,
Untirio & Western Railroad Company at
Union is damaged between 380,000 and $100,000. The western outlet of the tunnel
opens
Into an open
cut, about three-quarters ef a mile
in length, with walls G6 feet in
height. These
banks gave way at a late hour last
night, and
immense amount of sand at d io;k was harlarJ
Two
lnto 'It® cut.
iarge steam
u
shovels and about one hundred and
eighty
gravel cars are buried out of sight, and the construction tracks are covered with rock and
sand to a
depth of six feet in many places.
Shortly after the land slide, a large blacksmith shop and boiler room west of shaft No.
fi,
became undermined and was tumbled into the
out. A number of shafts are
flooded
partially
with water, and it will take two months’ hard
work to repair the damage in the cut.

PWCeTcents;

MARINE NEWS.

nave

New York, Sept. 24.—A freight train from
Cong Branch was wrecked at Amboy Junction
morning by the falling of a bridge, which
had been undermined
by the recent heavy
rains. The conductor was killed and the enS'neer and fireman probably fatally injured.
.the great rainfall did great damage in Jersey City and Hoboken.
Many of the streets
are

~

SPORTING.

Steamer Edam Run Into and Sunk

The

at Sea.

Hanlan-Kennedy

Race.

CHANGE IN THE DATE OF SIGNING
HER PASSENGERS

SAVED-TW

ARTICLES.|
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Plainfield, N. J., Sept. 23.—The storm
which began in this vicinity Thursday morning, did its greatest damage this afternoon.
Two dams at Scotch Place were washed out,
and Green Brook, In this city, rose five feet in
a very short time.
A frame building used as a
kindling wood factory was washed away with
all its contents.
The water undermined one
arch of a heavy stone bridge at Grove street,
and it sank into the Hood, without a moment's
warning, carrying with it a number of people
who were on it watching the flood. A number
of men plunged into the water, and with great
danger to themselves rescued eight persons,
two of whom were nearly drowned, and all
were
cut and bruised by the debris. Those
who saw the bridge go down are confident that
not less than a dozen persons went with it, and
are confident that some must have been
caught
in the mass of stones and brick, and drowned,
or else swept down the stream beyond the reservoir. Over a dozen hridgos have been washed ont, and great damage has been done to private property.
The water is still very high,
and threatens destruction to a large amount of
valuable property.
There is no sign of the
storm abating. It exceeds any storm and flood
ever known in this vicinity.
The dam at New Brooklyn, three miles from
here, was carried out to-day and farther down
the stream a large pond, stocked with valuable
fish, owned by P. C. Ohl, was destroyed. Telephone posts, set six feet into the earth, have
been washed out by the torrents in some of the

streets.

Philadelphia, Sept. 23— Not in many years
has been known such a storm as that which
only spent its force this afternoon.
The nearest approach to it was the great storm of
September, 1876, when three and one-half inches
of rain fell, but to-day the depth of rain was
four and five-eighths inches.
The rise of the
Schuylkill is so great that a fre-het is apprehended. The tide in the Delaware river rose a
foot higher than usual. The culverts were unable to carry off the rush of waters. Cellars
were flooded, mills stopped, and goods
damaged. Several large sewers caved in, and breaks
occurred in the streets.
Damage amounting
to thousands of dollars was done at various
points. The cellars of Howell Bros.’ wall paper manufactory were flooded with water, putting out the fires under the boilers, and necessitating the stoppage of the engines. Over 300
employes were compelled to suspend work during the remainder of the day. At John B.
Stetson’s hat manufactory, the water deluged
the cellar and destroyed 825,000 worth of tur
skins. The wholesale grocery store of William
J. Heiss&Co., northeast corner of Leopard
street and Girard river, overflowed with water
and did considerable damage. Not less than
810,000 damage was done at the Arrot mills.
A large portion of “The Neck,” below the
city is under water, and the farmers there will
suffer heavy damage.
At Beading the rain
storm was the heaviest known for years, but it
was not accompanied by heavy
winds, aud did
not do much damage.
The Schuylkill river
rose considerably, and
many cellars were
flooded. Some of the country roads are impassable, owing to the mud, and some live stock is
reported drowned, At Newtown, Pa., several
buildings were washed away, and others injured. Four men were rescued from trees,but
no lives lost.
A washout on the Newtown
railroad prevents the running of trains. At
Trenton, N. J., -the rain continued without
cessation all day, flooding the streets and vacant lots. Assanpink creek is very high, and
the Delaware river is rapidly rising, causing
Several
apprehensions of trouble to-morrow.
factories on Assanpink creek were compelled
suspend operations.
Newbcro, N. Y., Sept. 23.-Beports of damage by the flood continue to come in. In Cornwall eight or ten bridges were carried away,
the damage being 812,000.
At Mountainville,
to

John Far’s barn and dam were carried away,
and his mill damaged. His loss is 82,500. Josh
Ward, ex-champion oarsman, loses 8500. Salmon’s dock was torn to pieceB; loss 8800. Many
others in Cornwall lose considerable amounts.
In Broadway, this city, cellars of merchants
are flooded, and
the losses are considerable.
Serious washouts have occurred on branches of
the Erie road, and travel suspended on the
short cut since yeBterday.
Heavy damage is
also reported in Fishkill.
It is sitll raining
hard, and more serious results are feared.
Bordentown, N. J., Sept. 23.—It lias rained
here for the last three days. Many cellars are
overflown with water. The Delaware river is
rapidly rising, and it is thought that to-morrow
at high tide, the docks and piers will be inundated. A gang of workmaii were sent from
here this afternoon by the Pennsylvania railroad to see if any washouts have occurred on
the road between this city and Trenton.
The heavy embankment along the railroad
which arcbes underneath the main street at
this place has caved in on account of the recent
rains. No trains can pass here. The bank is
soaked with water ,and has stood for years.
This beats all the rains for years in this section
The wall was made with heavy granite.
Another washout has occurred between this city
and Burlington, and no trains have arrived.
Port Jkrvis, N. Y., Sept. 23.
There has
been a very heavy rainfall here since yesterday
The
river
is
fast.
morning.
Trains
rising very
between here and New York are much delayed
by floods in the Rampo valley, where the track
is submerged in places.
Raleigh, N. C., Sept. 23.—The heaviest rain
storm since 1842 fell at Tarboro last
night,
causing immense damage to the crops.
The
rainfall in a few hours was 7 7-10 inches.
are
Bridges
swept away, and the track of the
Tarboro branch of the Wilmington & Weldon
is extensively damaged. The train ran into a
washout and was smashed, seriously
injuring
Express Messenger W. D. Byran.
Poet Jarvis, Sept. 23.—Trains are delayed
between liere and New York by the Kampo
Valley road being submerged.

Poughkeepsie, Iff. Y., Sept. 23.—The storm
is the heaviest known hereabouts for years,
and is still raging.
Reports from along the
Hudson River, in the interior counties tell of
roads cut and waehed away in every direction.
Lowlands everywhere are flooded, and in several places bridges have been carried away.
The Boston train due at the Hudsson River at
4 p. m., is laid up at Patterson for the night.
Noeth Adams, Sept. 23.—The continuous
rain of the last three days threatens destruction of many buildings on the Hoosac river.
The bulkhead of the North Pownal Mill was
carried away tonight, and there is danger of
much greater damage if the rain continues. A
small bridge at Beaver, in this town, has gone
dowD the river.
Patbeson, N. J.. Sept. 23.—About four
inches of rain has fallen here since the storm
began, and the Passaic river has risen from 0
to 8 feet, and many parts of the town are submerged. Traffic on the Erie and Midland railroads is interrupted by washouts.
The Lincoln bridge near the city is washed away; also
a large number of bridges over small
streams
in the neighboring country.
The cotton mill
at Hohokus is washed away, and the pumping
house of the Passaic Water Company at the
Falls is flooded, two smali bridges over the old
Hall brook is carried away as also the old Ham
dam. This stream washed away a culvert and
wall of the Paterson alms house, doing damage
about #12,000. Martin Rossiter, an old man,
was washed into the river, while driving with
his horse and vehicle and carried over the
Passaic Falls.

Fredericksburg, Va., Sept. 24-—1The destructive raiu storm on the flower Rappahannock washed away four mills near Ward’s
wharf, Essex county, and inflicted great damage on the crops and other property.
Manchester, N. H., Sept. 24.—The storm
which began Thursday and ended |this morning was the heaviest here for years. The rainfall aggregated 4.87 inches.
Many of the
streets are badly washed and gullied.
North Adams, S *pt. 24.—The heavy rains
resulted last night in much damage heVeaboutf
Two washouts on the Troy & Greenfield ailroad at Shelburne Falls delayed the Boston
sleeper six hours, and several bridges here
were carried away,
Bordentown, N. J., Sept. 24.—A washout
occurred east of Yardville, a lew miles from
here, last night, on the line of the Amboy division, of the Pennsylvania railroad.
Princeton, N. J., Sept. 24.—In the vicinity
of Princeton bridges have been washed away,
lumber yards floated off, mill properties badly
damaged, roadways washed out and impassable, live stock drowne'1, and railroad travel
suspended, canal bridges wre-ked in many
places, and near Rocky Hill the bank has given away,
New Brunswick, N. J., Sept. 24.—There is
the heaviest freshet ever seen in the Riverton
river. The l»wer part of this city is deluged,
and property submerged, The loss is stated at
many thousands. Rain fell for 58 hours, there
being over 13 inches en a mean level. All the
stores and warehouses in lower Burnett street,
are damaged, the water being up to tbe counters and goods floating about.
People are riding through the lower streets in boats.

Poughkeepsie, Sept. 24.—The damage to
the Hudson Elver railroad has been so far repaired as to enable trains to run
regularly and
nearly on time.
There is a single track only
between Spuyten Duyvil and 30th street.
Hartford, Sept. 24.—The fall of water in
this vicinity during the three
day’s storm has
been about six inches.
Trenton, N. J., Sept. 24. -A violent and
destructive freshet has been caused by the recent rain storm in this
city and vicinity, causing damage to an extent, it is roughly estimated, in both city and country, of S30D,000. Assaupink creek, which skirts the oity on ona
side and runs through the centre, was oversowed, creating a large lake about a mile in
length, and 600 yards in width. Prom this a
violent torrent rushed to the Delaware river,
causing havoc on its way.
The rubber mills,
glue factories, slaughter houses, ice
ouses, dwellings, barns, stables, outhouses
and sheds were submerged.

Lotteries,

Plainfield, N. J.t Sept. 24.—In Bound

Brook at 10 o’clock last night the water which
very high already began to rise suddenly
and a short time it was plowing through Main,
streets, the chief street of the town, lined on
both sides with stores, and it soon reached a
depth of from 8 to 1® feet in the streets and
with a very rapid current. In one store the
wa*er rose over the show cases on the counters
and a large amount of valuable goods was
ruined. A more cautious merchant had piled
his goods from the floors on the counters before closing up, never imagining the water
would do more than wet the floors. All the
storekeepers lose from $500 up. In the Ramsey Hotel the water rose almost over the top of
the bar.
Most of the families living in the
flooded district had time to escape, but it was
necessary to rescue the inmates of one house
with a boat. The Elm Park Hotel was submerged almost to the roof. At Einsten’s
woolen mills the water rose over the looms and
the proprietor hired men at $2 an hour to work
in the mill saving as much as possible. The
mills cannot get to work again in less than a
month and the loss will bo $10,000 beside depriving 200 employes of work until they start
up. The Lehigh Valley Railroad which runs
along the Eastern river bank through the
town a quarter of a mile from the depot, the
bridge and a long stretch of track are washed
away and the damage cannot be repaired for
several days. The Central New Jersey track
was three feet under water, and in the
depot it
was two feet deep.
The Delaware and Raritan canal banks gave way in several
places and
the river and .canal became one stream. Extensive breaks are reported on other parts of
the canal, and the five mile lock below here
is destroyed. The Western Union
telegraph
office is used as a testing station and nineteen
main southern wires are run
their
through
switch board. The water rose over this and
all the wires were grounded and remained so
all day.
The water began to subside about 3
o clock this morning, but is still two feet
deep
in a large part of Main street. The flood is
the highest ever known in Bound Brook.
There are reports from the country around of
lives lost, but nothing certain is known. There
will be an immense damage by loss of live
stock, fences, barns, etc.
was

THE NEW YORK HORROR.

An Investigation of the Harlem Railroad
Accident.
New York, Sept. 23.—Police Captain Hookof the Grand Central Depot reported to
Superintendent Walling this morning that
last Jnight he arrested Wm. C. V.
Rawson,
aged 18, a telegraph operator, on a charge of
criminal carelessness.
Rawson is the operator
charged with being the cause of the disaster
yesterday in the Fourth avenue tunnel by neglecting to telegraph ahead the fact that the
Port Chester special train had entered the
tunnel, and thereby preventing the Harlem
rapid transit train from following it. Gen.
Snpt. Toucey this morning began an investigation into the cause of yesterday’s catastrophe. He examined several witnesses, bnt was
unable to complete the inquiry owing to the
absence of witnesses arrested by the coroner.
The nature of the evidence taken Mr. Toucey
refused to disclose.
er

[later.J
Coroner nerriman began au inquest into
the tunnel disaster of yesterday this evening.
Conductor Rood testified to being short of
hrakemen on his train; the water boy, Robbins, who acted as brakeman, testified to having tried to put torpedoes on the track but was
unable to do so as the train was close upon
him; Telegraph Operator Rawson testified in
detail as to telegraphing trains.
He stated
that while busy making out reports for the
train despatcher he was notified from 86th
street that the track there was not clear and he
went out to lower his flag but the
rain
had twisted the rope, and he could not put out
the flag before the train had passed under his
section. He then telegraphed the 86th street
station to stop her, but received in answer "the
brakeman will stop her.”
He stated that 198
trains pass his office in a day.
The coroner held operator Rawson in 53,000;
Robbins, the brakeman, and Rood, the conductor, in 52,000 bail for action of tho grand jury.
Bail was furnished.

Election of Officers of the Grand Lodge
for Two Tears.

Baltimore, Sept. 23.—At the session of the
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows, this morning, a
number of reports relating to work, uniform,
regalia, etc., were considered and disposed of.
Reports authorizing five ^encampment members to form an encampment, and recommending the abolition of preface to titles of State
grand officers were adopted. The action of
the Grand Sire in granting a dispensation for
lodges at Gladstone, Man., and Atoka and
territory was approved. The decisions of the
Grand Sire during recess were also approved,
it was decided that persons in the military service are eligible to membership in the order
on a residence of six months, application
being
made to the nearest lodge. In all processions
of the order, the grand lodge or a subordinate
lodge shall have precedence of encampments.
The subject of a system of endowments, national in its character, was lain on the table.
The Grand Sire was instructed to issue a circular
the
attention
of encampcalling
ments
to
the
new
degree adopted at
this session for uniformed patriarchs.
The
Grand Encampment was authorized to institute a uniform degree. Laws for their
government were adopted, their charter and charter
book to be furnished for 84, and work to be
communicated to grand patriarchs and grand
scribes only. A secret session of two hours
was then held, after which the
following officers for the ensuing two
years were installed:
Eric J. Lee of Iowa, Grand
8ire; Henry F.
Garey of Maryland, Deputy Grand Sire; Theodore A. Ross of New Jersey, Grand Secretary; Joshua Vansant of Maryland, Grand
Treasurer; J. W. Venable of Maryland, Grand
Chaplain; J. A. McQuiddy of Indiana, Grand
Marshal; Joshua Davis of Maine, Grand
Guardian, and H. C. Fuherman of Minnesota,
Grand Messenger.
The Sovereign Grand
Lodge then adjourned to meet in Providence,
R. I., on the third Monday in September,
loou.

POLITICAL.
Congressional Nominations.
24.—The Democrats of
the 10th district nominated Geo. M.
Adams,
ex-clerk of the House of Representatives for

Congress.

The Oregon Senatorshlp.
23.—A

dispatch

a') ™*®rs> which arrive! at Hull, reports
bept. -1st, 9 p. m., weather became foggy and
we began to blow our steam whistle at inter-

vals of two minutes. At 10
p. m. there was a
thick fog and our engines were
running half
speed. At 10.10 p. m. we heard a whistle close
to on our port bow and
stopped our engines.
Two minutes later we heard the whistle
again
a»d saw a vessel crossing our bows from S. to
N.
At 10.15 came into collision with a steamer, (our head at the time being W. N. W.),
which never stopped crossing but dragged
right across our bows, at the same time swinging to westward, her propellor going all the
time. After getting clear of the steamer we
stopped our engines and immediately sent'
away three boats with sll our crew and officers
to render assistance.
At 11.30 the boats of the
Edam, three in all, arrived alongside with her
passengers and crew who were at once embarked.
Soon after one of our boats returned
bringing the chief officers of the Edam, quartermaster, ateward and two passengers.
The
Ee Panto was considerably
damaged but careful examination showed she was making no
water so we started the engines running
very
slowly. On proceeding we steered W. and
shortly passed through the debris of a foundered steamer which had from all appearances
blown up on foundering.
The passengers,
twenty-one in number, and crew numbering
52 of the Edam were made as comfortable as
possible, the captain giving up his room to the
women, and the Cabin passengers made the
most of the small cabin accommodations. The
third engineer and assistant engineer of the
Edam were lost.i
■the
Edam belonged to the Netherlands
Royal Mail Line and sailed from Jersey City
for Amsterdam, Sept. 20th.
trantfed on the New Jersey Coast.
Seavillk, Sept. 24.—The steamer Napkar,
from North {Shields, England, for Philadeltphia, with pig iron and drags, grounded on
Townsend Inlet bar, about twenty miles above
Cape May, at 4 a. m. yesterday and now
lies directly across the inlet. She was boarded
by the crew of life-saving station 34.
The stranded steamship, the Nuphar, lies
over a mile from shore on the outer bar.
She
had filled with water so her fires were extinAn abatement of the
guished this afternoon.
southeast gale gives renewed hopes of savThe tug Argus arrived this
ing the ship.
morning and is relieving the steamer of a portion of her cargo and an effort will be made tomorrow to got her off.
The Yacht Wayward.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 24 —The wreck
of the yacht Wayward was floated off the
rocks at Qerrish Island to-day after the ballast
had been thrown overboard and mast cut
away, and will be towed to this city to-morrow.

COMET.

Computations Made at Harvard Observatory.
Boston, Sept. 23.—The result of the computations made at Harvard Observatory by Prof.
S. C. Chandler, Jr., on the hypothesis that

the new comet is identical with the comet of
1880, shows this hypothesis is untenable, and
the belief of its return in 1884 and its possible
fall’into the sun is unwarranted.
The ground
taken by Prof. Chandler is that the observation of the comet of 1880 cannot possibly be
reconciled with in so short a period. Adopting
the investigation of Meyer at Berlin as a basis
and calculating the difference which would result between the positions of that comet and
those given by the ellipses which best satisfy
them on different assumptions as to time of revolution he iindB that even so short a period as
fifteen or twenty year3 is extremely impossible,
while any period of less than ten years inadmissit le. The deviations between the observatory position and these given the ten year
ellipse amount to thirty seconds of an arc or
more, and for greater eccentricities they are
much larger. The return between this comet
and the one of 1880 is not one of identity in
the opinion of Cambridge astronomers but one
of similarity of orbit.
Any disturbance which
the comet of 1880 may have experienced in its
passage around the eun took place before the
observations made at that place, and its subsequent path may be regarded as fined nntil its
next return.
It may be accepted as certain
9
that the comet of 1880 is now far on its way
toward its most distant point from the sun,
not to return during the present century, and
that the comet now visible is simply
traveling
behind it, in nearly the same track.

THE WEBSTER

ENTENNIAL.

Arrangements

fori President Arthur's
Trip.
Boston, Sept. 24,—Hos. Stephen M. Allen
of the Webster Centennial Committee, has returned from New York, whither he was sent
to arrange with President Arthur for his arrival here. The President now says he will be
unable to be present in Boston, Oct. 3d, the
day set for the celebration, bat instead will arrange to arrive in Boston. Oct. 11 and will
make a stay of two days (Oct. 11 and 12.) He
will reach here at 7 a. m. on the 11th and be
the guest of the city and state through their
On
respective committees on Wednesday.
Thursday, at 9.15 a. m. hewi’ltake the train
for Marshfield to attend the Webster centennial. He will return to Boston the same evening and be the guest of Boston city officials
that night, returning to New York Friday

morning.
The centennial at Mashfield will consequently be postponed until the twelfth to await the
President’s

coming.

WINTER’S WARNINGS.

various points in the Northwest report more or
less heavy frosts in Eastern Iowa, northern and
central Illinois and northern Indiana, but in
only a few places was it heavy enough to
materially injure the corn crop.
Arrested for Treason.

Armagh, Sept. 25.—Eight men, charged
with treason and felony, four of whom were
only recently liberated from Kilmainham jail,
have been remanded.
It is understood the
has obtained evidence from an informer
who made extraordinary revelations in regard
to the existence of a widespread
conspiracy.

crown

Yellow Fever.
New Orleans, Sept. 24.—The Picayune's
Pensacola special reports 36 new cases of fever
and four deaths.

FOREIGN.
Giving Thanks.
; ranks for the success of
British troops in Egypt were given in the
churches in London and in the Provinces to-

London, Sept. 24.—

day.
Prince Bismarck’s Twentieth Anniversary
Berlin, Sept. 23.—The entire press congratulates Prince Bismarck on the 20th anniversary of his entry into the Prussian Ministry. Opposition Journals while condemning Prince
Bismarck’s Rome policy, warmly refer to the
services he has rendered the nation.
The Greek Frontier Question.
London, Sept. 23.—The correspondent of
Reuter’s Telegram Company at Constantinople reports that M. Nelidoff, the Russian Ambassador, having renewed his proposal that
the Ambassadors meet to discuss the question
of the Greek frontier, Count Corti, the Italian
Ambassador, has invited the representatives
of the Powers to a conference, to be held on

Sunday.

Heavy Failure at Dublin.
A dispatch to the Pall Mall Gazette from
Dublin says the failure is reported of a commercial firm of long standing, the name of
which is not given. The liabilities of the embarrassed house are estimated at from S100.000
to

Sept.

Francisco, Sept.

Le Pauto

Frosts Reported In the West..
Chicago, Sept. 23.—Special dispatches from

THE THREE LINKS.

San

Touk, Sept. 24.—Steamship

THE

from

Salem, Or., says: In the first Senatoral ballot,
today, Mitchell (Rep.) received 39 votes Prime

(Dem.)

30 and W. D. Hare 17.
Three Demovoted for Mitchell.
A second ballot was
taken, resalting in 40 voteB for Mitchell. The
joint convention then adjourned until Mon-

crats

day.

Loss of the Savings of a Life Time.
New Comerstown, O.,
Sept. 24.—Intelligence received here from Mount Holly states
that Stephen
70
Day, aged
years, secreted the
of a life time, 873,000, in a tin
savings
in his
®?x
house, and during the absence of
“'mae*t end wife some uuknown
person entered the house and stole the entire contents of
the box.
The Week’s Failures.
New York,
Sept. 22.—One hundred and
”ln® “hsoiess
failures were reported to New
xork this we
k, of which 104 oocurred in the
country and five in New York city. There
w®f? uo failures in New York or Brooklyn
calling for special mention, and city trade
seems to be very health and
strong.

£400,000.

Boston, Sept. 23.-2 A. M. Hanlan and
Kennedy will meet in Portland, Tuesday, the
20th inst., to sign articles for the proposed race,
instead of the 25th as has been announced.
Knox Trotting Park Sold at Auction.
23.—The Knox Trotting
Park was sold at auction this afternoon for
$1220 to John T. Berry, who will retain it for
its original purposes.
It cost about $SOOO.

Rockland, Sept.

Liverpool, Sept. 23.—Several bundles of
the Irish \Vorld received by express from
America were seized by the custom authorities
who held the packages for a number of days
and then released them.
Military Promotions.
London, Sept. 24.—It is officially announced
that Gen. Wolseley and Admiral Seymour will
be raised to a peerage in acknowledgment of
their recent distinguished services in Egypt.
The Czar at St. Petersburg.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 24.—The Emperor
and Empress arrived to-day from Moscow.
The Greek Frontier.

Constantinople, Sept. 24.—The Sultan has

ordered the immediate surrender to Greece of
the whele frontier fixed by the international
commission.
Thirty Soldiers Drowned.
Agram, Sept. 24.—Thirty soldiers were
drowned in a railroad disaster at Eszek yester_

incendiary fire at Branchport, N. J., yesterday, destroyed the lumber sheds of Drummond & Woolley, house of John Lane, and
An

Jacob Garranbront’s fruit store.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLASTD, Sept. 23.
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland

Knocked Out in Three Rounds.
N. Y., Sept. 23.—He ary Higgins
of this city, weight 104 pounds, met John L.
Sullivan of Boston to-night. He showed up
game but Sullivan knocked him out in three
rounds.
Base Ball.
At Pittsburg—Louisvilles, 13; Alleghanies,
3. Afternoon, Alleghanies, 7; Louisvilles, 1.
At Providence—Providence, 4; Worcesters,
0.
At Cleveland—Chicagos, 8; Clevelands, 0.
At Buffalo—Buffalos, 15; Detroits, 1.

Loss 5530,000.

Ogdensburg Railroad,

EGYPTIAN AFFAIRS.
Lose of

a

Nova Scotia Schooner.

Boston, Sept. 24.—A speeial to the Journal
from Calais, Me., reports schooner Forest of
Aunauolis, N. S., struck on a ledge a mile be-

low Southwest Head light and will be a total
The crew were saved. The vessel was
from Boston in ballast.
wreck.

A Floating Wreck.
Schooner Brazos, from Iloilo, reports Sept.
23d, off Sandy Head, Nantucket, bearing W.
35 miles distant, passed close to the wreck of a
50i ton vessel apparently floating near tbe
surface of the water.
Princesses of the
Khedive’s
Family

Seriously Compromised.
Alexandria, Sept. 23.—Some of the Princesses of tbe Khedive’s family have been
seriously compromised by the late revolt. It is
generally believed that property valued at ,fc!l,000,000 will be confiscated and applied to the
indemnification of the sufferers by the massacre. Tbe publication of the Moniteur
Egyptian has been transferred to Cairo.
The Country Not Wholly Reconciled.

London, Sept. 23.—A dispatch from Tantah

the Times says it is difficult to ascertain tbe
popular feeling in the more remote districts.
The wholesome fear inspired in some
quarters
is by no means general.
Surrender of Damietta.
Alexandria, Sept. 23.—Gen. Wood, on his
march to Damietta, reached Chirbirn last evening and was to remain there until 3 o’clock
this morning.
The railways are blocked by deserters from Abdeilal’s
Wood
camp. Gen.
telegraphs that Abdellal’s troops continue to
desert. Of 7000 originally, only 800 blacks remain, and they have plundered the barracks,
the Governor's house, many private residences
and the Exchanges.
to

Damietta, Sept. 23.—Gen. Wood with tw°
regiments arrived at Damietta t>day. Abdel*
lal surrendered at the railway station. The
troops are expected to surrender their arms
this afternoon.
The surrounding country is
quiet. The crops are in splendid conditiou.
Alexandria, Sept. 23.—The surrender of
Abdellal Pasha is confirmed.
The British
troops occupied Damietta on their arrival. The
negro garrison, instead of surrendering, fled,
taking besides plunder, a quantity of ammunition.
The Grand Shereef Deposed.
It is officially announced from Jiddah that
the Grand Shereef of Mecca has been deposed
and imprisoned at Taiffe, where Midhat Pasha
was prisoner.
Abdallah Abricoun has been
named Grand Shereef, He is a brother to the
Shereef who was mnrdered some time ago, as
was then supposed
by orders from the Sultan,
because he was favorable to the British.
Two men, who were implicated in the June

massacre

here,

were

hanged to-day.

Movement.
Cmro, Sept. 23.—Gen. McPherson and staff
arri ved here last
night. Indian troops and a
mule battery will leave Zagazig to-night to
march hither.
The British cavalry marched through the
city to-day for the purpose of making a demonstration to intimidate the natives and prevent
disorder in the Arab quarters.
Negotiations for a Settlement
New York, Sept. 23.—A London special
says: It is reported that a basis for the settlement of the affairs of Egypt is being negotiated
by Lord Granville and the Khedive. The
terms proposed are said to be as follows:
England to withdraw from the canal and
convene a congress of the powers to guarantee
its maintenance as an international highway the
Anglo-French financial control to be abolished
and replaced by an international commission
on the public debt; the
Suzerainty of the Sultan to be reaffirmed, and also the Firmans
securing the sovereignty of the Khedive; the
English troops to evacuate Egypt at an early
day, but England to have the right to continue
the occupation of Alexandria and the
adjacent forts for two years; the Egyptian
to
be
army
replaced by a gendarmerie, of
which the leading commanders shall be Englishmen, and the subordinate officers English,
Turkish and Egyptian, and a part of the Indian contingent to be placed at the disposal of
the Khedive until the maintenance of order
is assured.
Foreign Notes.
Six thousand miners in North Staffordshire
have given notice of a demand for an advance
of 10 per cent, in wages,
Mr. Henry George will sail from
Liverpool
for New York October 4th.
uea.

jacrnersons

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
William G. Lowe of Brooklyn, N. Y., has
given $5000 to the American Church Building
Fund Commission.
Gen. Loperon has contracted with parties in
Europe for a cable between Santo Domingo
and Jamaica or Cnba.

Arrangements have been made in Paris for
the establishment of a national bank at SanDomingo, with a capital of f.12,000,000.
Samuel A. McPheetOD, city clerk of Lowell,
had a paralytic stroke while at dinner at Hotel
Belmont, Claremont, N. H., Saturday.
W. F. Fackler, aged 00 years, was shot dead
Saturday, at New Orleans, by J. B. Rickiff.
A large portion of the business part of Walferd, Out., was burned Saturday. Loss $75.000.
to

Fire in James Davis & Soil's tannery and
belt factory, Pawtucket, R. I.,
Saturday,
caused a loss of $3000; insured.
Hon. A. M. Sullivan lectured in Waterbury,
Conn., on the Irish question before a large audience at City Hall.
Paymaster General Smith,'U. S. N., is mak'
ing an official inspection of the Portsmouth
navy yard.
The steamer Picton, wrecked at Rondean,
Ont., has gone to pieces, Most of her cargo
was saved.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Daily Wholesale market.
Pobtiasd, Sept. 23.
The market for Flour is unchanged.
Lard Is
Arm and Yg to L4« higher.
Sweet potatoes are In
good supply and 26c lower, Beef is dull and easy.
Other quotations unchanged.
The following are to-day’s quotations of
Flour,
Portland

Grain, Provisions. &a.
Flour.

UNBLEACHED COTTON®,

Heavy 38 in. 7M,® 8Vi Fine 7-4.14®17
Med. 88 in. ny,S 7>A Fine 3-4.. #
...18.222
Light 38 in. 6 ® 6
Fine W-4.22«2«
fine 40 in. 7V4® 8
Fine 10-4....27V4832V4
BLKACHKD COTTONS.
Best SB In. .llMi £13
] Fine 6-4.... „16 ®20
Med. 3B in.. 8 @11
Fine 7-4.18 @28
dgbtSBin.. 6 @ 7V4 Fine 8-4.21 ®26
fins 42 in..10
Fine
@14
» 3(t
8-4.26
fine 6-4....11 @17
Fine 10-4 ...27s4^2qza

85
84
60

Michigan WinSacked Bran 00022 50
ter beet.6 25@6 50
Mtds..
32
Common
Cotton Seed,car lot 32 00
Michigan.... 5 75@6 00
bag lots 33 00
St. Louis Win82
Oorn.bag lots..
ter fair
6 76@7 00 Meal,
88
Winter good..7 00«7 25 Oats,
06
Winter best.. .7 60(g7 75 Bran.
28 00
Produce.
i Mills,
82 00
••
...

..
..

..

TurkeyB.

iKye.

..

Ttfb.iMb....13*013%
lb

Heroes, *».13V*0t8*
Pall....
18»i014Vi
llgl2ya
Bran.
Turkish Prunes.7^7
Pea.3 7608 80
French Prunes.l2M»g14 Mediums.3 2503 bo
Peaches p bktl 7og2 25 German med 2 2502 75
do P crate! 75<g2 60 Vellow
Eyes. .3 4003 60
I
Butter.
Oranges.
Palermo* pbx 7 00@8 00 ! Creamery.32033
Messina,pbox.7 00g8 0(J .Gilt EdgoVermont32033
”
Valencia pease $] Ogl 2 I Choice
24020
Extra large
g
| Good. 22023
Lemons.
IStore... .18*20
Cheese.
Messina.5 00gr> 50
New.
Palermos.6 00^0 60
Vermont-12 ®13 Vi
Malaga.
V
si
Factory. 12 013*
9U£
Skims. 7*0 8
Apple..
Per orate.1 0001 50
Eating b» bb\..3 60®4 00
.Cooking $»bbl...OO03 25
..

Ondura Val.

I

Drill*. ua B
Corset Jeans.... 7a 8
Satteen*.
Light.8 @10
Cambrie*.
Denim*.12%@16% Silesia*.li
Dncks-Brown 9 @12
Cotton Flannels.
.15
Medium.. 11

"

@18

@14

Good.g:
Stack market.

The following quotation* of stooks are reeeire.
and corrected daily by Woodbury ft Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streeis:
NEW YORK STOCKS.
0. ft M. 39%
Missouri Pacific.. 107%
Mo. K. ft Texas.. 89%
Wabash preferred 87%
Nor.* West’n prf 68%
Union Pacific.111%
Louis ft Naab. 72%
Buf.Plt.&W.com
Rich, ft Dan..
St.L. ft Frisco 1st
Cen. Pacific. 92%
Omaha common.. 62%
TexaJPacific,.... 49%
Denver ft R. G... 60%
St. Paul pref.125
Frisco preferred..
boston stocks.
Western Union T. 89%
Boston lane,
7%
New York Cent’l. 134%
WaterPower.
8%
Omaha preferred .111%
Flint ft Pore Mar
Lake Shore.116%
qnette common.
—

—

..

—

—

...

21%
Erie. 42%
Hartford* Erie 7* 68
Nor. Pao. prefer’d 97%
A. T. ft S. F.* 93%
00m
Boetonft Maine.. 168
61%
Pacific Mail.46%
Flint ft PereMarNorthweet’n oom.147
qnette preferred 96
North west'n pref.
L. R. ft Ft. Smith. 66
C. B. ft Quincy.. .133%
Marquette,HooghSt Paul common.110%
ton ft Out
70
St. Joseph pref
Summit Branch.. 13%
Illinois Central.. .141
Mexican Cent’l 7* 83%
Michigan Central. 104
“>® Boston Brokers’ Board.
Sept. 23.
Hiil Manufacturing Co ... VH*A
Maine Central Kailroad.81
...

—

—

California

.Timing Blocks.
(By Telegraph.)

8 ait FBAHcrW'o. Sept 23—The following are the
‘losing aootatlons of Mining stocks to-day:
Best ft Belchei
9%

Bodte.

Eureka .
lould ft Curry.
Hale ft Nororoes.
Northern Belle.
Ophir.

Savage
Sierra
Union

4VA
14%

gS

3 Vi

137*
4
jta
g
3x4

.

Nevada. ..
Con.

YellowJacket.

1%

New York Block and .Haney market.
'By Telegraph.)
New Yobk, Sept. 23—Money closed offered at 2
per cent.; last loan at 3.
Sterling exchange is Ann. We quote bankers'
asking rates, 60-day bills at *4.82% per £ (of
4.8666 par value) and 011 demand *4.87%, against
fH?^.^®.4,'??1’* ,°.n# week ak°‘ Commercial bills

84.81@*4.81% gold.
The following are to -day’s closing quotations

of

Government securities:
United States 6’# ext.
100*4
United States new,4% s, reg.!! 112%
United States new, 4%’s ooud.'
112%
United States new, 4’s, reg.."!ll9
United States new, 4’s, ooud." "119%
PaelAo 6*s of 96...180 *

The following are the dosing quotations of stock
Chicago ft Alton..
Chicago ft Alton preferred.
Chicago, Bur. ft Quincy.....134%

Erie.M,‘ 43%
Erie nreferred. 81%
Illinois Cent-al. '. .!i4i%
Cake Shore.116%
Michigan Oentral.’ 104*4
New

Jersey Central. 80%

Northwestern.147%
preferred.!l88

New York Central. 134%
Kook Island .
13714
M'lwankee ft St. Paul.110%
»t. Paul preferred.126
...

Union Pacific stock.”ll2*i
Western Union Tel. Co,ex-4. 90
IMneanc Tlarkru.
fBv TelevraDh.l
New York. Sept. 23.—Cotton closed easy
ndddilna uplands end 12%o for

13 6-

middling

Fcour—The market closed quiet; No 3 at 3 80®

« 3 16®4 IK;
?i!O;JSper4.n0
yesAer".andStst®
Mills extra for
the West Indies at 6 2026 46:
City
for South America 6 46@6 76; low extras st 4 26®
4 R)@6 00; fanoy do 6
i6 S2i:'Snt0r
15®
76; Winter Wheat patents at 6 16®8 40; Minnesota clear at 6

002-7 26; do straight 6 6027 76patents 7 60@8 76; Southern flour quiet; com5 *0@6 60; good to choice do at
2‘22J?/£K
6 76@7 60: eitf»
sales for the week have been 95,000
do

DD18.

Wheat—market closed quiet and easier,No 2 Red
spot at 107%«108%; September at
06%; October sides 1
1
for November: 110%@ 110% for December; sales
at 1 06%@1 00% seller the
year; No S
nominal; No 1 White at 1 12% September; 1 08%
@1 09% October; salee for the week 10,800,000
Winter on
1 06%@l

C&Vfcinta 08&
MtaSI*

bosh.

Corn—steady and firm; No 2 on the spot at 74%•
sales for September at 73; sales 73%o for October;
October at 70%c: 66%@66%o seller year; 67% a.
58%o May; for the week 9,960,000 bush.
Oats—closed quiet and steedy; No 1 White 63c;
Ns 2 do 41@46%o; No 3 White 39e; No 1 Mixed
at 39s; No 2 do 39e;sales for week 4,460,000 busb.
Pork—market closed flrmjnew mess on the snot at
21 60@22 00; 22 00 aekedJSeptembor; 21 76 asked
October; sales for the week embrace 3400 bbls on
spot.
Card dosed strong and higher; prime steam on
the spot 12 66; 12 bO for October; sales at 12 62%
for October; 12 37%@12 40 for November; 11 96
@12 00 December; 11 72% January; sales for the
week inolude 6600 tea on spot, and 206,000 tea for

delivery.
Tallow—quiet at 8% o.
Butter—quiet and easy except

tutors

for choice fresh;
at 29231c.
Cheese—dull. State factories 10%@U%.
uhicaou. aepi. aa.—piourquiet and
unchanged.
Wheat in fair demand; each higher and options lower; regular at 1 02%®l 02% for September; 04%
for Ocwoer; 93%@9a%c for November; 93893%
year; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 02% cask; the rest
same as regular; No 2 Ked Winter 1 02%«C1 02%
cash; 1 02%@1 02% for September. Corn is unsettled hnt generally lower at B4%o cash and for
September: 63%@63%c for October; 61 ‘•»@81%c
November;54@64%c for year; 49% January,51%
May. Oats dull and lower at 31c cash; 31%o for
September; 31%c October and November; 31% all
year; 33% o May. Rye is dull and lower at 69%c.
Barley dull at 84Va@86c. Pork active, Hrm and
higher but irregular 21 46(821 50 cash, September
and October; 21 00 November; 19 17%®2o 00 all
year. Lard is strong and higher at 12 62%@12 66
cash. September and October; 12 37%®12 40 for
November; 11 60 all year; January at 1147%®
11 60. Bulk meats quiet;shoulders 10 00; short rib
at 14 42%; short clear 14 36.
Receipts—10,000 Dbu Uour, 147,000 bush whsat.
214.000 bush oorn, 88,000 bush oats. 9.000 bush
Western and State creameries

rye. 36,000 bush barle>
Sbipments-13,000 bbls flour, 61,000 bush'eheat
107.000 busbeorn, 184,000 bush oats, p.odo bush
rye. 26,000 bush barley,
ST. Louis,Sept. 23.—Flour is dull and nnchanged;
family 4 10@4 20; choice 4 66@4 76; fancy 4 90
@6 20. Wheat is lower for cash; options opened
lower, advanced and closed pretty Arm; No 2 Ked

Fall 93%@94o for cash and November;92% 893%
for October; 93@94%o November; u*%@94% for
December: 98%e year; 94%@96% January; No 3
Ked Fall 88%@89c bid; No 4 do at 84c bid. Corn
In same condition as Wheat, except more active at
66@66%c for each; 66%c September; 63%@64%
for October; 65%@66%o for November; 49%o for
December, 48%«o9%o the year; 46%@47%c for
January; 47%@48%o May. Oats higher but slow
at 31%3>31%o cash; 30%@3(1% Oct;
29%@30c
year. Pork active, Arm and higher; jobbing 22 10.

Lard nominally higher.

Receipts-12,OOu bbls Aour, 61,000,bush wheat
1.000 uusn oorn, 20,000 bush oats, 7,000 bush
.-ye 0.000 bush barley.
Shipments—15,000 bbls Aour, 67,000 bush wheat
O,000 bush oorn, 20,000 bush oats, OO.OCO bush

barley, 0.000 bush rye.
Dutroit. Sept. 23.—Wheat it quiet; No 1 White
cash 1 03: October 99%o: November and December 99c; 98%c year; January at 1 00; February at
1 01; No 2 Rad 98%o; No 2 White at 1 00.
Receipts 27,633 bush; shipments 6021 bush.
Havana iflarket.

Havana, Sept. 23.—Sugar market ruled Arm but
quiet; quotations must be considered nominal; Mo
lasses Sugar, 86 to 90
deg, 6Vs @6% reals gold per
arrobe,Centrifugal, 92 to 98 deg. Inboxes and hhds,
9@9% reals.
Stooks In warehouses at Havana and Matansas
54,200 boxes, 78,300 bags and 73,400 hhds; receipts for the week 76 boxes and 150 hhds; exports

580 boxes, 1600 bags and 4360
hhds. Including
80 boxes and all bags and hhds to United States.
Freights dull and unchanged.
Spanish gold 1.88.
Exchange Is Arm; on United States 60 days gold
at 8%@9% prem; short sight

9%@10%.
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Chickens.
t’rori.ioa..
Fowl.
iMess Beet..13 00013 60
Eggs.
Ex Mess. .14 00@14 60
Irish potatoes2 60£2 75
Plate.16 00016 60
Sweet potatoesS 00@3 76
Ex Plate.,16 60017 00
Onions, crate 1 50«tl 60 i PorkBacks.. ,.29 60030 00
p bbl 3 60@4 00
Crn berries, p bbi
tHear.28 50029 00
Maine. 6 00g5 60
Moss.00 00®00 00
Cape Cod, 8 00^8 50 Ham.
..14*016
augur.
Hound Hogs....
®
Granulated. 9% Cov’ed HamslO
@16^4
Extra C. 9V«
tard.
Fruit
Mnso’tl Kaisins2 25@2 50
London Lavers2 80 a 2 95

TICKINGS. ETC.

Tioklngs,

(By Telegraph.)

Uraia.

Superfine.4 25g4 75 I H. M. Corn, oar
Extra Spring..5 75g6 25
lots,
XX Spring....6 OOgG 50 -Mixed
Corn,
Patent Spring
oar lots,
Wheats.8 75@9 60 Oats, '•

20 oars.

Dry floods Wholesale market.
Thsi following quotations are wholesale
prices and
corrected dally by Store' droe. ft
Co., Dry Hoods.
Woolens and Fancy Hoots, 144 to 162 Middle street:

Buffalo,

..

[LATER. I
It is understood that the Dublin firm reported as having failed is George Roe & Co., distillers.
Irish Newspapers Seized.

day.

Fresh Beef market.
Corrected for the Press dally by Wheeler Swift
ft do., Commission Merchants In Chicago fireeiurf
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides...
8
@ 9% Hinds.10%®12i
Fores. 6%@ 7
Battles.
6%
Backs. 6
Bounds. 8%@ 9%
18
Loins.16
Bumps.10 @14
@18
Hump Loins.13 @16

ft

FICERS LOST.

flooded.

LOST.

Rev. G. W. Rice, editor of
the America?i Christian Review, says of Brown’s Iron
Bitters:

by Tailor**
at

aro

MORNING,

SEPTEMBER

completely deluged

MAINE.

cating beverages.

Cleansed

Pressmen,

sta-

BY TELEGRAPH.

beautifully

and Pressed

Ladies

The indications

and at the same time absolutely kill the desire for
whiskey and other intoxi-

511 1 -!i Congress St.

or

Storm.

ty Reported

MONDAY, SEPT. 25tli.
£3. O. FERTVr A T ,T~>.

Dyed

higher barometer,

prevail in the lower Lake region, Ohio valley
and Tennessee to-day and to-morrow.

Brown’s Iron Bitters
is guaranteed to be a nonintoxicating stimulant, and
it will, in nearly every case,
take the place of all liquor,

fallIiilliaeuy.

YOUR OLD

or

The barometer is highest in the upper Lake
region and lowest in Utah. The temperature
has risen 7 to 10 degrees in the upper Lake
region; elsewhere it has remained nearly stationary. Northeasterly winds continue on the
Atlantic coast and in the Gulf States, Ohio
valley, Tennessee and lower Lake region.
Cloudy weather prevails on the Atlantic
coast; elsewhere the weather is fair.

is one of the very few tonic
medicines that are not composed mostly of alcohol or
whiskey, thus becoming a
fruitful source of intemperance by promoting a desire
for rum.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Can be

erly wind, stationary
tionary temperature.

Ravages 4of the Equinoctial

WEATHER BULLETIN.

Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Bales,” $2.00 per sqnare per week; three Insertions or less, $1.60.
Advertisements Inserted In the “Maine State
Press (whioh has a large circulation In every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 oents per square for each snbs uent
Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.

sep26sndlw

War Dep’t Office Chief Siunal )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Sept. 25, 1 A. M. I
For New England,
Fair weather, preceded by local rains, north-

No Whiskey!

a

„ength of oolnmn, oonstitntea a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 oents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.06; continuing every other day after first week, 60 oents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 oents per week after.

T oball be pleased to exhibit
y.i most desirable shades, on

.RAIN AND RUIN.

METEOROLOGICAL
INDICATIONS FOB THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR

At 97 Exchange
St., Portland,
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall enbserlb
•rs Seven Dollars a Year, U paid In advance.

s

MONDAY

ETaporated.140 16

[Dried Western....806*
I
do Eastern.... 608Vi

fiarepean .Harkcu.
By Telegrapa.
London, Sept. 23 -Consols 1001-16.
London, Sept. 20.—U. S. 4s, 121V*.
Liverpool, Sept. 23-12.30 P.M—Cotton nnwket
doll;Uplands 7d; Orleans 7 3-10d; sales 5,000 bales;
speculation and export 500 bales, futures very dull.
Portland Daily Press Slock List.
Corrected By Woodbuby A Moultoit, Inrestmen
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value Offered. Ask
Descriptions.
State of Maine Bonds.
...114
..lift
Portland City Bonds, Munlolpal.100
..120
Port'and City Bonds, aid K.K.107
..121
Bath City Bonds
....100
..102
..111
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.109
Calais City Bonds.109
.111
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 68
..60
Canal National Bank.100....168
..17u
First National Bank.100_167
..168
Casco National Bank.100. ...167
..169
Merchant’s National Bank... 76....120
"!l21
National Traders’ Bank.100_160
..161
Portland Company. 95
..100
Portland Gas Company. 60....’ 66
60
Ocean Insurance Company.. .100....108
..110
A. A K. R. R. Bends.
109
Maine Central R. R. Bonds 7’s.120
Leeds A
R.K.b’ds 100.. ..112
Potland A Ken. R. R. Bonds, 100.112

Farmington

Rumford Falls A B R. B. lUcelrer
1st 7s.109
Portland A Ogdensburg K K lit, 6s.. 106
Portland Water Co., Is.107
••
2s.107
"
3s.110

.111
121
.113

..

..114
..111
108
109
109
..

..

..111

MONDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 25.
Wo do not road

The

flitions.
all

cases

anonymous letters and communname and address of the writ
are in

indispensable,

cblica

necessarily for

not

tion but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
jiunications that are not need.

com-

Every regular attach^ of the Press is famished
With a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credential*
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
W. C. T. U.
Headquarters Maine W. C. T. U.,)
Augusta, Sept. 19, 1882. )
The eighth annual meeting of the Maine Woman's Christian Temperance Union will be held in
First Baptist church, Rockland. Oct. 11,12 and 18.
Reception of delegates at parlors of First Baptist
church, Wednesday evening, the 11th.
Mrs. Emily L. McLaughlin, of Boston, will deliver the annual address Friday evening, 12th.
Each
local auxiliary is requested to send tiieir delegates
with credentials. All temperance organizations of

affectionately

women are

invited

to send a large
number of visitors. The railroads will furnish free
returns. Tickets good from Qct. 10th to lOih inclusive.
Delegates and visitors will be notified of their
places of ontertainment by sendiug names and post
office addresses as soon as possible to Mrs. George
M. Bramerd, Rockland, Maine.
Mrs, Bent, of Portland, will lead singing on thecornet.
Mrs L. M. N. Stevens, President.
Mrs. C, C. Hunt, Cor. Sec’y.

A St. Louis

man

declined to purchase of

copy of

agent
Appleton’s Cyclopedia^
“I know I could never
with the remark:
learu to ride one.”:
a

an

Biddefokd Journal:

It

is

stated that

Gov. Plaisted will move to the far west as
soon as his term of office expires.
He had
only intended to go as far as Washington,
but circumstances alter cases.
The butler of Queen Victoria’s household
has a salary of $8,500 and four assistants
who do the

of

purchasing

supplies

and see

that the widow is not cheated in weight and
measures, by the tradesmen.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat declares
that “there exists no genuine desire among
the Southern people in general for the education of the negroes, though here and
there are long-headed men among them who
insist upon its importance.”
Henby Demas, who has been nominated
the Republican candidate for Congress
in the Second Louisiana district, is described
as

as a

remarkable

figure

in modern Louisiana

politics.

He is

versed in

politics, courageous and thorough-

in

ly up

a

black

very

parliamentary

law.

negro, well

He

has

seen

several terms service in the State Senate.
The most encouraging reports come from
the Republican headquarters in North Carolina as to the Republican prospects at the
approaching election. The liberal movement

evidently taken the Democracy completely by surprise, and careful politicians
prophesy a Republican Legislature and a
majority for the State ticket of at least 30,-

has

000.
The Chicago Journal will have

half

no

It says
way work about the nude in art.
that if the public exhibition of nude human

figures in marble or on canvass is proper and
in good taste, then it is even more proper
and in better taste to exhibit in public the
God-created natural human body itself, and
that is all there is of it.
A Chicago Journal gallery of art would, no doubt, be very
well patronized in Chicago.
The Cleveland Leader publishes this paris both pointed and perti-

agraph, which
nent:

The Arkansas bankers, at the recent meeting at Saratoga, had a great deal to say about
the necessity of bringing Northern capital into
that State to build railroads and develop its
mineral resources. Yesterday the dispatches
reported that parties under the guise of Kuklux had driven the negro help away from one
road that was being built, and that the work
could not proceed without protection from the
State government. Northern capitalists can
never be induced to send their money into any
Southern State in which workmen are not allowed to pursue their work in peace,
The London Lancet is
cised as to the
man

drinking

about town in that

considerably

exer-

habits of the young
city. He takes too

many “nips” and “stims” before luncheon
and after luncheon for his own good, and is

under drafts upon the vitality of his stomach at all hours of the day. It holds that
the use of stimulants, apart from a wholesome luncheon, is fatal to health and longevity and is on every account to be discour-

aged.

It even goes so far as to suggest the
need of a society the members of which will

pledge themselves
cept at meals.

to

drink

no

alcohol

ex-

Some peculiar figures are exhibited by the
returns of the value of domestic bread-stuffs
exported frem the United States during the
past month of August, the two months and
the eight months preceding and including it,

compared with last year. The increase
during last month over the figures of last
year is a trifle over $3,300,000; the figures
for the two months of July and August
shews only a difference of about $400,000 in
favor of last year, but for the eight months
ended in August the difference is about $47,600,000 against the returns for the current
year, which is a somewhat serious falling
off.
The improvement during the past
month is a hopeful sign, and if maintained
may yet bring up the export returns of
as

breadstuffs to

a

fair balance.

[Bangor Whig.]
Irish-Americans Will Take Notice.
There is no greater arrogance and intolerance
conceivable than that with which Democratic
politicians and newspapers claim the right to
dictate the votes and control the consciences of
all citizens of Dish lineage, and if an IrishAmerican citizen has the hardihood to exercise
his political rights by supporting the Republican party, the whole pack of Democratic
sleuth-hounds are let loose upon him.
In the city of Portland lives William H.
Looney, Esq., a talented and highly-esteemed
young Irish-Amerioan lawyer, who, by his own
exertions and the generous assistance of his
friends, obtained a college education at Colby
University. The Republicans of Portland, in
recognition of his talents and excellent character, elected him to the Important position of
City Solicitor, which he is filling with credit
to himself and the community. Bat Mr. Looney has dared to recognize his friends and to ex
eroise his judgment by voting for and speaking
for the Republican party; and for that he was
wantonly assailed a few weeks ago by a Democratic leader in Portland, to whom, however,
Mr. Looney administered a most withering rebuke; and now comes the Democratic Boston
Post with abuse that will be appreciated and
resented by every Irish-American citizen who
believes he has rights that even Democratic
politicians are bound to respect. This is the
language applied by the Democratic Boston organ to a young gentleman of high character,
whose only sin is that, being of Irish lineage,
he dares to be a Republican. Says the Post:
A particularly shameless fellow bn the name of

Iwoney—rightly named, perhaps,—wno lias

boon elevated into local prominence By the Republicans of
Portland, and who rattled around on the stump
during the last Maine campaign, in the interest of
the Republican ticket, was one of the
speakers at
a Jollification
meeting held a few days ago at Gorham the heme of Governor-elect Kobie. This
unblushing young blatherskite began his remarks ith
he statement that “Normal schools and
colleges
are to the Republican
party what the brewery is to
the Democrats,” and this statement was
applauded
by the audience.
■

A,1(i (or making so true and
pertinent a
statement, the Democratic organ denounces a
gentleman whom the Republicans have made
the law officer of the largest city of the State

“unblushing’

“shameless follow aud au
young blatherskite.”
The intelligent young Irish-Americans of the
present day have already begun to think and
to declare that the time for submission to such
political domineering is past. They think they
can judge which is the truer
friend, the party
that invites one of their number to a
high and
honorable office, or the
party that heaps abuse
upon him aud even seeks to turn his name to
ridicule.
as a

The Good Democrats of Biddeford.
[Biddeford Journal.]
As an illustration of the Democratic tactics
we give the following: The
morning of the
election in this city a Republican drove
into
the suburbs to try to get an old
man, whose political status was considered somewhat
doubtful, to ride to tbo polls and vote the Republican ticket. He was met at the door
by the old
man s wiie, who
objected to her hnsbaud’s g:
ing, bHt seemed at Iosb for a reason why. Finally, after considerable talk, she said: “I
don’t believe in vote buying or
anything of the
sort, but I told Mr.-” (naming a prominent
Democrat) “that if he was a mind to make me
was
a present of $10.00,1
willing Nathaniel
should vote as he wanted him to, and he is
coming for him this noon. Now, if you think
you can do any better why all right.” It is
needless to say that the old fellow voted the
Fusion ticket.

DRY

The Irish Vote.

P»T3ESS.

THE

GOODS

TRADE

CIRCULAR

[Rutland Vt. Globe.]
The Irish vote in America is as solid for the
Democracy as the South before the war was
Bolid for slavery and all its crimes.
Why this
is so nobody can tell.
The German vote is a

|

rationally independent vote, that is sometimes
strongly Republican and sometimes Democrat-

loose from

South is not solid for the Republican party, for
the negroes have discovered that even when
the Republican party is in power it does not
have the pluck to defend the rights of the colvoter, so that Sambo with sonnd practical
sense, says he had better vote with his old mas-

OF

ters, who will give him half a loaf of protection than with the Repnblican party that suffers his whole loaf to be wrested from his
grasp, so that, curse the negro as we may, for
his lack of heroic endurance, he surely acts
with common sense in deserting an army that
fare

BARGAINS

for the late contraband
are never weary of styling “a man and a bi other.” While the German vote is a capricious
element, a variable quantity that cannot be
counted upon for the unreasoning loyalty of
will not

a

suot

we

the clansman to his hereditary chief; while
the negro is quick to discover that the Democratic party at the South is a safer refuge than
the Republican ranks, the Irish voter year after year votes the Democratic ticket without
a bribe or even a blessing from the
party. No
concessions are granted the Irish for theyvote; if promises are made to them they are usually broken. The most bigoted enemies of
the Irishman’s religious faith are contained in
the Democratic ranks.
From the Democratic
ranks comes all the stupid anti-Catholic nonsense; it was native Democratic votes that
nearly defeated Mayor Grace ef New York
city for election in 1880 because he was an
Irishman and a Catholic. The native American ignorance and
knownothiug nonsense of
our politics is chiefly contained in the ranks of
the Democratic party. The New York World,
the leading Democratic paper in the nation admitted that 50,000 Democrats voted against
Francis Kernan when he went for governor,
because he was an Irishman and a Catholic,
while the official returns of the city of New
York proved that 18,000 Democrats voted
against Mayor Grace because he was an Irishman and a Catholic, and he owed his election
to the few IriBh votes that the Republican party contained. The brutes that oomposed the
mob that fired the Roman Catholic convent
near Boston many years ago were Democratic
roughs, and the native American “pluguglies”
of Baltimore that years ago mobbed the IriBh
emigrant, as the Irish emigrant mobs the Chinaman, are all Democratic voters to-dayj
There is no political bond or tradition that
binds the Irish to the Democracy that does not
equally affect the German, who is an independent voter at ail times. Furthermore, the Republican party has treated the irishmen of ability and influence who have sought its ranks
with distinguished consideration.
While the
Democracy “scratched” Kernan 50,000 because
of race and religion, General J. B. Carr of
Troy, an Irishman and a Catholic received the
full party vote, when nominated as Secretary
of State on the Republican ticket.
The Republican party is too intelligent to have the
Roman Catholic tapeworm always in its brains,
or the bugaboo of a Popish plot to rule in
politics always dancing before its eyes, so our party is always ready to give an Irishman and a
Catholic a fair show in proportion to his intelligence and capacity, and when we nominate
him we do not “scratch” him as the native
Democrats do, because of his race or religion.
Why should not the Irish voter cast his lot
with the Republican party quite as much as
with the Democrats?
No reasonable answer
can do given to tins question.
The employers
of labor, who are Republicans, outnumber the
Democrats ten to one; they, as a rule, use their
labor as fairly and squarely as Democratic capitalists do. It cannot be the' labor question
therefore, for Democratic capitalists are as relentless in their insistence upon their rights as
the sternest Republican employer in the land.
It cannot be of any aristocratic quality in the
Republican party, because as a rule, you will
find Irish workingmen going to the Republican
employer with perfect confidence when they
need advice in matters of business, or need
help in time of unavoidable adversity. It cannot be because there is less charity,{liberality,
integrity and human fellowship among the
Republicans than among the Democrats; it
cannot be because there is more bigotry of race
or religion, for the Republican when he stands
up for the common school does not do it because he has any war with the Roman Catholic church, but because under our form of government church and state must be kept separate, and we cannot abandon our public Bchools
fer the benefit of our parochial schools of the
Catholic church without surrendering the vital principle of our American form of governmenttbatthe state shall know no church.
W’hat then is the reason that the Irish masses,
without hops of reward, without satisfaction of
public or private interest, continue to vote for
the
party that contains nine-tenths of the
brutal, bigoted bate of their race and religion
that is found in American public opinion?
We cannot tell unless it be the Irish habit of
being fooled by names rather seeking to search
the essential fibre of things. The Irishman’s
imagination, and often his memory holds so
strong a store of misery and wrong, wreaked
by a pitiless government in the past that the
name of Democracy seems to
capture him as
quickly as a patch of poisoned molasses does
flies. There is no sound reason why the Irish
vote should be solid for the
Democracy any
more than the German vote or the vote of
any
other nationality.
Indeed, the New York
Tablet, an Irish Catholic journal, argues with
force that the Irish vote to be potential in
America, ought to be an independent vote, not
a flock of sheep racing after some old bellwether.
The Tablet advises Irish voters to cast off
the shackles of the Democratic party, and vote
as the Germans vote, “witha rational
independence that is not controlled by local politicians
or corrupt party
leaders.” It believes they
are learning to do this more and
more every
year, and that the time is not far distant when
they will value their citizenship above all allegiance to party. On this point we quote the
exact language of the Table, as follows:
he rising and thinking generation of Irisb-Americans have opened their eyes to the fact that there
is ro political issue at stake between the parties;
that Democratic leaders flounce over to the Repub-

lican ranks when it suits tbeir interest to do so, and
that there is
possibly more Know Nothingism
among the Democratic politicians than among the
Republicans. It is creditable to the Republican
party’s sense of honor and allegiance to tbeir principles that when they put a Catholic or an lrishAirerican in nomination for ofti e, as we see in the
case of Gen. Carr, they give him the full benefit of
the party vote. We are afraid we cannot say so
much for the Democrats, for the New York World
admitted that 50,000 Democrats voted against Senator
when he ran for Governor, simply on
account of his religion, while in the
city of New
York alone the official returns showed that 18,000
Democrats voted against Mr. Gr-*ce, their candidate for mayor, on account of his leligion and nationality, and he owed his ©lection mainly to the
Irish votes in the Republican ranks. We would
like to see the Irish like the Germans, independent
of party afliliations, voting as their judgment and
sense of duty as citizens of the United States would
dictate to them. On this question we would recommend to the consideration of our readers the ioIIowing sound political advice given to his people by the
Rev. Denis O’Donaghue of St. John’s cathedral, Indianapolis, secretary of Bishop Cbetard and chancellor of the diocese of Vincennes: “l
think,” he
says, the time has passed when Irishmen could be
counted upon as naturally belonging to the Democratic party. I do not believe that religion ought to
consolidate a y class of people into a political party.
Each citizen should vote as his judgment directs. I
krow that at the present time, whatever there may
have been in the past there is no disposition on the
pa't of the Catholic church or elergy to keep any
man in the Democratic party; and.
on the
other
hand, there is everywhere a disposition on the part
of Irish Catholics to break loose iroin allegiance ty
that party and vote independently.”

Kernan?

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

This

Company will take risks at their office, New
ork. on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making riskB binding at
soon as

water-borne.

Premiums

Marine Bisks from 1st
1881, to 31st December,

on

January

1881.*4,039,487
Premiums on Policies not
off
marked

1st

January,

1881

1,687,634
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AND

-IN”

UNDERWEAR.

BOOTS

Losses

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Days

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNiS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President.
J. H. C/iapman, Secretary.

PORTLAND:
J. W.

166 FORE ST.

HUNGER,

COItREHPOKDBNT.
Pab. 4,1882.
eb-kllmteodllai&wGwO

School Notice.

tfllll'. Spring itre t
Primary School will begin its
X Sessions next WEDNESDAY MORNING
Sept.
2
U.° ®lockTHOMAS TASH, Supt.
Portland, Sept. 23, 882.
Be23d4t
ou

_

We have just received and opened one of the largest and finest assortments of i all and Winter Dress Goods that we have ever displayed. Also an elegant line of Fancy and Plain Velvets and Plushes
which are in great demand this season.
A large portion of these goods were selected from some of the first
importations, and for that reason we are enabled to show a BETTER
assot intent than if we had deferred it until now;
iurihermore the
price on many things It >s advanced considerably siuce our purchase
of these goods, for reason of the M'ARCI TV of them; therefore we
give our Customers the advantage of the low prices.

&

CHAMBERLIN

that

they carried

over

from the Twitchell &
Chapman stock which
they bought at a great
discount last Spring.

Having closed these
lots at a very low price
we propose to give our
customers underwear
as long as it lasts
at
less than the usual
wholesale price.
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FOR AGES

St
Stationery and Room Paper*.
BAILEY & NOYES, 68,70 & 72 Exchange St
Stationery A Room Papers.
LORING, SHORT & HARMON. 474 Congress

“

’*

“

CARPETINGS

Street.

UNCLE TOM’S CABIN.
Direct from 2 Weeks enormous run at
Gardens in Boston, and Attractions with

ARTIST p: :otographer, |

FILES,

PORTLAN JL>,

DRY
Dry
Dry
EMBROIDERIES,
FISH,
FISH,
and Grocerie*.
WILLIAMS, PULS1FER A CO., 69
fine FUOUH

fine Merino Vests and
Pants of good quality
and all sizes, only 25
cents.

1 lot Ladies’
St
PrevUiou*.
CO..
Merino Vests
and FI,tVIR,
Every
Description.
FURNITURE CO.,
FURNITURE
Exchange
Uotnuiou
Pants, silk stitched, JTGU NITUBE
WALTER
Free
Co.,
and finished seams, on- GAUVAN1ZI IRON,
Cornices.
Union
Mfrs., 29,
riBOIGRlE*
Provision*.
0.
xJT
ly 42 cents.
Commercial
Grocerie* and
E. C. HERSEY A

93

A

Com’l

commences

Lessons

J. W.

ME3

4U

25S

middle

St

MILLETT

& LITTLE

Millinery Goods.
BIBBER, MORRILL * MoMANN, 92 Grose st
CHUBBY and Straw Goods, Mfrs.
G. D. HILLMAN * CO., 98 and 100 Cross St
Petroleum, Eigonia nod
White

MIECINERY

Mil.
Mils. PORTLAND KEROWater
Oil,.—Refined
SENE OIL CO., 194 Fore St.

Planters and Shippers.
* HAWES, 119 Commercial St
Oils, Varnishes A Supplies.
JOHN W. PERKINS * CO., 74 *76 Com!
Hangings, Books A Stationery
LOKING, SHORT & HARMON, 474 Congress
HANGINGS anti Carpetings.
MARKET'!', BAILEY * CO., 190 & ISYi Middle

25

pieces Bleached Linen Damask
ing for $1.50 per yard.

at $1 per

yard,

that have been sell-

35 dozen Bleacb«d Linen Napkins at $2.25
per dozen.
25 dozen Bleached Linen Napkins at $3
Extra
per dozen.

size

and

quality.

50 dozen Da nask Towels Knotted Fringe at 25 cents
per
25 pieces all Linen Crash at 9 cents per yard.

RENE DE
Bachelier

Materials.
DEXTER
Photographic
CO..
Congress St
J. D.

&

480

Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup Ac
E. D. PETTENGILL&Co, Mfrs., 8 * 10 Merkot
Hams, Sausages, Ac
EABip,
THOMPSON, FOWLER & 0o„ 80 Portland St

PICKERS,
PORK,
PACKERS.
PORK TRUE A LEIGHTON, 13 & 16 Silver St

Street.
.odll

.Who><"ii I »■ and Commission.
dt HALL, 163 Commercial St.
roods.-hsii Rubbe, uo.
Portland Branch, cor. Middle & Union sts.
Importers A Dealer*.
EMERY dt PUR1 1SH, Head of Union Wharf
BROKERS, Store* A Chandlery.
J. S. WINSLOW & (X)., 3 A4 OenWal Wif
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. RYAN dt RELSEY, 161 GommorcialSt

THOMPSON
PRODCCK

Rubber
SAI.T.
SHIP
SHIP

piece.

pieces Crash at 6 cents per yard.
15 pieces Turkey Bed Table Damask at 62 1-2 cents
per yard.
We have just opene<„ another Jot of Gilbert’s Blankets in seconds, size
10-4, price $3.50. The price of these in perfect goods, $5.00.

MILLETT & LITTLE,
516

sep23

University

iu the

of France, will receive pupils
French language privately or in
Address, 160 Park St. au25dlm*

W.D LITTLE & CO.
Ptaix Assurance

Company,

OF

LONDON, ESTABLISHED !7S!i.
TOTAL ASSETS, $5,304,504.44.
Total Assets in U. S ,
7S2,C17.tt5
Losses paid

over

$04,000,000.

dto.

»

Deecription.

BLaRE, 78 Cross

SHORT &

H1RJHM,

1IKAS,
Mfg’s.und Dealer*.
TENNEY dt EeiGH'TGn; "u2 Pore St.
TIN WAKE,

qiBUNKS,
G.
A

Hans Ac., Mfr*. and
B. BROAD dt
162

CO.,

Dealer*,
ExohangeSt

Sawed
WW£P\..P*a,eJ?™i"
Kindlings, MORSE &FICIH5TT 1« Plum
Wood and

4,309,972.00.
over

815,000,000.

DRINK
BRIGHT,

THIRST-ALLAYING,

_I
474

Congress St.,
PEBBLE

HOUSE.

SHORT & HARMON.
jly0d3m

Beverage

or

eonaumed.

I

WOOD, Agent,

Western, of Toronto, Can.

eod2m

ELEGANT

INCREASE
YOUR CAPITAL.

TABLELAMPS

Those desiring to make money

small and medium investments
in grain, provisions and stock
speculations, can do so by operating on our plan. From May 1st,
1881, to the present date, on investments of $10.00 to $1,000, cash
profits have been realized and
paid to-investors amounting to
several times the original investment, still leaving: the original investment making money or payibl< *n demand. Explanatory circula s and statements of fund W
free. We want responsible
sen
ageru®, who will report on crops
and introduce the plan. Liberal
on

WHEAT
ai
n

□

CTOf
a vuivo
GrlAfa
■tllElll
xjfl wW

con

Fined oomplete with the

I

<Uy

LIQUORS

ail kind*, in Ike

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

Importers,

NT., PORTLAND, ME.
Also, General Managers for New England,
FOR THE CELEBRATED
UFA FORE

Summit

Mineral

Spring Water,

FROM HARRISON, MAINE.
dtf
anglO

SALE_OR

TO LET.

BURLING MILLS
(so called) Bituated in Millbury, Mass., the same being an 8 8et Woolen Mill, suitable for the manufacture of Worsteds, Beavers or Fancy CassiMERE81 8 sets 48 inch Cards, 11 self-operators, 30-4
box 6-4 Crompton Loom, with linishing machinery
complete; 12 foot fall, 66 inch Leifel wheel, and
100 horse power engine, with nest of four boilers;
34 tenements, with boarding house accommodating

eodlm

FAMILIES snpplied with good Jersey Milk every
L
morning, Sundays included.
Extra milk
furnished when desired. AddreBs
aug24

Y. II. SOULE, Woodford’s.

dtf

KENDALL & WHITNEY
Have just received somp very choice

EDWARD M. RAND, Administrator.
issa.
seplldiawawM*
se21

COMMENCING

Wednesday

Evening:, Oct. 18th.

1—Boston Myuipbouy Orchestra and Hei-

sc hell.

*4*—Mme. Minnie Ilauk, Temple Quar-

tette and n great European Pianist.
The Royal IIand Hell Ringers and
Lngliali Glee Men.
4.-lii*ctnre by Lt. John W. Dnuenhower.
3.- Htereopiicon t alks: '‘Florence and
Pi»a.”
tt.-“Kamblinga in Rome.”
2.—‘‘Spain from the Pyrenees toKaville.”
»•—Eveoing with Loi-g ellow. Introducing recitals. stereopticon vitwi, and music
by l.adies Cecelia Quartette
9.—Lecture by John K. Gough.
tO.— Boston Ideal Opera
Company. 50
artists, in a new opera.
_

including
C®“r*eJTicket*,
OO, ^1.50 and

tion. Now
»*•«•«.

reserved sent*,
to locaStockbridge’s Music
ee22dlw

!$3.00( according

sale

ou

m

THE

HARRY W. FRENCH

Illustrated Lectures.
The Portland Young Men’s Christian Association have the pleasure to announce that
they have
the services of Mr. Harry W. French of
Boston, the well known art criric, traveler, correspondent and anther. to deliver five of his Superbly
Illustrated and Brilliantly Descriptive Lectures, at

secured

HALL,

BEtiINNIHG

Friday Evening, Oct. 20thf^
Following is the list

subjects and dates:

of

The Shores of the Polar Seas.
Oreesland and Norway.

Friday Fvcning, Oct. 20th.

BENEATH THE HIMALYAS.
The Macred Oangm from
Searcc.

ihe

Mca

to

lie

Monday Evening, Oet. SOtli.

the United States,
OlS'l.Oai.dll
L abilities, including reserve for Re-

insurance,

151,910.53

THE SEW REPUBLIC.

$330,TlLSlT

WET SURPLUS,

Pari. nod

Lion,

of Loudon.

Assets In the United

States, $455,5

Monday Evening, Nov. 6th.

Atlantic, of Providence.
ASSETS

France.

5.00.

ACROSS Oil CONTINENT,
From Ike Golden Gale to

$245,637.00.

Boxioa Harbor.

Thursday Evening,

Nov. 16ih.

Dwellings, Household FurTHE JORDAN ASH THE
niture, &c.,
for

a

term of years

on

Through flyria

highly favorable

G. E. JOSE & GO.

JERSEY MILK.

Portland, Sept, ath,

Transatlantic, of Hamburg,

OF NEW YORK, Establi.hed 1843.
CASII ASSETS over $95,000,000.
It*

RATES of PREMIUM

are

15 per cent

LOW-

ER, it* DIVIDENDS LARGER, it* Security Grcat?ther Life Company in tbo WOttLD,
1,its J?nI
Policies are continually increasing in value.
A Policy for $3,500, on a well known citizen of
Portland, is now SO.ODO. Another for $3,000 is
Bow over 8»,500. ami another of
$8,000 Is now
over Ijf IM,000.
No other Company in the world
er
aua

can snow

such results.

Payments for Death Claims and Endowments are
immediately after satisfactory proofs are furnished— averaging
*<3.000 weekly.
331.

Office

31 EXCHANGE ST.
C/lUf. FOB DOCUMENTS.

with Reserved Seats, have been
low price of $1.00 and
Evening Tickets, 60

Tickets and reserved

seats

for vale at

Stockbrldge’s

Tuesday morning. Sept 20. at 9 o’clock.
The lectures begin at 8 o’clock.
se21d5t

CflAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

»0p8d3wl»

For Sale.
,* UOOr> family liorse, Six years old, weighs 000
£M. Sound and hind In every respot.Sold tor no
fault. Enquire at the CITY LIQUOK AUEKOY.
sep21
dtf

llil/T-^

Reserved seats 60 and 75 cents to members having tickets signed by the Provident.
Numbers givan out at 7 o’clock. Only six tkkett
sold to one person at the opening sale.

a

Specialty, at Lowest Market

322 Commercial

KQTICE TO 8TEYEJ)OBES.-P. L. 8. B. g.
Ou and after October the 1st, the rate
or wages will be as follows: 80 cents
per hour for day work, and 85 cents per
hour for night work, and lime and a
half for Sunday work, on ail Eur->peau
steamers and vessels. P. J. HNilil\s.
Fortlnnil. Sept, lttih ISS'd.
sepl8dlw

NILE,

Egypt.

exceedingly
Slaced
1.60, according to location.
cents.

made

TELEPHONE

and

Thursday Evcnins, Dec.
Course Tickets,
at the

OClOdt(_

FOR

HALL,

Aseets in

terms.

sel8

BRIDGET O’BRIEN, late of Portland,

$958,543,00.

—

Ten Grand Entertainments

ALSO AliEIVTS FOR THE OLD

40 boarders- store and barns, with about 30 acres
of land; dye house, picker and sorting room in separate building, 46x140, lire proof. For further particulars apply to
.JOHN M. BARKER.
O. Box 1009, Worcester, Mass.

in tlie County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct'. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
,0 exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted t»
,nM estate are sailed upen to make payment to

Shoe and Leather of Boston.

for Sale Wholesale and Retail.

—FOB SALE BY—

R. STANLEY & SON,

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English

AT

CITY

$1,056,280.00.

ASSETS

usurcd

IMPORTED
•(

TOTAL ASSETS,

Centres.;

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarregneniiues'
Satsnma, Kioto, &c.

F1.I MMS.Ml A MEimiAM, «'"ammU m IbrcbantB, Major U,odk(
Clil "W>, Hi.

WINES &

$1,400,432.00

North Western of Milwaukee,

With Iteantfnl Pottery

missions paid. Address,

'1.23

TOTAL ASSETS,

9 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
_

and OPERA.
—

CITY

$1,000,000.00.
j_ 1,419,521.00.

Summer.

Sold everywhere iu all first class places.
Xoedone ia the national Non-Alcoholic
Beverage of Great Britain, where over
Ten million Bottlea are now annually

W. E.

1,734,§03.00

Course

.LECTURES,
CONCERTS,
READINGS,

Orient, of Hartford.

Krac ion.

Beat

$l,OwO,000.00

CASH CAPITAL,
To
As e

Exhilarating and inrigoraling without

NON-ALCOHOLIC.

Stockbridge

$4,209,400.00.

National, of Hartford.

DIGESTIVE AND TONIC.

The

season $6.00.
For particn’ars call
Academy or send for circulars.
Yours respectfully,
M. B. GILBERT.
Academy JOf I-1 tloagrea. "Street, Residence 1114 Pleasant Wired.
se25
dtf

Continental of New York,

d3t

CASH CAPITAL
Total Assets

Ea^le

rpAUKLE
A

$2,000,000.00.

CAPITAL,

OOO.

St

Block* Onlvanized Boat Trimmmg*. T. LA UGH LIN At SON, Center St
Coffee*, Spice* and Grocers’ Sundries.
G. W. SiMONTON dt GO..
JIfrs., 13& 16 Union

Company,

ARTFORD, CONN.

Total Cash Assets,

HBATINCS and Plumbing.
W. H. PENNELL dtOO., 17 and 1U Union St
A Moiiissc* Importer*
GEO. 8. HUNT dt Co., Agt*
Refinery

STEAM
SUGAR

Phoenix Insurance

This company conducts its business under the re
strictions of the New York Safety Fund Law. The
two Safety Kuntin together equal $1,100.-

,

7th,
m.

Terms for the

Ti Pns Hi! imin.

Total Assets
I.oesee paid,

Congress Street.

Chain*, Anchors, Blocks
G.M.stauwooddtCo. 171-3 Com’l st

CASES of every
CHARLES H.

Oct.

at the

POYEN,

THE OL

SHIP8MITHS,
Pump*,
OHO W

Saturday,

lettres.

es

continue to furnish insurance for their friends and
customers on as favorable terms as any other agency in Portland. They represent the old

25

TIMMONS
OYSTER*.

PAINTS,
PAPER
PAPER

Class for Jureuiles,

ST.,

OFFER

e

and

Terms for the season, $6.00; twelve lessons. $4.

Will receive pupils for vocal instruction, after October 1st.
eod2w
eepZl

classes.

Flour and

a

Ladles,

Thursday,Oct. 5, at 4 p.irT

COLCORD,

103 SPRING

LINENS!

St

ClJT COUSENS A TOMLINSON,Provision*.
217 A 219 om’
Spice Grinder* A Coffee Roasters
GROCERS,
TW1TCHELL, CHAMPLIN A CO.. 176 Oorn'l
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN A CO,. Central St.
Grocers.
Grocers,
SAWYER, FOSS A DEERING.1 Central WUr,
and provision*.
CONANT A RAND, 163 Commercial St
Groceries
Flour and Provision*.
FLETCHER A CO., 169 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
Flour and Provision*.
H. S. MELCHER A CO., 147 Commercial St
GROCERIES,
Provision* and Flour.
W. P CHASE A CO, 167 Commercial St
GROCERS.
and Dealer* in Flour.
GROCERS
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial St
Cutlery and Farm Tool*
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
Hardware.
Mill Supplies. Agts. Williams
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middie St
HARDWARE,
Belting.
Caps, Furs, Kobe* and Gloves,
BYWON GKKENOUGH * CO., 234 Middle St
HATS,
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
A. E. STEVENS * CO.. 146 * 150 Oomnierolal
IRON,
Carriage Hardware Ac.
COREY & CO.. 126 * 127 Commercial St
IRON,E. Steel,
Ship Races and Ship Ruild
LCHUCK,
ing. W. H. SIMONTON, 314 Commercial St
Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
Boaras.
LUMHER.
J. W. DEEPING, 210 Commercial
all kinds. Black Walnut
LUMBER,
cialty. S. W. LAKRABEE & SON, Com’l St
Cement, Cal. A Lsnd FKostet and
Hair. 0. A. B MORSE * CO., 6 Com’l Whf
LIME,
Spruce, Pine and Short.
LUMBER,
KUMKRY, BIRNIE * 00.. 332 Coauuercial St
of All Kinds, “Mannfr .’
EDWIN CLEMENT &C0., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. H. * A. It. DOTEN. 266 to 264 Fore St
LUMBER,
Mf’r. ofall kinds of Spruce
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com’i. foot of Park
LUMBER.
Kilu-dried Hardwood Floor
LEGltOW BROS., 24 Preble S
LUMBER,
ing,
Mich. Pine A Hard Wood.
LUMBER. wr R * BACON, 220 Com’i St
Steam, Gas, A Water
MACHINISTS
Piping. DANIEL WINSLOW* SON.
I S and Boiler Makers.
PORTLAND COMPANY, East Ena, Fore St
MACHINES
ROUER8.

»ep20

S

Class for Young

dtt

96 Com’l st.

Mhuii*. Fine A
COREY A
28
D
Gutters A
W. H. SCO T.
31 A 33
Flour and
R. Mil ken 107 A 109
W. A

Monday Evening, Oct. 2.
Terms for Twelve Lessons, Gentlemen $5.00; Ladies $3.00.

Iren to prlrat. pnplla by the eubacrlbei'

of

PORTLAND

Class for young Ladies and Gentlemen

TN French, Latin and English studies, (at the pnJ. pil’s residence, if preferred,) by Mis* II. K
CLARK, 7W OougrcHH Wt.
sepfieodtf

HOTEL,

Garden

1 lot of Children’s DRY

Dancing Academy!

Mo.

deodtt

MRS. E. H. EAMES,

St
Glass War*
St 142 Middle SGlass and Plated Ware.
HAYES St DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.

DRUGS,
DRUGS,

Spring Street, Portland,

GILBERTS

at 2.30 and 4.30 p,

China and
C. E. JOSE St CO., 140

medicine.., Paint, nud Oil*.
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO., 21 Market Square
medicine*, Paint* and Oil*
C. A. PARSONS A CO., 117 and 119 Middle S
Goad*, Wooleu*, and Fancy Gdods
DEERING, MILLIKEN A CO., 166 Middle Si
Goad*, Woolen* and Fancy Good*
STORER BROS. A CO. 64 A 66 Middle St
goods and woouens.
WOODMAN, TRUE A CO., 7 to 141 Middle St
goods, woouens, &c.
A. LITTLE A CO., 236 A 238 Middle SI
I.aces, Fancy Good*
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Cross St
and
Dry
Pickled, Dealer* iu Salt.
DANA A CO., 124 Commercial St
Dry, Pickled and Stuuked.
GEO.TREFETHEN A 00. 6Commereial Wlial

1882.

Jan24

STOCK Exporters.
St CO., Ill Commercial

Border, Emery
DRAIN
J. W. STOCKWELL.
Wheels, &c.
Windows. Blinds and Fixtures
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble St
DOORS,
Painters A Mfrs. Supplies
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,134 to 138 Middle St
DRUGGISTS,
Chemicals a Drug’ts Sundries.
J. W. PERKINS St GO., 74 St 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
Paint*, Oil*, Ate.
are an ex- DRUGS, Chemical*,
E. L. STAN WOOD A CO., Market it

12TH,

143 Pearl Street.

GEO. S. HUNT
COOPERAGE

drawers, extra heavy,
only 62 cents, usual
price 87 cents. This

GOLLY AINT WE WICKED.”

“OH

2 Famous Dan.ing Topseys 2! 2
Funny Marks 21
2 Tricky Donkeys 21
8 Ferocious Bloodhounds 8!
The only Great Log Cabin; Jubilee
Singers, Smith’s
Colored Troubadours,
Thrilling Ice Scene._Beautiful Allegory -Eva-Heaven.
Tickets 26, 36 and
60 cents and no extra charge for reserved
seats; for
sale at Stockbridge’s Thursday, at 9 a. m. se26eod3t

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

specialty,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH

or

1 lot Gent’s fine CROCKERY,
Scotch wool shirts and CROCKERY.
PIPE,

14S

Private

a

otner

miss Sargent & miss Bradbury’s,

_

Fine Portraits

Oakland
no

TEARS.

LAUUUIKR,

on

aug2

or

FUJV,

Hay School

WILL BEGIN SEPT.

36 Commercial St
Coals.
267 Commercial S

Dealer in

STUDLEY,

Manager.

The Kindergarten will be in the care of Miss
Proctor.
The Primary Department fits boys and girls for
the Grammar Schools of the city.
The Advanced Department continues the higher
education of young ladies.
A limited number of boarding pupils received.
For full circulars, address

60 Commercial St

Children at 2 P. M.

Double Mummoth

Smith’.*

173 Oxford St. Cor. of Stone St.

Home and

4.00
4.50
5.00

dtf

COAL,HENRY L. PAINE,
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
& RING, 162 Commercial St
COAL. WARREN
Wholesale by Carload
Ton.
COAL. CHARLES H O’BRION. 236 Com’l
St
1 lot Gent’s fine
Roasters and Spice Grinders.
COFFEE
H. H. NEVEN8 Sc CO., 184 St 186 Fore St
Spices, Cream Tartar, Ac
Scotch wool shirts and COFFEES,
ROLLINS St RUMERY, 184 & 186 Com. St.
AFancyMfr
drawers only 50 cents. CONFECTIONARYJPIain
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St

Examine our underwear and learn our
prices and you will be
pleased that you called.

for Ladies and

C. H.

MRS. THROOP’S

cor.

cents.

In order to give our
customers a good bargain, we bought last
Spring from parties
going out of business,
a
lot
of
Ladies’
line Merino Vests and
Pants that we shall
now offer at 69 cents.
If we had to buy this
lot of goods now, $1
would be the price.

“THE GREAT SHOW IS COMING.”

Academy,

MISS ETTA A.

se4d3w

and

Sleigh Mfrs. A Dealers
CARRIAGE
ZENAS TH0MP80N, Jb., 34 to 38 Union St
and Saddlery Hardware.
CARRIAGE
JAMES BAILEY & CO., 264 Middle £t
Meats, Fish and Vegetables.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commeroia)
CANNED
Manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle
Tobaccos, Canned Goods, Ac.
G. W. SIMONTON & CO., 13 and 16 Union St
CIGARS,
and
Furnishing Goods
J. T. LEWIS & CO., 14T Middle St
CLOTHING
Manufacturers A Jobbers
ALLEN St GO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple Sti
CLOTHING

Company

Pupils of both sexes fitted for High Schol and College. Private pupils received as usual. For further particulars, enquire of the Principal.

80.50

»e23

and Paper Hangings.
MARRETT, BAILEY & GO.. 190 Sc 192 Middle
/CARRIAGE A Sleigh Mfrs. A Dealers.
MARTIN, PENNELL St OC.. Elm St Cumberland

&

good bargain.

Portland Concert

MOTLEf BLOCK (Over Owen & Moore’s).
Fall Term begins Wept. II, 1882

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Fine

Furniture.
CABINET
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 Middle St
Makers.

“

—

MRS. HAWES. Soprano,
MRS J. KINO MORRISON, Contralto,
Mr. albert PEKNELL, Tenor,
MR.J.L. SHAW, Bmso,
MR. HARVEY MURKY, Accompanist,
sep20dtd
Prices, 60 and 76 cts.

FOIt YOUNG LADIES AND CHILDREN
BOOKS,
MON“
Opens at Nn. 51 High Wired,
‘‘
BOOKS,
DAY, Wept. tflth.
ST&Th&w
tillNovl
6
Sepl
Blank Books and Stationery,
BOOKS,
DRESSER. MoLBLLAN & OO.. 47 Exchange
These arc well made, good shape and much under
Town Goods and S. S. Supplies
THE SEVENTH YEAR
BOOKS,
HOYT. FOGG & DONHAM, 193 Middle et.
regular price.
OB'
Paint, Whitewash, Ac.
D. WHITE & SONS, 127 Middle St
BRUSH MFRS.,
Miss
Sargent's School,
Mfr’s., Paint, Whitewash, Ac,
BRUSH
TRUE BROTHERS, 176 Fore St.
FORMERLY

the

tra

4 TO
8
8 TO lO
la TO 14
18

—

ANDTI1E

—

on Europe.
Exchange
■juHOecdtf

Cloaks.

appearance in Portland.

She will be

CITY SAZiltl,
and Saturday, Sept. 29 & 30,
Friday
Prices Paid for
HATCIt DA
fflATINKG

Highest

dtf

—

assisted by
Miss ADDIEC. REEK, Soprano,
Miss MARIO' OSGOOD, Violinist,
—

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
n all the principal CitieB of
Europe.
Government Bonds and good local securities
bought and sold direct or on commission at the
most favorable rates.

Portland

BOILER

RANDALL St

goods

Middle

BY

Georgia May Latham.
Her first

EDUCATIONAL

Maker* and Black*mith*.
QUINN & CO. Office, 36 Commercial

1 lot Gent’s heavy
J~10AL. Wholesale, by Cargoor Carload.
MoALLlSTER,
ribbed merino shirts
Ton.
by
Cargo, Carload
S. ROUNDS
COAL,
SON,
anddrrwres only 50
Speeial

lot of

—

Miss

BANKERS,

HOMSTED.

8epl8

CITY IIALL,
Thursday Evc’g, Sepl. 28, 1882,

J. B. Brown & Sons,

—

Children’s

an.t

«IUMD CONCERT.

eodly

mar30

and Shoei^ Leather A Finding*,
A. F. COX & SON, Manufacturers
and

Dividend to

4 O PER CENT.

Art
ARTISTS’
Kent Oak Tanned.
BELTINGH.M’fr’*.
W. RACE & 00., 136 Middle St
Domestic and Chicago Dre**ed.
BEEF.
JOHN L. BEST & GO., 289 Comercial St.
Fertilizer* ami Meal, Lime, Ac
BONE
C. W. BELKNAP & SON, 142 Commercial St
Shoe* and Moccnnins.
BOOTS,LORD,
HASKELL & 00., 136 Middle St

it

Rental of Safes in Vault, 810 to 875 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SWEAT, Src’y and Treas.,
87 Exchange Street, Portluud, Me.

Shoe*, Leather A Finding*.
BOOTS
C. J. WALKER & CO., 163 and 166 Middle St
and Shoe*, Manfr*.
Jobbers.
We have just se- BOOTS
CHASE, KNIGHT & CO.. 62 and 64 Union St
Shoe*, Leather and Finding*,
B. B. FARNSWORTH & CO., 133 Middle St
cured from Messrs A. BOOTS,
A Shoe*, Mfr*. Ladies’ A Misses'
We shall offer to-day a special bargain in Children’s
Fine Shoes.
SHAW, GODING & CO.
Little & Co., several BOOTS
a Shoes, Leather A Finding*.
and
Misses’ Cloaks, especially adapted for school wear,
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.. 222 Newbury
BOOTS
at the following prices:
and Cooperage stock.
job lots of Underwear BARRELS
E. S. HAMLEN, 276 Com’l St, & 240 Fore St

Six Per Cen Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid in and Alter Feb. 7,1882.

Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1881.

IS

GOO

ments.

Material*, Picture Frame*,
Good*.
H. G. HEWES, 693
Cong. St

Messiah,

an Entertainment for the benefit of
the Lai tew Aid on Wcdneiulay K v’ng, Hep*.
ilfth iu iheir Verity t «r. OwsrrM* suit
lotliu *f». It will c *nslst of Vocal Music. Brilliaut Recitations, and Tableaux Vivante under the
management of Mr. H. R. Bro* ne, the Author of
Coronation of Columbus. Tickets 26 eta. Doors
se23d3t
open 7.16; commence at 8.

T17 ILL give

Dibectors. .John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Could, William O. Davis, H. .1. Libby,
McLellan, PhilipH. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Meulton, William
L.
D. M. Sweat, all of Portlaud.
Sweat,
Abner Coburn, Skowhegau, Anson p. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

*

and

The Yobo;? People of the Church of the

Deposit Co.,

Jacob

DEPAR TMEKrT !

Dairy ImpleAGRICULTURAL
GEO. BLANCHARD & BKO. 46 Union

Total Marine Premiums.*6,627,021 67

$13,165,466.4 0.

and Manufacturer will here And conveniently classiiled and indexed general
merchandise and supplies ,>f
very description, which are offer , to the
Trade by Arms whose facilities, experience and enterprise have given this
City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the country.

ENTERTAINMENTS,

Chartered ia 1875 by the Legislature of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
of SAFES ia its FIRE and
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULTS.

Congress and Elm Streets.

ME.

•

47

ASSETS,"

PORTLAND,

IRON PLOWS.
A—STEEL
JOHN J. FRYE, Mfr., Ill Qreene St
implement*, *eed*
KENDALL & WHITNEY, Market Square
Agricultural

As we wish to distribute these last two
lots of goods among
our many customers
ATLANTIC we shall have to limi
Mutual Insurance Co. the sale and cannot
sell over two suits to
OF NEW YORK
any one customer.

INSURE

Cor.

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and Manufacturers of Portland.
The Merchant

ore^

Portland Sale

WHOLESALE CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED,

Maetoring Interests DRESS
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party gods. The negro vote at the
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ic. So independent is the German vote that
both parties are always'.in doubt how the Germans will vete, knowing that it takes but a
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Congress St,

Two New Lines May

Make
Their Winter Port.

MONDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 25.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruuell & Co,, Andrews, Armstrong, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose, Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Bos toe & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
rains that run out of the city,
c. Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
B Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
CBangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor F. S. Jordan.
[IBatb, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis u.
MUle, F. a. Verrlll.
Datuariisootta, E. w. Dnnbar.
((Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
HFryebnrg, R. c. Harmon.
KFairtield, E. H. Evans.
RFarmington. D. H. Knowlton.
I!Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
F
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
!DHallow ell, c. i.. Spaulding,
o Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
^Livermore Falls, G. I). Hughes,
v Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas,
i* Norway, S.|L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison,

«Cumberland

the north of England, and a fine fleet of vessels is engaged on the route. Another and
still more important enterprise for extending
trade is the French-Atlantic company of Paris,
with a splendid fleet of new steamers of 3,000
tens, to run between Antwerp, Montreal and
Brazil direct, with another line from the West
This company is
Indies to Montreal direct.
the French, Brazilian
The trade is alaud Canadian governments.
ready developing so fast that the company in*

largely subsidized by

tends to run its vessels oftener than once a
month. The Dominion line, between Montreal and Liverpool, has juBt added the new 4,000The vessel
ton steamship Sarnia to its fleet.
It is not imarrived in Montreal yesterday.
probable that all these lines, as well as the Allan, may make Portland their winter port.

EOld

Waldoboro, G. Bliss.

TABLEAUX V1VAKTS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Fall Millinery—E. C. Fernald.
ENTEUT UNMENTS.
Tlie Great Show is Coming -Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Grand Trank Railway—Joreph Hickson.
Lost—A Silk Saoque.
Public Buildings—Charles F. Libby.
*

Sideboard.
Boston & Maine Railroad-Fall Arrangement.
For Sale—E. B. Stevens.
Gosd Horse For Sale—By L. A. Gondy & Co.
For Sale—C. W, Lacy.
Wanted—Young Man.

_

No fragrant wild flower of the heath
Is sweeter than my Julia’s sigh;
No pearl is whiter than her teeth,
While her soft lips the rosesdye.
For aOZODONT is her delight,
It keeps those charms so pure and bright

6ep25-M W & F&w
Indigestion, dyspepsia, heart-burn, nausea,
etc., cared by using Brown’s Iron Bitters.
MW&F&w
8ep25_

Old Nurse.

Forty Years’ Experience of
MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYBtJP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their
an

It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
children.

TwentyJanl5,MW&S&wly50

the child it rests the mother.
five Cents

a

bottle.

Price

Hops and Malt Bitters iB the best tonic for
the restoration to health and strength of those
weakened and enervated by overwork, sickIt conness, general debility or other cause.
tains no mineral substance to remain in the
system and do permanent harm.
sepl8-M,W&F&wtc
Habpeb’s Bazab.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 4M Congress Street and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress,
corner of Oak street.
United States Circuit Court.
BEFOBE JUDGE

WEBB.

Saturday.—The United States Circuit Court
in this morning. The principal business con-

came

calling the docket. The grand jury
in next Monday afternoon.

sisted in
come

will

Superior Court.
SEPTEMBER

D. 1882—BEFORE
BONNEY.

TERM, A.

JUDGE

Saturday.—The following fines and costs were
paid in liquer eases:
William J. McDonald, $100 and costs; Patrick F.
O’Connor, $118.68; Frank W. Webster, $118.96;
John McMinnehan, $115.61; Thomas Coleman,
$113.41; Hugh Doherty, $136.76.
Charles Doherty was sentenced to pay fine and
costs, amounting to $117.84, or to four months in
jail. Committed.
Hugh Doherty, on a nuiaanie indictment, was
sentenced to pay a fine of $700 and costs, or six
months in Jail. Committed.
PatTick Plunkett, on two indictments, was sentenced to iay fines and costs, amounting to $346.16
Committed.
or te nine months in jail.
Dunlap, indicted under the nuisance act
for keeping a house of ill-fame, was sentenced to
Susan T.

ten months in jail,
Bertha R. Taylor, for

the same offence, was sentenced to ten months in jail.
John Lally was indicted at the January term,
1881, for breaking and entering the store of Bartholomew O’Donnell and committing larceny therein. Upon the representations of the boy and his
metber that he would not violate the law again and
would give up his bad associates, the case was continued fer sentence. At this term the boy was indicted again fer a similar offence. He was sentenced
upon the old indictment to imprisonment for three
years in jail.
John D. Flynn, on an Indictment for assault and
battery found at a former term, paid fines and costs
amounting to $40.21
John Murphy, on

$126.57.

a

liquor

indictment, paid

_

Municipal Court.
BEFORE

RECORDER

GOULD.

Saturday.- Thomas Field. Intoxication.

$5

Fined

and costs.

Intoxication—2d offence.
Catherine Higgins.
in county jail.
Fined 810
Dennis Tierney. Cruelty to horse.
and costs.
George Brown. Larceny—2 cases. Sixty days
in county jail on each case.
Ninety days

Brief Jottings.

Rainy and cloudy Sunday. Mercury 00° at
8 a. m., 64° at noon, 60* at sunset; wind southeast and northwest.
There were thirty-one arrests lor drunkenness last week.
There were ten deaths reported in Portland
the past week.
The missing Exeter, N. H., yachting party
has arrived at Eennebunkport.
Extra cars will run from Doering to Mr.
French's complimentary lecture tonight, and
special cars will be in waiting at the close.
Complaints are made that the Casco street
church clock is not run right, that is has been
from five to ten minutes behind.
The National Bell Telephone Company ol
Maine has declared a quarterly dividend of 4
per cent.
The total value of foreign exports for the
past week amounts to $44,772.05, including
383,518 feet of lumber.
The police ball will be given at City Hall,
October 24th. The Lewieton force wifi be in-

vited.
The grand officers, are to visit Damon Lodge
K. of P., of Biddeford this evening to go
through the secret work.
The Retreat at the Cathedral of Immaculate Conception ended last Friday morning,
and the clergy have returned home.
Saturday was the Jewish Day of Atonement
and it was observed by a strict fast in the
homes of the Hebrews and by solemn services
in the synagogues.
A wheel broke on one of the Congress Btreet
cars Saturday night in front of City Hall, and
extra homes had to be obtained to pull it off to
the stables. The passengers were transferred.
The Kennebec Journal corrects an item recently printed regarding fishing for black bass,
and says that they may be taken with a single
baited hook up to next April.
A Cumberland Mills operative found in a carmade by
go of imported rags, an old sampler
Ann Gibson, aged 13 in 1779 and containing
the decalogue on two narrow tablets.
Two tons of three cent silver pieces have
been received at the Philadelphia mint and are
awaiting recoinage into ten cent pieces. Several tons more will shortly be sent there from
the various sub-treasuries in the country.
Mr. Cummings, of Cumming’s Saccarappa
Express was brought before the Municipal
court Saturday morning and fined $5 and costs
for cruelty to his horses, driving them when
were not able to be used.

they

Ilsley Lodge.
of Ilsley Lodge have
The following officers
been installed:
W C T.— Wm. W. Merrill.
B.'h.'s.—Mrs. Edna Merrill.
Gertie Lunt.
L. H. S
W V. T.- Mrs. Jennie Sargent.
\y'. S.—E. E. James,
w. A. 8.-Ada Morgan.
W. F. 8.—Eva Lunt.
W. T.—D. Moulton.
W. C —George Bussell.
W. M.—E. B. Sargent.
W. D. M.—Mrs. Fannie Sargent.
W. I. G.—Ada Lunt.
W. O. G.-Balph Ba
lder.
—

Hanlan and Kennedy.

Return Home of the Portland Companies.

Forty.Sixth Sunday School Anniversary.

The night before Hanlan left Boston for
Montreal he called on Kennedy at the Creigh-

Saturday night, the Portland companies returned from muster, reaohing the city about 7
p. m., and marched to their armories headed
by Chandler’s Band. At the armories there
were supperB and congratulations on the good
of the commands at
appearance and

The Free Street Baptist Sunday School celebrated their forty-sixth anniversary last even-

ton House. The hour was late and Kennedy
had retired, but, on being informed who his
visitor was, he received him and heard what
he had to say. Hanlan wanted to talk about
arranging their proposed match, and Kennedy
was not unwilling.
Business was reached
when

Kennedy asked

Hanlan to row the race
on Charles river.
Hanlan offered objections,
on the ground that the river had tidal currents
and was often quite rongh. It transpired, also,
that Hanlan would not conclude an agreement
until the 26th inst., on which date he offered
to meet Kennedy at Portland.
Kennedy said
he wanted to row the race as soon as possible!
and, as Hanlan did not care to row within two
months from signing articles, it was very evident that the race could not take place on
northern water, as the course would either be
too rough or frozen in. The drift of Hanlan’s
propositions mace it apparent that he preferred
to row at New Orleans, where Fred Plaisted
passed a pleasant winter two years ago. Hanlan thought, that in addition to the main stake

The young people of the Church of the Mesare displaying considerable enterprise in
•Washington later on, as these two places are
and his own than New
getting up the magnificet tableaux viviants, nearer Hanlau’s home
Orleans, and the respective friends of the two
originally produced by 'ladies of the Rev. Dr. oarsmen can witness the race at one or the ottTvng’s (St. Georges) and the late Rev. Dr. E. er of these two places, without taking a three
or four davs’ journey to reach the scene of
H. Chapin’s churches of New York. They are
contest.
wants a race with Hanlan,
superintended by the same manager, Mr. H. however; Kennedy
will make reasonable concessions to
Redington Brown, who has spent the summer secure
Hanlan
as
says he is very conone, and,
The entertainment is on next
in Portland.
fident he can beat the Portland sculler, and
Wednesday evening, and for the benefit of the win
$2,500 by doing so, there ought not to bo
Ladies’ Aid Society.
any question nor any time lost about making
HOTES.
the match. As might be expected, Kennedy
Modjeska’s stay i Boston is limited to three lias made hundreds of new friends by his manweeks, and at its c( elusion, she will make a ly proposition to row the race on the Charles
tour through the No ,v England States.
river, where every one may see it, without
If the race is
railroad or steamboat charge.
The Philharmonics will have a rehearsal at
Rossini Hall next Saturday evening. It is demade for Charles river, the police department
as
this
is
a
full
number
be
that
sired
will guarantee that the course shall be kept
present,
the first rehearsal since the adjournment.
perfectly clear, and that no interference by
C. H. Smith’s company will present Uncle
sailboats, rowboats or steamboats shall mar the
Tom’s Cabin in City Hall, Friday and Satursuccess of the contest.
day next, with matinee. The company inIt is expected that Boss and Hanlan will arcludes two Topsys, two Lawyer Marks, trick
donkeys, bloodhounds, and the great Jubilee rive at the City Hotel this afternoon, and
some definite action will undoubtedly be taken
Singers—Smith’s colored Troubadours.
siah

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

AUCTION SALES.
Special Art Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

FREE STREET CHURCH.

of $5,000, there would be considerable more
money accruing from railroad and steamboat
Kencommissions, or citizens’ subscriptions.
nedy was, and is, in favor of rowing either at
Boston in two, three or four weeks, or at

MDSIC AND THE DRAMA;

Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

NEW

THE; MUSTER.

Portland

Commerce at Montreal is increasing rapidly,
and will show a great excess this year over any
previous one. Two new lines of steamships,
opening up entirely new fields for traffic with
the Dominion, have been established this summer. One is with Newcastle-on-the-Tyne, in

Richmond, (1. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,
nSabattus, E. H. Johnson.
giSaccarappa, F. E. Webb
■Saco, H. B. Kendrick A Co.,
ESpringvale, C- H. Pierce.
QtSo. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
tThomaston, S. Delano.
Vinaihaven, H. M. Roberts.

CITY AND VICINITY.

AQUATIC.

OCEAN TRAFFIC.

TTYE PEE88.

Palmer &
Ulmer’s “Danites” company,
which is meeting with great success in the
New Eugland circuit, will remain in the vicinity four weeks longer, going as far east as
Bangor; then the Canadas will be visited, next
New York state, and after that the South and
West. San Francisco will be reached about
the middle of April next.
Everybody who wants to see Warren at his
great Memorial Benefit at the Boston Eusenm,
will have to buy their tickets. Not a seat will
be kept back.
There has been a large sale of tickets for
Miss Latham’s concert, the 28th.
We should
like to add that Miss Latham is a Peaks’ Island
is
of
and
her
birth
girl,
very proud
place.
A grand concert will be given at Durham,
in the Congregational church, Wednesday, for
the benefit of the library, by Ernst Perabo
and Miss Bell Bartlett. The following will be
the programme:
Overture to “Egmont, F minor, Op. 84
Beethoven
Mr. Ernst Perabo.
SE Crudele.Donizetti
Miss Bartlett.
a Prelude, E flat minor...Bach
b Barcarole, “Auf dem Wasser zu Singen,”
Schubert
Valse Caprice, Op. 81, A major
Haver Seharwenka
Mr. Perabo.
the Linden

Song—The Robin Sung in

Tree,”

Miss Bartlett.
a

Jolloy

“Die Trommel Gemhret,” from Egrnent,
G#malten Bande,” Iron Becthovcn
Op. 80,
“Busslied,” Bong of Penitence, Gel-

l “Mil einem
c

lert,

Mr. Perabo.
Schumann
“Spring Night”.
“Serenade”.Schubert
c “Thou'rt Like Unto a Flower”.Rubinstein
Miss Bartlett.
“Home, Sweet Home”.,.S. Thalberg
Mr. Perabo.

a

b

Mackerel and Codfish.
The Boston Journal says: The movements of
the New England mackerel fleet are watched
with deep interest by fish dealers, as the season is fast drawing to a close, and the catch
for this month so far has been considerable
under that oi last year for the same time. The
stock of mackerel is comparatively small, and
are told that the quantity held in outports
At
is not near so large as has been reported.
any rate, the visible supply is considered much
smaller than at this time last year, and if there
is not some large catches within a week or two
the market will certainly run bare of stock be
fore many months. The fleet did very little
the past week. The weather was stormy and
unfavorable, and most of the vessels were forc-

we

ed to seek harbors. Friday a dense fog hung
over the coast, and a large fleet of vessels were
in Gloucester and Portland waiting for the
weather to clear up. The fish are still reported

plentiful along the coast, but do not show op
long at a time and appsar quite wild. Some
parties think that a geod catch will yet be secured, while others are afraid that the vessels
The total
will not do much more this season.
of mackerel landed by the New England fleet for the week ending September 22,
9909 baras reported to the Fish Bureau, was
rels, against 8608 barrels the week previous
and 11,238 barrels the corresponding i^ek last

quantity

year. Auother advance of 750 cents a barrel
has been established, both on cargo and job.
bing lots, but the market is unsettled, as a few

large catches

would cause

a

reaction.

Dealers

however, incline to the belief that prices will
be maintained and are anxious to secure all
Sales
the cargoes they can at current rates.
during the past two days were at $0.50 for 3s,
$7 for 2s and $12 to $12.50 for Is. Fares from
pickle sold at $10.50 per 200 pounds, with bar-

rel. In a jobbing way dealers are getting 88
for No. 3, $11 to $11.50 for No. 2 and $14 to $15
About fifteen hundred
per barrel for No. 1.
barrels of mackerel were received from the
were
and
Provinces
quickly sold at an advance
Advices from Prince
on last week’s prices.
Edward Island state that the weather was
stormy there and that few mackerel were being caught. The Pro vincial catch is small in
all directions, and the indications are that the
supplies from that quarter will be unusually
small, unless the fishermen have extraordinary good luck for the remainder of this month.
Codfish have been arriving more freely at
outports, but with unfavorable weather for
curing' the supply coming on the market
continues small and not enough to fully meet
Choice dry packing
the wants of the trade.
fish are still very scarce, and exporters cannot
The
fill
orders.
high prices of
get enough to
course check business, and it is feared that
there will be an unfavorable reaction when the
But it is a
market is moro liberally stocked.
satisfaction to know that the fishermen, who
in former seasons were very poorly paid for
their voyages, are getting the benefit of the
present high prices, and that when the decline
does come, if it comes at all, the loss will fall
upon those who are able to bear it.
w. C. T. U.
At the business meeting of the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union, held at the
Friendly Inn Saturday afternoon, the follow-

ing was decided upon:
Daring the meetings of the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, which
are to commence in City Hall Tuesday sifternoon, Oct. 3d, and continue three days, the

Woman’s Christian Temperance Union of this
city will open a restaurant in Congress Hall to
accommodate those visitors who are not able
to obtain boarding places. The restaurant will
be in charge each day of the several religious
societies with waitresses also from them. The
following is the arrangement for each day:
Tuesday—Congress Square, First Baptist,
Fait Street, New Jerusalem, Pino Street.
Wednesday—Church of the Messiah. Congress St.
Methodist, Oasoo Street, St Paul, First Parish.
Thursday—St. Luke’s, Free Street, Chestnut
Street, St. Stephens’, Friends.
The above action was taken through the
solicitations of the committee of arrangements
of the meetings.
The

Storm.

The rain fell in torrents Saturday night and
and the fall the last few

Sunday morning,

have been enormous.
days
The New Brunswick, of the Yarmouth, N.
S. line, started out Friday night, but put back
and started again Saturday noon, as did the
must

Lewiston for Machias.
The City of Richmond and the Boston boat
both started out about one o’clock Sunday

morning.
The only damage done in the city was the
washing out of several culverts, and the serious

washing of a few streets.
night, yesterday, the moon

At

tried to dis-

perse the clouds.
Death of a Noted Stallion.
The trotting stallion Winthrop Morrill, formerly owned in Boston and located at Beacon
died recently in Maine. He was foaled

Park,
He was
in 1855, and was bred in Vermont.
sired by Young Morrill (son of Morrill, by the
Jennison Horse, he by young Bulrush Morgan)
dam by the Huckins Horse (a son ol Boyal
progeny
Morgan by Sherman Morgan). H
now in the 2.30 list are: Rn. g. Honest Harry,
2.22J; Ben Morrill, br. li. 2.27; Ed. Getcliell,
br. g., 2.27; Glengarry (Uncle Abe), br. g., 2.27
Sam Curtis, oh. g., 2.28; Fleetwood, ch. g.,
2.29; J. G. Morrill, ch. g., 2.29, and Baby Boy.
I wb. g., 2.30.

about their race, while Hanlan and Kennedy
are to meet to-day in regard to their race.
Notes.
Conley will row at the regatta at Lake Massabesic, N. H., Oot. 3d.
The Herald says: “An impression has long
prevailed among some of the old people at the
North end that Davis of Portland either has an
‘infernal machine’ with which to propel his
boat, or is favored by some other infernal
means.
Two old fellows, who had taken a
holiday to see the regatta at Chelsea Beach,
were smoking their pipes and discussing the
abilities of oarsmen, past and present, when
one of the two,
who seemed to be better informed than the other, as he was doing much
of the talking, pointed out Hanlan to his
friend. They both admired the Toronto sculler’s graceful build, and soou afterward Kennedy passed them, and was pointed out as the
man
who had challenged Hanlan. ‘What!’
exclaimed the now thoroughly aroused friend
of the man who ‘knew all about it,’ ‘is that the
little leprechaun that’s to row Hanlan?’
‘Sb!
Owen,’ was the response, ‘Sb, 1 tell you. He
be with Davis: an’ Davis have harness for
him.’
_

The J. W. Harris Case.
Harris, the alleged Bwindler, was brought up
Saturday and offered to give bail as set by the

Commissioner,

but immediately afterwards
he was
arrested
on
a
like
charge,
for an alleged Vermont swindle, he surrendered to his bondsmen, and went back to jail to
await hiB trial.

The

Augusta.

discipline
Artillery, Infantry, Guards

and Blues were all complimented by the commander-in-chief for their soldierly qualities.

The Artillery before leaving Augusta paid
General Chamberlain the compliment of a salute, anfl he replied that he had never seen a
better artillery drill than theirs.
At the Guard

8

armory

a

social hour or

two

spout, interspersed with toasts, speeches
and songs, and felicitous remarks weie made
by Captain Hartnett and others.
The Mechanic Blues bore off the prize offered by the U. S. Cartridge Company for the
highest figure of merit—an elegant silk banner, regulation size, wijh a deep gold fringe,
valued at $100. Out of 40 men, 43 qual ified in
all ranges, giving 43 marksmen
badges; a gain
was

also made of 15 extra bars for re-qualifyng. Of the three other members, twq qualified in four ranges, and one in two ranges.
Their chief contestant for the flag was Co. C.,
of the Second regiment, who fell behind only
was

12-100tbs of a point, closely followed by Co. H
also of the Second Regiment.
The flag was
awarded by Col. E. C. Farrington, and Capt.
Plaisted of Co. H. entered a protest thereto,
declaring that the figure of merit should be
A hearcomputed as in the May inspection.
ing was granted before Governor Plaisted,
Commaoder-in-Chief, which was attended by
General Beal and many
from both regiments.

commissioned officers
Both parties were
heard, and the hearing then closed. Saturday
however, Captain Davis, accompanied by the
color sergeant of his company, was ordered to

division headquarters

to receive the
flag.
Private Fred E. ,jow won the prize shot-gun
and set of loading tools, for best individual shot.

This company also won third prize in the
team match, and had five men on the regimental team, whioh won the first prize of $25.

Privates Cram, Anderson and Dow also won
prizes in the continuous match. In addition
the company had the highest percentage in
the skirmishers’ match.
When the flag was presented to the Blues,
all the companies marched to their headquar
ters and cheered them, followed by a serenade
by Chandler. The banner will be placed on
exhibition at LiDfield’s, on Congress street,
tc

day.
A. B. C. F. M.

Some

of the Prominent Men Who Will
Be Here.

At

31J Exchange street, old number 49J,
may be found the headquarters of the committee having in charge the matter of arranging
far the reception of the A. B. C. F. M., which
is to meet here Oct. 3, 4, 5 and 6.
The Kev.
Charles A. Biekinson is chairman of the committee of arrangements, and is devoting many
hours each

day to the work,

and with him

are

associated some of the best and most practical
of the Christian workers of the city.
The
book of assignments is an extensive one, cover-

ing mauy pages, and is not as yet
complete, for while the people
sponded most generously to the appeal
them by the committee, lodgings are
means

-quired

for

possibly

two

or

three hundred more.

coming winter. They expect to pass
some time in the mountains of North Carolina
before going to Boston.
Miss Beckett recently suffered a painful fall, which made her
lame for a time, but she has now almost entirely recovered.
Mr. George L. Brown has returned to his
studio in Maldeu, after a summer of active
work at West Lebanon, Me., where he has
made a number of studies for important picof mountain and river scenery.
A number of the studies are of views in and aboat
the village, including two of the “Flume,” socalled and three of the vicinity of the bridge
crossing the river to Hayes’ crossing.
tures

The many friends of Mrs. Samuel Chadwick
will be pained to learn that she lies at the
point of death. Although she has been out of
health for several months past, nothing dangerous was expected. She wasout Friday evening, and Saturday evening she called on Mrs.
I)r. Chadwick, who met with a serious accident
She returned home appara Bhort time ago.
ently as well as she has been of late. She had
just entered the house, when her hands ap-

peared stiff, she suddenly became speechless,
and a physician was immediately called, who
thought it might be a case of paralysis of the
Last night, although she did not seem
brain.
to have much pain, the doctor could give no
hope of her recovery. It was decided last evening that the trouble was mental paralysis,
caused by anemic poisoning, resulting from

Bright’s

disease.

Railroad Notes.
There is a boom in Maine Central stock.
Eighty dollars is freely offered, and some people begin to talk of its going to par.
Between two hundred and three hundred
men are at work
grading the Bridgton Ra llroad. Ledges are being blasted near Darwin
below
Witliam’s in Sebago.
hill
and
Iugalls’
M. M. Caswell and Luther Carman are building a turn-tablo and water tank at Hiram. By
the end of the week a mile of rails will be laid,
from Hiram terminus to Young’s bridge.
Bridge building began last week, and the two
locomotives are expected the last part of next
week,
A Sensation Spoiled.

Yesterday morning three boys walking across

crutches.
in the

Mr. J. C. Lewis, employed
yard
the Portland & Ogdenshurg railroad, was
caught between the hunters Saturday afternoon, while shackling oars, and the thumb of
the left hand was crushed at the first joint.
Jos. M. Martin. Esq. has suffered from another accident by losing a part of two fingers
of

from getting jammed or bitten by a baggage
door in Lewiston Friday, while in the discharge of his duty.
car

Panoramic Fashion Plate.
In the window of Eastman Bros. & Bancroft
on Congress street, may be seen a large framed
A

illustrated procession of the
picture, giving
fashions, from the toga of the ancients down
an

to

the

modern

costume

of 1882.

It is

wel1

worthy the inspection of the curious and is a
strange commentary on the change of taste in
dreES. It will well repay careful inspection,

church was
and flowers.

ist.

Addresses were made by the Rev. Messrs.
McWhinnie and Anderson.
The reports of the different officers give the
following statistics:
Whole number belonging.
327

Number of officers
Number of teachers.
Bible class

8
30
49
61
179
260
200
4
2
1

department.
Primary
General school.

Largest attendance.
A verage attendance.
Died
...

Conversions....

Joined the church.
Number of books in library.
691
Amount of money collected.$425.66

360.99
Expenditure#
Amount donated to foreign missions. 116.60

Body Found.
Ou Wednesday, Sept. 13th, the Press stated
that a Mr. Andrew Doughty of Chebeague Island, came to the city the preceding Monday
in his boat, and told his little son, who came
with him, to await his return at the wharf.
The father did not come back that night and
the next day the boy was inquiring for his
father. It was supposed as the man was last
seen, apparently intoxicated, at 11 o'clock

Monday night, that he had fallen overboard
and was drowned. Saturday his remains were
discovered floating in the harbor off Galt’s
Wharf and handed to Undertaker Rich; by
will be sent to Chebeague toleaves a wife and family, all
smart and respectable people. Coroner Gould

body
day. Doughty
whom the

considered

an

inquest

over

the suocess of the election.

A

correspondent says: “We had a glorious meeting and everybody seemed happy and entirely
satisfied, and the occasion would have been
greatly enhanced by the presence of Governorelect Robie, who was invited but was unable
to be present.”
By an bnanimous vote a very
large and artistically formed frosted cake,
bearing the name of Col. Frederick Robie,
which graced the centre of the table, was forwarded to him at Gorham by express.
The “Robie cake” was made by Mrs. O. F.
Frost, aud the presentment by the same was
made with these words:
“Please accept, remembering that the sturdy
Republicans of Monmouth are now, as ever,
Robie men.”
B.

Why the Bride Cried.
On the bank of the Kennebec river, a few
m.Ies below Bath, lives an old lady.
Years
ago she cried so violently when about to be
married that it was with difficulty she could be
p cified. On being interrogated as to the
cause of her great grief, she replied that it
made her sad to think she was to live so near
the steep bank of the river, where her children would daily be in danger of falling over
and being drowned.
The lady has now lived
there about fifty years, and has never had a
child.—Brunswick Herald.

STATE

man, lying
partially uncovered,
evidently exhumed by the heavy rains. Some
of the flesh still clnng to the bones.
Undertaker Rich and Dr. J. T. Palmer were notified
and they came to the conclusion that it was a
medical subject that had been buried in that
spot by some students.
ton of

concentrated extract of Sarsaparilla and other
blood purifying roots, combined with Iodide of
Potassium and Iron, and is the safest, most reliable, and most economical blood-purifier and bloodfood that can be used.
■ nil

timxmi«.ry Rheumatism Cured;
“Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has cured me of the In
flammatory
Rheumatism, wtih which I had suffere
for many years.
Durham, la., Mch, 2, 1882. W
M. Moore.”
“Eight years ago 1 had an attack of Rheumatism

sc severe that l could not move from the bed, or
dress, without help. 1 tried several remedies without much if any relief, until I took Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by the use of two bottles of which I was
completely cured. I have not been troubled with
the Rheumatism since. Have sold large quantises
of your Sarsaparilla, and it still retains its wonderful popularity. The many notable cures it has
effected iu this vicinity convince me that it is the
best blood medicine ever offered to the public.
E. F. Harris/*
River St., Buckland, Mass., May 13, 1882.

“Last March I was so weak from general debility
that I could not walk without help. Following the

I commenced taking Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, andbefere I had used three bottles 1 felt as well as 1 ever did in my life, 1 have
beea at work now for two month*, and think your
Sarsaparilla the greatest blood medicine in the
world.
Jambs Maynard.”
520 West 42dSt., New York, July 30,1882.

friend,

Ayer.s SarsaparilLa

Vice President—R. P. Scales.
Secretary—Elihu H. Rice.
Treasurer- D. Page Perkins.
Executive Committee—J. B. Dunbar, F.
W. Thompson, J. H. Day.
The next meeting of the society will be held
the first Monday evening in October.

NEWS.

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.
Stone in the Kidney Expelled after lifting
Dr. David Kennedy’* “Favorite Itemed y” About two Week*.
One of the most

remarkable

that has

cases

CHENEY,

Piano Forte end Organ Tuner,
258 Middle
Street,

POBTLAND, HE.
Orders by
promptly attended to. sepl 3dlm
mail

Herbert O.

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AN1> SOLICITOR
—

OF

—

American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
ty~All business relating
faithfully executed

to

Tateuts promptly and
jul2tf

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Times says the life and activity which
have been displayed in Bath shipyards daring
the present season, does not, apparently, diminish to any great extent, as there are now
building within the city limits eighteen vessels, whose aggregate tonnage is about 19,030
Of these, five are ships of 2000 tons and
tons.
upwards, two are barques, two are four-masted
schooners of 1000 tons each, and eight are
three-masted
schooners
and
one
small

scboqner.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

By the urgent solicitations of his friends he was
to try Dr. David Kennedy’s “Favorite
Remedy”—experienced a marked improvement
from the first day he began to use the medicine: on
the fifteenth of September he voided a stone as
la ge as could be passed through the natural channel.
Mr. Beach concludes a long letter to Dr. Kennedy by saying: “It will always afford me pleasure
to recommend the “Favorite Remedy” to those who
may be suffering from difficulties of the Kidneys
ana Bladder, or any disorders arising from an imThe “Favorite Remedy”
pure state of the blood.
sold by all druggists. The Doctor’s only address is

DIRECTORY

shock.

WALDO COUNTY.

Whig

says the body of John C. Hervey
of Belfast, drowned in Quautebaoook Pond,
Sear port, on the 12th inst., was recovered on
the morning of the 21st.
YORK COUNTY.

The Sanford News says: It has been recently
discovered that a young gir. 12 years old, living at York Harbor, has during the summer
carried on a petty pilfering from the rooms in
several boarding houses and hotels in that vicinity, having taken money, silk stockings,
and other small articles to the value of several
hundred dollars. On account of her youth, no
legal action has yet been taken.

Every one has a will and a mind to think
for himself, yet many will go about hacking
and coughing until a friend recommends Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup for that cough.
Secure a bond of the Topeka, Salina and
Western Railroad if you wish a safe and profitable investment.

DUE

Pattern and Model Maker.

AT

AUCTION,
—

os

—

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Sspt.
28th, 29th and 20th,
II

at

At

our

A.

m.,

and

3 P. 31.,

Salesroom, 18 Exchange Street.

This'Collection waa imported by Messrs. Cirri and
Lareuzi of Florence, Italy, and every piece of Marble waranted to be carved from tha Original Stone.
Exhibition Wednesday, 27th inst. Ladies particularly invited.
F. O. BAILEF Ac CO. Aactlsaecra.
se25
dlw

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
W. O.

0. W. AXUBN

BAILBT,

Regular gale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
m.

J. I. HABODB, ,TJ I'rm Ml., Portland,

octSdtf

Consignments solicited.

Me.

On and after

Invite

inspection

of their

Fall and Winter

CHILDREN’S

DRESSGOODS
PLUSHES,
VELVETS,
SILKS,
GARMENTS

HOSIERY,
UNDERWEAR,

CONGRESS ST.
dtf J

AND

Proposals will be received by tho Coro^EALED
until SATURmittee on Public

Visiting

Buildings,

a. m., for the erection
Hook and Ladder Hou*e, on Brackett St., according to plans and specifications, to be seen at the
City Engineer’s Office. The Committee reserve the
rigut to reject any or all bids; which are to be addressed to
ce25dlw
CHARLES F. LIBBY, Chairman.

DAY, September 30tb, at IS
a

FOR SALE.
opportunity to purchase for $2500 cash,
a first-class corner grocery and provision business in Boston, doing an average cash trade of
$2500 per month; well stocked, good order trade,
and every faculty for carrying it on. No brokers.
E.B. STEVENS, Morse Mansion,
East Union Park St. Boston.
se25d3t

RARE

SIDEBOARD.
person having a large Mahogany Sideboard
with four doors, separated by twisted columns
and drawers over them, will confer an especial favor
by pddrSssiug C. at office of Daily Press, as it is desired to find one of this description, sold many years
since.
sep2od2w

Cards.

Sale,

BY L. A. OOIJDY Sc. CO.,
38 Pearl Street.

{

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtfo'i

CUSTOM BOOTS
e-o

Having taken the

who writes well
Address P. O. BOX
se26dtf

THE LATEST STYLES

NO. 7 TEMPLE STREET,
OPP.

FALMOUTH HOTEL,

I shall continue the manufacture of fine

Boots and Shoes to

Measure,

using the best

stock in the market, and having secure! some of the finest workmen in New England,
am prep ired to make any style Boot or >hoe desired, and guarantee satisfaction. Thanking my
friends and the public generally for their patronage
in the past, I solicit your future orders.

Also

DRESS FABRICS
which will be ready for exhibition on

a

large variety

f

Photograph Albums
AT VERY LOW PRICES.

Frank B. Clark,

Tuesday, Sept, 19th.
This will be a rare occasion of witnessing a fine display of Rich and medium Priced Roods, and the public are
cordially invited to inspect them whether desiring to purchase or not.

515 Con

css

lo

Co.

The advertisements and circulars of the International S. S. Oo. ottering special low rates of board at
the hotels on Campobello Island, were published
without the knowledge or consent of the Campobello Co. One of the houses is already closed and
the other one will be in a few days
The grounds
have been and will be closed to excuraonists.

492 & 494 Congress St.
eels
dtf

Art,

NEEDLEWORK.
SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Instruction given in KENSINGTON EMBROIDERIES.

dOt

BOSTON LEAD MEG. CO.
24 and 26
U

«iknwu>

C

Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

WABTA

Mrs. L. A. Waterhouse
Will be pleased to recciTe her friends
and patrons at

545 CONGRESS ST.
Where she is p'repared to show them all
the latest styles in millinery goods
straw and felt hats and bonnets, ribbons,
laces, flowers, velvets, plushes, ostrich
plumes, tips, etc.

IV

STAR

‘hxtraGenuine’

&. SHEET LEAD.

& TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER &c.
GOLD MEDAL awarded b> the MassachuSctt,
Charitable Mechanics’ Association in 1881.

eo (16ms

oiarl

The finest quality and highest grade of Mustard
imported. Warranted chemically pure. For sale by

Portland Grocers’and Flour Deal-

W. L. WILSON & CO.,

MEETING
THEwillANNUAL
the Board of Trade Rooms
be held
for the elecat 2.30 P.

Grocers,

PORTLAND, ME.

d3m

ers’

Association.
of

this

MONDAY,

Sept. 2uth,

M.,

ety.

BAILEY

NOYES

Exchange Street, Portland.

Jy29

dly

CALL & TUTTLE,
FASHIONABLE

SALT. SALT!
10000 Bush. Turks Island, cargo “C. M.
Richardson.”
2.1000 Bush. Turks Island, cargo “Dida
£. Clark.”
In Mtore, lOOOO Bush. Liverpool.
A l-o for dairy une. Eoyli-h Dairy, llig-

gin’n Eureka, Ealk’n Ac., Ac.
The former we import direct and from
the ifNiimouy of mauy farmers, who have
lined it, and without any doubt, ntate it ham
uo Muperior an to quality aud price.

DANA

are bow

exhibiting their

Fall & Winter Goods
FOB.

STORE,

GARMENTS

MADE TO ORDER.

453
sell

Washington Street, Boston.
MW&Flm

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros’

Pianos,

iBdorsed bf ANNIE LOUISE CABr.

OO.
_dl m

TIIE PEOPLE’S

SUITSXSPECIALTY.

LADIES’

___

ART

IMPORTERS,

TAILORS AID

Corner Toliuan Place.

Alto a ehotoe (took ex IntelMi

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Temple Street,

Tlie most complete line of Artists’ materials, and
the largest and finest assortment of Art goods. Picture Frames Ac., East of lioslou. Fino gold gilt
work a specialty.

ALGERNON STUBBS,
Temple Street, Fortlan«l Me.

Association

tion of Omeers for tue ensuing year, arid to transact
any other business that may come before the meetO. G. BOYD, Secretary
Per order
ing.
seplDdlw
Portland, Sept. 10th 1882. jg#

3 Free Street

eepgd_
S. H.

Block, PORTLAND,
dtf

lA. W. JORDAN,

LARMINIE,
Chicago.

Portland, Me

S. H.LARMIME & CO.,
iominiasioB

Merchant*.

'JO

se!8

eod3m

__

GAZETTEER OF
WANT K».

A

MAINE

book for every cit
Every town, vil-

izeu. Supplies real want.
AOENTw
river, mountain,
a

on

at

turesque

Gentlemen and Ladies’ Wear.

515 Congress Street,
Se20dlw*

TIN

MUSTARD.

^

FORMERLY MTU BBS BROS.,

BRAND

RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

LEAD PIPE

^ ^

L. A. WATERHOUSE

PURE WHITE LEAD Algernon Stubbs, Pfuimetor.

Pli\CK¥l]¥S

and Retail

S £2XiM ST.

SC

SAND MANUFACTURERS.

“

with many others
the works of such gifted writers as Anthony Trollope, Miss
Braddon, William Black, Sir
Wralter Scott, Victor Hugo,
and Miss Mulock, and range
in price trom ten to twenty
cents.

comprising

E. FAIRWEATHER

sel

ALEX S. PORTER,

Office,

These books are reprints of
the leading novels of the day,

Maine and many
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in large vari-

JUST ARRIVED.

Campo

LIBRARY.!

DRESS

oodtf

aep20

FRAU K fAAPSQFARF

Stamping and Designing.

St«

CIRCULATING LIBRARY.

MBS,

White Mountain Guides, Pic-

JIy20dif

Correspondence Cards.

MILKY &

dim

„„

—'

dtf

EMBROIDERIES.

M.

STATIONERY

AUTUMN

N. B.—Opening of Ladies’ Gar.
ments will be advertised next week-

store

CROWEL8

A2TD

and 22d.

Havejust received all of the latest
numbers

au31

Wanted.
an office, one

—

Sept. 21st

Stationer.

from the Royal School of

have received large invoices of

Thursday and Friday

AND

M. MITCHELL.

dlw

work.

for

announce it

CABO PLATE ENGRAVEB

C'l'imoh-

Silk Sacque,

Merrill or Walnut Streets ana the
Eastern Promenade. The finder will be suitably
rewarded by leaving it at No. 24 Cumberland St.
8e25
d3t*

Man in

of these goods and

Lowell,

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions a Specialty.

ANY

Oood Horse For

SPECIAL OPENING

8621

PUBLIC BUILDUUIS.

a

display our large stock,
properly
we have decided to
a

niiK
& MMtOVT.
Wedding' William S.

Be2beod3t

ONbetween

to the increasing demand
Misses and Children’s Garments, and the room required to

the

GENERAL MANAGER.

Lost*
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 20th,

Owing

for

& FANCY GOODS.

josEPiiHiaicKsoff,

of

SUITS A.ffl (MAKS.
have

Ladies’ and Children's

press Train leaving Portland at 9.00 a. m., will run
only to Gorham.

Montreal, Sept. 20,1882.

OF

Large

and Elegant Stock of New

sep22

Monhay

OPENING

TURNER BROS.

2nd of October the Day Ex-

YOUHG
and is willing to
1179.

}yl5

Keeeivers,
And many other Ornaments to adorn the Parlor,
Hall or Library, to be sold

ffajesreoiu 18 Exchange hu

460 cfe 400

NOTICE.

8025

Wholesale

Italian Marble Statuary, «r< < inn
Ilebe, » lorentine. Neapolitan,
and Estrucan Vases, Italian
Marble and Alabaster
Statuettes, Groups,
Pedestals, Card

Book Binders.
WOT. A. (|UNCV, Been II, Printer*
Kichnnt) IXe. Ill Hi change Street.

sep2oMW&F&wlm

Y.

iO

The Journal says Mr. William Stevens of
Fairfield, while going to Boston, on the boat,
on Thursday of last
week, had a paralytic
The

—

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

BUSINESS

induced

$1800.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Observer says A. J. Pratt of Dover, accidentally broke his leg Tuesday, while moving a water wheel.

The sum of
$82 having been guaranteed by abuttors the selectmen have decided on
the immediate construction of a sidewalk on
Pickett street, extending from the residence
of Mr. R. B. Loring to that of Mr. W. B.

Perry, Saturday, and bound over
to the Jauuary term of the Supreme Court,

9tli.

__d

J. I>.

ever

1874, from* the presence of Calculus or Stone in the
right Kidney. No less than seven physicians were
employed at difterent times, to whom Mr. Beach
paid hundreds of dollars for medical treatment,
with only temporary relief from his agony.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

joint.

fore Justice

October

ang29

been brought to the notice of the public is that of

The News says Mr. Otis Sprague of Waldoboro, a member of Co. A, Twenty-first Maine
Regiment, has recently received arrearage of

A little son of Captain Nichols foil from a
fence last Thursday and put his elbow out of

suc-

Until

OF

—

Mr. J. S. Beach, of Stone Bridge, Ulster Co., N.
Y. Mr. Beach had suffered since October 18th,

Gen’l manager Campobello Co.

so

will be closed

Happened to

Wliat

so23

cessfully commanded a vessel in the Banks
fishing business during the winter seasons, is
having built at Kennebunk, a vessel of one
hundred and seventy-five tons, to be employed
exclusively in the fishing business, and is owned ,by A. M. Smith, Esq., of Portland.
The Sentinel appeared last week much improved by a change from its patent insides to*
good clear print, and a better class of reading.
The boys arrested for bieakiug into Captain
Dyer’s store at Ferry Village were brought be-

Or. Kenison’s Office

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

to

___

Or. J. 0. AYER & CO,, Lowell, Hass,

The Mail says with recent improvements the
Dunn Edge Tool Company and the Hubbard
& Blake Company will double their capacity
of production, which will, of course, increase
the freight bills and the business of the town.

pension, amounting

C. LOVELL & SON,
73 Cammrrcial ntrrrt, Haalaa, Han.
U4t

se22

Sold by all Druggists; price #1, six bottles for $5.
8625
eod&wlw

Rondout, N.

Cape Elizabeth.

Thompson, a distance of 1200 feet.
Captain Lincoln W. Jeweit who has

Canada.

Ontario,

Scrofula and all

cures

a

Paysoa Literary Society*
At a special me atin® of the Payson Literary
Society held at their room in Farrington
Block, the following officers were elected;
President—Charles K. Lewis.

Belleville,

Collections made on reasonable terms In all parts
of Canaria, and promptly remitted.
aug7dCm

Scrofulous Complaints, Erysipelas, Eczema, Ring-

worm, Blotches, Sores, Boils, 'Tumors, and Eruptions
of the skin. It clears the blood of all impurities,
aids digestion, stimulates the action of the bowels,
and thus restores vitality and strengthen? the whole

Battery Wharf, Boston, Wednesat 12 o’clock the
brig R. M. Heelen, 287 tons
For
'register.
particulars, apply to
At

day, Sept. 27, 1882,

.A 1 Vs

notary ti hi.h; &c.,

PREPARED BY

Monmouth.
The Republicans et Monmouth held a very
enthusiastic jollification meeting last Thursday

evening

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheumatic Gout,
General Debility, Catarrh, and all disorders caused
by a thin and impoverished, or corrupted, condition of the blood: expelling the blood poisons from
the system, enriching and renewing the blood, and
restoring its vitalizing power.
During a long period of unparalleled usefulness,
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has proven its perfect
adaptation to the cure of all diseases originating in
poor blood aDd weakened vitality. It is a highly
cures

SALES.

AUCTION SALE.

BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SARSAPARILLA

a

AUCTION

EDWARD 0. PONTON,

AYER’S

advice of

BUSINESS CARDS.

system.

unnecessary.

the field, where the sham fight took place,
near the Powder House, ran across the skele-

Accidents.
Mr. George W. Beale, superintendent of tlie
Portland Company, broke a tendon of his foot
last week, and is now obliged to go about on

prettily

trimmed
The music by the
little ones was greatly enjoyed.
The solo
“Ave Maria” was rendered by Miss Bong in
her usual pleasing manner, and the organ
prelude by Mr. Norris, the “Festival Te Deum
in Bb,” displayed his fine powers as an organ-

by any
have remade to
still re-

The following distinguished gentlemen have
Arthur W. Hooper—the man, Harris says,
signified their intention of being present:
Hon. Wm. E. Dodge of New York, Rev.
who gave him the key to box 796, was arrested
Mark Hopkins, D. D., Bev. H. M. Storrs, D.
in Boston by United States officers on a charge
D., of New York, Rev J. G. Johnson of Rutof being concerned in the alleged fraudulent
land, Vt., Rev. Lyman Abbott, D. D., Rev.
transactions for which J. W. Harris is in Henry M. Dexter, D. D., editor of the Boston
John Ballyntine, Rev.
custody at Portland. Commissioner Hallett Congregationalism Rev.
Samuel C. Bartlett, D. D., Rev. Cyrus Hamheld him in bail for his appearance at the
lin, D. D, ex-missionary, Rev. Professor
Circuit Court in this city.
He denies all
Thompson of Hartford, Rev. R. S. Storrs,
New York, Rev.
Dr.
D.
Post
D., of
knowledge of the matter.
and Rev. Dr. Goodell of St. Louis, Rev. Edwin
In connection with the arrest of Harris a
Goodwin,fD. D., of Chicago, Hon. P. L. Moen,
Cambridge lady writes that last summer, Rev. Dr. Behren and the Hon. A. D. Lockwhile in the country, she answered several adwood of Providence, Rev. Dr. Cutler of Worcester, Rev. Dr. Merriman of Somerville,
vertisements precisely the same as the one
Ezra Farnsworth, Esq., of Boston, Rev. Dr.
used in Harris’ case, except that the address
Chickering, formerly of Portland, Hon. A.
was A. W. Stevens, Box 3197, Bps ton. She* Hardy of Boston, Rev. A. Bullock, Rev. Dr.
Vose of Providence, Rev. Dr. Park, Rev. Dr.
continues:
A circular came by return mail
Tucker, and Rev. Dr. Smyth, of Andover,
Btating that I was accepted, that the work was Rev.
J. W. Wellman, D. D. of Malden, Rev.
guaranteed and for responsible parties,tbut as A. E. Dunning, Rev. M. Burnham, Rev. W.
they were onlj an agent.it would be necessary F. Crofts of Brooklyn, Hon. Chas. Therdon
Russell of Boston, Rev. Prof. A. L. Paine of
to pay them a fee of SI for procuring the situaBangor, Rev Dr. Herrick of Boston, Kev. Dr.
tion. The circular went on to state that they
of
Hutchens
Minneapolis, Rev. H. M.
were constantly in reeeipt of letters asking
Parsons of
Toronto, Rev. L. T. Chamberlain
of
Norwich, Rev. Jerome D. Davis,
them to take the fee out of the first week’s
missionary to Japan, Rev. Charles Ray Palmer
wages. This they could not do, as their conof Bridgton, Rev. James Broad of Oberlin
nection with the work ceased on securing the
College, Rev. J. L. Withrow, D. D., cf Boston,
An
with
the
address
envelope
printed Rev. DeWitt Clark of Salem, Rev. Alexander
place.
Duff, D. D., of Quebec, Rev. Dr. Bled get,t,
on it was inclosed, in which I was r&jjuested to
missionary, Rev. Daniel Marsh, D. D., of Wosend my fee and not use a registered letter or
burn, liev. Prof. Ropes of Bangor, Rev. Dr.
“Mass.
Lawrie of Providence, ex-Gov. Palye of Illiorder.
The
was
circular
headed,
money
nois, Rev. Samuel Wilcott, D. D., Rev. Prof
Bureau of Female Employment, 176 Portland
Lee of Oberlin, Rev. H. Plnmb of Roxbury,
street, corner Hanover.” A caution was Hon. S. S. Field of Vermont, Rev. J. S. Hoyt
given at the bottom of the circular to beware of Cambridgeport, Stephen Thayer Esq., Salem;
A. Adam, M.'D.,Lexington; Rev. Silas H. Seeof sending money to agents who have no
lye, D. D., President of Amherst College; Rev.
stated place of business. The fraud was too
Alonzo Quint, D. D., Hon. James M. Talbot,
Rev. W. R. Stocking, ex-missionary: Rev. E.
apparent for me to be deceived. X wrote a letN Packard, Boston; Rev. Geo. F. McGowan,
ter to the Chief of Police stating the circumD.
D., of Iowa College; Rev. N. G. Clark, D.
stances, and received a reply that the man was
D.,Rev. E. K. Aldeu, D. D., Rev. John O.
a
fraud.
appa.ently
Means, D. D., Rev. E. S. Strong, editor of the
Missionary Herald; Rev. S. J. Humphrey, D.
Personal.
D., of Chicago; Rev. H. C. Hayden, D. D., of
Dr. Sanger, of Bangor, surgeon of the SecNew York.
ond Maine Regiment, was in town yesterday.
French’s Illustrated Lectures.
Gen. Graham, the new commander of Fort
Mr. Harry W. French gave his first lecture
Preble, arrived in Portland, Saturday.
in a course of eight in Tremont Temple last
Rt. Rev. Bishop Neely administered the
evening before a large audience. The
Thursday
of
rite
at
St.
Anne’s
confirmation
Apostolic
Boston daily papers speak in the highest terms
church, Calais, Sunday.
of the lecture.
The Globe says that Mr.
Giles O. Bailey, Esq., publisher of the SunFrench’s veioe is clear and strong and with
day Times, is confined to the bouse by illness.
other characteristics render him an exceptionalHe was threatened with fever, but we are haply efficient speaker. His pictures filled a
to
state
is now rapidly improving.
py
screen thirty feet square, many of then! being
Dr. Thomas H. Hays of Baltimore, Md., has
colored with a degree of artistic skill altobeen assigned to duty at the Marine Hospital
gether unusual in such pictures and that they
at this port, to take the place of the acting aswere the finest ever shown in Boston.
It is
sistant recently ordered to Baltimore.
not often that our citizens have the opportuniThe Concord Monitor of Tuesday says “Mrs.
ty of attending five such lectures, at so trifling
A. G. Woolsou begins, this afternoon, at Newa cost as those that are to be given in this city
a
course
of
lectures
twelve
tonville, Mass.,
upby Mr. French under the auspices of the Y. M.
on ‘The Influence of Foreign Nations on En0. A.
Every lover of art should avail themThis will be the third
glish Literature.’
selves of this grand opportunity. The sale of
course of twelve lectures which she has given
course tickets, with reserved seats will comby invitation to private audiences assembled
mence at Stookbridge’s to-morrow morning at
in the parlors of Mrs. ex-Gov. Claflin.”
9 o’clock. Numbers will be given at 7 o’clock.
Miss Beckett and Miss von Hillern have enTickets limited to six to single purchaser.
gaged rooms at the Hotel Vendome, Boston,
for the

evening. The
with
evergreen

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

etc., are represen,
lage, post-offloe,
ted. Sells at flight. Now is your opporiuuitj to
make money, because eveoybody needs the book.
One agent s -Id 200 in four wewk9. Lot lie*, as well
There is genuino enthusiasm
as gentlemen, succeed.
among the people lor it. Secure territory at once.
Address B. B.
Publisher, 67 OornhUL
Boston, Mass.
sel3eod&wlm

RUSSELL,

Seeds,

Grain,

Provisions,

137 Commercial St., Par and Me.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
I2i La Salle St
Futuree bough nd sold on Chloago Market ca
marSdtf
Margin*. Oorre?p udenoe nvited.

Notice.
the premises of the undersigned, a
red and white heifer cal), about six month* old.

TAKEN

The

on

owner can

damage*.
*ep23d3t*

and

have the

same

on

paying charge,

JEREMIAH DOW,
210 Grove Street,

MISCELLANEOUS.

MASS.,”

MRS.LY0I& L PINKHAM, OFLYKN,

Tempi® and Worship.
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stately ruin, cold and gray
Majestic in its lone decay,
Bears witness to a by-gone day.
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Each ruined temple as tt stands,
In classic grove or sterile sards
Biits silent, interceding hands.

VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Positive Care

a

for all those Painful

A speechless voice from every stoue
Is echoing on their spirits’igroan,
Who dimly worshiped the Unknown.

Complaints and Weaknesses

tocuumon to our best

fcmule population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve smd expel tumors from the uterus In
en early, stage of development. Tbo tendency to cancurouB humors there is checked very speedily by Its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloatlgg, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

*•##•***•

Nor even yet may man aspire
To satisfy his soul’s desire,
Since heaven than ejxth is ever

For God’s own presence, shining
And sending glory everywhere,

Makes

Mrs.

*• *******
| Crick, Sprains, Wrenches,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Pleurisy Pains,
I Stitch In the Side, Slow Clraulfttion of the Blood, Heart Diseases, Bore Muscles,
Pain In the Chest, and all pains and aches elthor local
>r deep-seated are Instantly relieved and speedily
3ured by the well-known Hop Plaster, compounded,
in it is, of the medicinal virtues of fresh Hops, Cams,
dalsams and Extracts. It is Indeed the best painxlillng, stimulating, soothing and strengthening
Plaster ever made. Ask for the Hop Plaster at any
drug store. Price 25 cents or live for $1. Hop Plas-

SHARP
PAINS

the

^CELERY^

hit

AND THE GOOD RE-

25c.

HEADACHE, NEURALGIA, NERVOUSNESS, SLEEPLESSNESS
DYSPEPSIA.

diseases is

nervous

the most important ad-

worth their

“These Pills
—Dr.

are

euro

of Neuralgia

are

special diseases, as named, and for these
diseases they are worthy of a trial by all Intelligent
sufferers. They are prepared expressly to and will
cwre sick headache, nervous headache, neuralgia,
nervousness, paralysis, sleeplessness and dyspepsia.
Sold by all druggists. Price, 50 cents a box. Depot
106 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By mail, two
of

boxes for $1

or

DR.-v. W. BENSON’S

^

1

SKIN CURE

I
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for

BEST

public

BRAIN and
NERVE

»F»0-Q-D-

from Kennebec for New York.
inport, sch Leonora, Hurst, from Port Johnson
for Westport; Albert Jameeon, Candage, Fall Kivrr
for New York; Hunter, Nash, New York for Hurricane island.
VINEYAKD-HAVEN-Ar 21et, schs LJ Clark,
Philadelphia for Boston; F A Fike, Hoboken for
do; Jas H Deputy, Amboy for do; Mary B Rogers,
Port Johnson for do; Ida C Bullard, Baltimore for
Portland; Georgietta, Elizabeth port for S&oo; Lizzie L Mills, Hoboken for Bangor; Angola, Elizabethport for Sullivan; Swallow, from Hoboken for

Kastport.
Sid 21st, brig Martha A Berry; schs Bramhall,
Frank Norton, Minnie C Taylor, Alls ton, Cygnus,
Hyue, Mary E Oliver, Harry P Peroy, A K Woodward, Koret, J Ponder; Gen Howard, Lizzie Cochran, Geo W Jewett, Diadem, City of Ellsworth, H
Curtis, Sylvi, Ada Ames, Garland, Hortensia, R W
Denham, Laconia, Gen Hall, l'bayer Kimball, Sea
Spray, Florida, J L Richardson, and others.
EDGAKTOWN-Ar 20th, schs Lois V Chaples,
Hoboken for Belfast; M A McCann. Perth Amboy
for Portland; Four Sisters, Bunker, Bangor.
In port, sobs Black Warrior, New York for Boston; Mary B Smith, Amboy for Dover.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, schs Alice T Boardman, Coggswell, Calais; Judge Tenney, Rich, and Peuciuian,
dusky, Bangor; sloop Amelia, Merrim&n, Portland.
Ar 24th, sch Spartan, Hodgdon, Philadelphia.
Old 24th. barque Antonio Bala, Mitchell, N York;
sch Lewis Clark, Bartlett, Bangor.
SALEM—In port 29th, schs M Webster,Chipman,
Elizabeth port; Wreath, Bickford, Franklin for New
York; Redondo, Bangor for Greenpoint; Altavela,

do for Norwalk; M B Mahoney, do for Providence;
Olive Branch, do for Newport;
Maria Hall, Rockland for New York; Lizzie J Clark, fm do for Fall
River.
BOOTH BAY—Ar 19th, sch Seraph, Gray, Castine
for Harps well.
BATH—at 21st, eoh Fannie A Miiliken, Roberts,

Salem.

Off Ballycotton
Bombay.

New York.
At Demarara Aug 26th, sch Willie H Lord, Sim-

mons, from Martinique.
Old at Windsor, NS, 19th, barque Henry Norwell,
scbs Ada F Whitney, Bartlett,
New York; Helen
Montague, Green, do.
Cld at St Johu, NB, 22d. schs Aflen, Watts, Portland; a Q King, Keast, and Forest Bello, Syphers,
Book! and.

Sray’.^le5[audria;

Aug 18, lat 6 N, Ion 118 20 W, ship P M Whitmore, from San Francisoo for Liverpool.

HOPSlMALT
BITTERS.

a

Concert that

evening.

Moral—

Investigate before you Swallow, for pretty
much everything is full of Chemicals.—B. K.

M.. in Puck.

Nervo;

lady said: “I owe my success in
cooking puddings, biscuits, doughnuts, dumplings, cakes, &c., to Congress Yeast Powder.
A Portland

It never fails and that is what
others I have used.”

HOPS AND MALT BITTERS

I can’t say of

the ORIGINAL and ONLY BITTERS containing Malt Extract.
Ask your Druggist for them, and be sure
that the label has on it the four words

are

some

IIABBIAHE8.
i

HO^S AND MALT BITTERS
large red letters.
«^“Take no other.,^3
At Who«JsaIe and Retail by all dealers.

..

—

in
In Bowdoin. Sept. 21, by Rev. Dan’l S. Jaques
P. K. Millay of Bowdoinham and Mrs. Manila E>
Small of Bowdoin.
in Yarmoath, Sept. 22. Edward F. Knight and
Ardilla P. Tripp, both of Yarmouth.
In Bath, Sept. 20, Frank H. Haggett and Miss
bailie E. Mooro.

!

ca j»-

protects the membrane
from additional

colds,

completely heals

the
sore.'-and restores the
of taste and
sense
smell; bene tidal results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, Ac. Unequaled for
colds in
the head.

Agreeable to

p!y l>y

use.

Ap-

the little finger
UAM tTLi/CD
r bvCiita into the nostrils.
On
receipt of 60o will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
|EL¥S’ CtUSAM BALM CO., Owego, N. T.

MAT

0£iwly48

ROCHESTER MEDICINE CO.,
Rochester* N. Y.

MW&F&wly

DEATHS
In this city, Sept. 23,
Abby Paul, wife of Thomas
G. Chamberlin, aged (53
years.
[Funeral services on Tuesday forenoon at 11 O’clk,
at hei late residence, Cumberland Foreside.
In this city, Sept. 22, of cholera infantum, Guy
Ellswo th. youngest son of E. W. and Bella O. Messenger, aged 2 yean 14 days.
Jn East Deering, Sept.
23, Miss Nellie L. Reynolds. aged 26 years 3 months.
[Funeral on Tuesday forenoon at 10 o’clock, at
her late residence, East
Deering
At Parker's Head, Sept. 21, Arthur P. Hutobins,
aged 63 years.
In Bridgton, Sept. 16, Mrs. Sophia Bradstreet.
widow of the late Thomas Cleaves of
Bridgton, aged
77 years 9 mouths.
In Sebago, Sept. 10, Mrs. Rebecca K., wife of
Abial S. Keed, aged 63 years 11 montbs.
In Casco, Sept.
16, Cyrus Leach, aged 73 year*
9 mouths.

FROM

ma,

FOS

Arizoua.New York. .1 fverpool... .Sept
France.---New York..Havre.Sept
a... York..Liverpool....Sept
Y,
..^®w York..Kingston—Sept
British

Empire.... New York.. Havana.Sedt
Andes.......New York..PortPrince..Sept

26
27
27
26
28
29

Croup,
Whooping Cough,
of the

and

Threat,
every Affection
Lungs and Chest, including Consumption. Sold by all Druggists.
(

marl

eodfrwly

I
J

E. O.

ENGINEERS..

JORDAN,

CIVIL.

ENGINEER AND

LAND

SURVEYOR,
Middle Street

_184
LAWYERS.

R. ANTHOINE,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

NATHAN A HENRY B. CLEAVES,
COUNBLLOBS AT LAW,

Exchange Street

_80

CJOHN O. OOBB,
COUNSELLOR

AT LAW,
31Vi Exchange Street.

f
r

P

DRUMMOND A DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

Exchange Sticet.

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,
AT

LAW,

J. H. FOGG,
COUNSELLOR

LAW,
42% Exchange Street.

M.

AT

P. FRANK,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

_199 Mddle

GnaiT^tBladdep]
Chapin’s But!^h-Faiba. A quick, complete
for Cats, h of the Bladder, Urinary,
dder Diseases, in male or
Kidney and
—

H

COUNSELLOR

female, Paraly

J,

Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty

of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other de Dosits. Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharces, Paina in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
Ulcers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists, by ex-F
press,

prepaid, $1.25.

Chapin’s Injection Fleur is to be usedk
with Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure or*
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, $1, at!
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for $1.25.1
Both oy express, prepaid, on receipt of $2.25.1

E^S^JAfELL^^erseyCity^j^J

0019MW&F&wly

WOLFE’S

AT

93

U
fi

Street.

CLARENCE HALE,

LAW,

Exchange Street

AARON B. HOLDEN,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

399% Congress Street

cure

I
L

SETH L. LARRABEE,

|L

P. J. LARRABEE,

|L

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
lo<J Exchange

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
199 Middle

J. J.

Street.

Street

lynch;

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

_34 Exchange Street.
|L

LOCKE & LOCKE,

I
L

WILBUR F. LUNT.

OOUU8ELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.
ATTORNEY AT

LAW,
Poet Office Building

31% Exchange St

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As

a

general beverage and necessary

M

JAMES T. MoCOBB,

0

JAMES O’DONNELL,

P

HENRY C. PEABODY

R

RAY A

R

THOMAS B. REED,

B

FRANK W. ROBINSON,

T

THOMAS A BIRD,

BENJAMIN

as

or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every
A

public

saltr of over 30 years duration in every
our

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

COUNSELLOR

a

sale

uneqnaled

by aDy other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
For sale by all Druggists

AT

LAW,

_119%
COUNSELLOR

Exchange St

LAW,
100 Exchange Street.
AT

DYER;

COUNSELLORS AT LAW.

_100 Exohange
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

St.

Exchange St

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street

COUNSELLORS AT

LAW,

Exchange

St

_31% Exohange

St

38
A

GAGE
STROUT
S8TROUT,COUNSELLORS
AT LAW’

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medieal faculty and

KINCfcBURY,

86 Exchange St.

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition

W

93 Exchange St
MUSIC

TEACHERS

Kh. kotzsohmab,
PIANO, ORGAN

AND

HARMONY,

Stookbridge’s Mtule Store,

PA.

NERVOUS

A

Cure

dly

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treat
«eht: .specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression Loss
Of Memory, Spermatorrhma,
Impotency, Involuntary Emissions, Premature Old Age, caused by overartion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cnre
reeent cases. Each bo*
ntains one month’s treatment. One dollar a boz
sii boxe
for live dollars; sent by mail prep iio on receipt of price The
John C. West* Co., guarantee si* boxes
proprietors,
iof oure any case. With each order received for
•1* boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar’
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H H
effect a cure.
HAT & 00., Druggists, only agents in Portland".
Me., at Junction Middle and Tree Sts.
1

dAwlyae

A few applications of
Medicated Cotton, wet In
——-~£ Obtuuder, placed in an
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and give
permanent relief. Obtunder, Medicated Cotton and Instrument, all complete, for 85 eta.
For sale by all Druggists ami Dealers lu Patent
MefBslnes, and by £h« Manufacturer,
O. P. Masalastek, D. D. S., Lynn, Mass.

ditwj
_^®P®_
FISTULA ANeTpTlES

Cared without the Due of the Kaife.
WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842 ) aud
ROBERT M. READ (M. D„ Harvard 1870 V 41
Bomereet Hired, Ronton. give special attention

to the treatment of FI BTC I. A. I'll.in tan
ALL DISEASES OF THE
without detention from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlets sent on application
Offloe hours—12 to 4 o’clock r M.
Sun-

RBC^TCItl,

<ky»-)

(except
auglOeodOm

dtf

Eastern Railroad.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

TIKCET OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
DEPOT AT FOOT OF

MURRAY,

PIANO AND ORGAN.

E. PENNELL,
VOICE, SINGING IN ALL BRANCHES
Tenor Soloist, Address 102 Park Street

Denver,

Dally (Night Pullman) for Saoo,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Oar will be
at 6.30 a. m.
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
m.
p.
(Sunday nights lip. m., and Is attached to

Rumford Falls & Buck Held
Leave Canton for Portland
and
4.30 and 9.60 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. ana i.au p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.40 a. m. and 2.26 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dlxfleld,
Pern, Livermore, West Stunner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFOKD, 8upt.
Portland, Jnne 26, 86
Je2(WtIfl

Lewiston,

NewYorK&PMIgeipi ia New Lins

Elizabeth, Soarboro, Saco,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 12.55 p. m. tor Saco, Blddeford, Kennebunk,
Conway Sunction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
0. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
dtf
jul7

Stations in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Ac Reading R. K,
NINTH

suffering from

and a thousand other diseases that
owe their
origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Or-

gans, when the

use

of

DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

LEAVE FOB POBTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; fit.
John, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; Houlton, 10.15

m.; St. Stephen, 10.45 a. m.; ttucksport,
б. 60 a. m., 5. p. m,; Bangor, 6.45, 7.46 a. m.
f8.0Cp. m. Dexter, 6.30 a.m, 4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.05 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Skowhegan, 7.65 a. m.,
2.65 p. m.: Wateryille, 9.20a.m. 210., 110.08
p. m.; and 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 9.67 a.m., 2.55p.m., fll.00 p.m.;
Hardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 3.16 p. m.,
f 11.20 p. m. Bath, 6.65 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
m.
11.55 p.
(Saturdays only)
ruaswick. 7.25 a. m., 11.15 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) KockJand,
8.15 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.26 a. m., (Mondays only.
Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 11.16 a m., 4.15 p. m.
Phillips, 6.65 a. m. Farmington. 8.20 a. m.;
Wiuthrop 10.18 a. m. being dae in Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and
Bath, 8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 p. m. The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
aud connecting roads
at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
m.
The afternoon
trains from
Wateryille,
Rook
land
and Lewiston at 5.42
Augusta, Bath,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60
а.

a. m.

f Sleeping Cars attached, runs daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Bangor.
tRuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skowbegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport,
or St
John Sunday morning
Limited Tickets first aud second class for
St.John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland. June 19, 1882.
fel7tf

Will g*v«* ’immediate relief, and
In a short time effect a permaAfter

constipation follows

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

all of which these
Bitters will speedily cure by removing thecause.
Keep tbs Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
in good working order, and perfect health
will bo the result. L&di6S an(* others subject to Sick Headache will find relief
and permanent cure by tho use of these Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

OaSCS,

etc.,

PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.
Price 25 els. per bottle.

For sale by all dealers In medicine.
Send
address for pamphlet, free,giving full directions.
JOilKSON
& LORD, Props., Burliugton, Vt.
HE3RY,

1BEEN

STREETS,

AND BERKS STS.

enre to

bny ucana (at any railroad
office In New England) via

or

steam

Portland

&OgdensburgR.R.

SUMMER

BROOK

KOUTJ5.

FARE,

{JSJSgJi,

New York and Philadelphia

NEW ENCLANDAOENCV,

Dll

Washington Street, Boston.

mhS6dt

1882.

leave Portland

:

running through to
St. Johnsbury, Swanton, Burlington, Vt., and
Ogdensburg, N. Y., connecting at St. Johnsbury
for Newport, Sherbrook and Montreal.
1.05 P. HI.—For all White Mountain Resorts,
Fabyan’s, Crawford’s, Profile House, Glen House,
Summit Mt. Washington, Bethelem, &c.
This
train

runs

through express and will not stop at
or W. Bald-

Flag Stations, White Rock, Hiram

win.

5.‘J© P. HI.—To Bartlett and intermediate stations.
After July 1st
Parlor Car for Crawfords’. Fabyans*, St. Johns*
bury, Newport and Montreal, will leave on 8.25
a. m. tram—arriving without change—at Mon-

treal at 8.40 p.
Parlor Cars for
p. m. train.

m.

Crawfords’ and Fabyans’
in

Portland

on

1.05

:

8.40 a. in., from Bartlett and intermediate Stations.
12.50 p. m. from all White Mountain points.
8.30 p. m., from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Syracuse
and West.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland, June 23d, 18jun24dtf

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
HUMMER ARRANOEMENT.
On and after Monday, June 19,
ISS3, Passenger Trains will leave
Sp^^^Penlaad at 7.30 a. m., and
—-““1.05 jp. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p.
m.
Nor

Clinton, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and Eppiug at 7.30

a. m.

and

1.05 p.

m.

Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
Ear Rochester, Hpringvnle, Alfred, Wat.
erboro and Haco River.7.30 a. m., 1.05
r• m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 8.46 a. mu 11.lS
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 0.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p. m.
Ear liorham, Nnrcarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mil's,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, 0.30 and (mixed)
•0.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
dye- June.with 11 oosac Tunnel Route for
t leWest, and at Union Oepot,
Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail.
itOpringlleld, also with N. V. A N. E. r!
8 ("Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington,
and the
outh and with Boston & Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R and
at OrandTruuk
Transfer, Portland, with through
^
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Parlor Cars on 1.09 p. m. train from Portland
and Si.OO a. m. train from Worcester
Through tickets to all points South and West,at
Depot offices and at Hollins ft Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
•
Does not stop at
oodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
dtf
jel7
For

Shin,

II

W

ON ANH AFTER NON.
DAN, NRPT. I Nth s’lewa-

•*
era
will
Lean Kail read Wharf,
of State street, erery
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at B p. in., for Eastport and St.
John, with connections for Calais, Eobblnston. St.
Andrews, Pembroke. Honlton, Woodstook. Grand

MSaKSh

foot

Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pioton, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhensle, Charlottetown Fort Falrtlcld, Grand Palls, and other
stations on the New Brnnswiek and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Conntlos, and Prince Edward Island Kail Hoads,
and Stage Routes.
received np to 4 p. m. and any InFreight
formation rewarding the same may be had ai the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and rurtber information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HER SET. President, and Manager
dtf —
my26

(IsIMITBD.)

um

s. s.
One Trip per Week.
superior

>s 2d

V

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0. B. K. of N. J.

Gen

,

On and after FRIDAY. Jnne
the favorite and
seaiC'ng steamer New Kruu111
11 wic“will leave Rail Road
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY at 1.00
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties Ratlwav, Flshwtck’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
o'clock, and poiltivcly none taken after that time.

ffOMww

H. P. C.

STEAMERS.

Hersey, Agt.,

Rail Road Wharf

in»23

dll

Boston
-AJTD—

BOSTON

PHIL. ADEL, Pill A
Direct Steamship Line.

Steamers!

Lea res each Fort Erery

Saturday

Mo

FARE $1.00.
The favorite Stearin era Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave * RAN KLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
gEF~Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail ana sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
•I. B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.
dtf
apr5

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert
and

Madiiasjteamboat

Co.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The Steamer LEWISTON.
1127 tons, Capt. Charles Deer-

ing, which leaves Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every Tuesday and

Friday evening, at 11.13 o’clock, or on the
arrival of Express train from Boston, far Heckland, CnMine, Deer Isle, and Sedgwick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Bine HU1 on arrival ot
each Steamer) He. West and Bar Barbers,
Mill bridge, Jenesport and Mackiasport.

Returning,

leaves

Maohiasport,

every Mon-

day and Thursday Mornings, at 4.30 o'oloek,
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving In Portland
the same evening, oonneetlng with Pullman Train
and

early morning

trains for Hoston.

The New Steamer CITY OP RICHMOND, 1000
tons, Capt. WM. E, DENNISON will leave
wharf every

Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday evenings, at 11.15 o'clock, or on ar-

same

Steamboat Ex ress trains from Boston for
Mount Desert (South West and Bar Harbors)
at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about 10.00 A. M. next day. Connect
rival of

touching

with Steamer for Mullivaa from Bar Harbor.

He turning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
Mendny. Wednesday and Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in
Portland about 5.00 P. M.
CONNECTIONS.
Going East. At Koch Inn.I with B & B. S. 8
Co, Steamers each trip for Belfast, Bangor, and
River

Landings,

also with Steamers for

Ureen’s

I/hading, Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar
Harbor with Steamers for Isanaoinc and Nnllivan.
At Sedgwick with Stage for Bine Hill,
rickets sold to all points as above.
COMINO WEST.
At Knchlaa.1 Mondays and
Thursdays with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and Hirer Landings for Portland.
The City of Richmond w 111 stop at Deer Isle
each trip going East, to land
passengers.
GEORGE L. DAT,
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland. June 14,1882.
dtf

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross-

ing on the laue routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor.
Cunard, 8tate, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland,
Scotland, England,

France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz:
Cabin, $60 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to
steamer and
port. Return tickets very low.
and Continental exchange in
Also agent Morris Europea «and
suit.
American Express for packagesand freigh.toall
parts of the globe. Also agent for the celebrated

Sterling
to

Acidia Coal by the cargo.

Apply
J. L. FARMER, Agent,
No. !I2 Exchange Street.

ARRANGEMENT,

eager Trains

Pa

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

•—'

sums

__

nont core.

AND

AND THIRD

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, J une 19th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A IV. A. Railway,
l. 20, and tH.15| p m.; St. Andrews, St. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook County,
Moose head Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis R. R., tll.15 p. m., (or 1.20 p.
m. noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Rucks port, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 1.15 p.m., 1.20 p.m., tll.15 p.m.
Bangor and Dexter, 6.15 p. m. (Saturdavs
only). Waterville,7.00a. m. 1.16 p.m,, 1.20
p. m., til.16 p. m. and 6.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 1.20 p.
m., 5.15 p. m., tll.15 p. m«; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
l. 20 p. m., 5.15 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Rnox A
Lincoln
R.
1.20 p.
R., 7.00 a. m.,
m. ;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays onlv.) Auburn
and Lewiston, 8.15 a. in., 1.15
m.,
p.
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.15 p.m.;
Farmington, Phillips
and Rangeley Lake an 1 15 p. m., Monmouth, Winthrop, Read Held, West Waterville and North Anson, 1.15 p. m., aud
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

ARRANGEMENTS.

FAEE

Philadelphia.

STATION IN m KQRK£.\^£&

p. m. connecting with all Rail Lines for New
York.
Sunday, at 2 p. m. for Saco, Blddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lyuu and Boston,
arriving at 5.30 p. in. connecting with Sound ana
Rail Lines for New York.

Boston.

Hie., SU

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston arriving at 10

Trains leave

Calais,

John, N. B., Halifax, N. N.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Bound Brook Route.

at 4.55 p. m. connecting with Sound and Rail
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At G p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Soarboro, Saoo,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North ana South

At 7.30 a. na. and arrive in Portland at 11.55 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.55 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cars.
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 a. m.,
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland,
8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6.00 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston a
7.00 p. m. ana Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points West and
South may be bad of J. M. French, TicketSeller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exohange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Beats and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Ofllce.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through traiua stop 10 minutes for meals.

Hie.,

Eastport.

Francisco,

Man

all points in the
North went, Went and Mouthweet.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
jun29dtf

m.

this train for Boston.
At N.45 a. m. for Cape

General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, pier 88, E. K. New York.
Ticket* end Stole Hoorn* cu be obtained at 3k
Eiea&nge Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pueengere will be taken by tbl. line
decMtf

and

Train* leave Portland
a*

including

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

boat

2

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
and TH KSDA V ,at «
East ttlvex, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamer* are titled up with tine accommodations for passengers,
making this a very convenient
mid comfortable route for travelers bet ween New
York and Maine.
During the summer months these
steamere will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage,
State Room, |6; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination aft
once. For further information apply to

Portland' every MON DAY
i.M., and leave Pier 37.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago,Milwaukee
Cincinnati, Ml. Loui«, Omaha, Maginaw, Ml. Paul, Malt l ake City,

Be

Trains arrive

There Is no excuse for

INDIA ST.

Express Trains. Doable Track Stone Balias

At

Steamer* Eleanors and Franconia

iSTEBSATlOSAL STEAMSHIP CO.

-AND-

Commencing Sunday, June 18, 1882.

8*45 A. HI.—For all stations

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Stockbridge’s Music Store.
SAMUEL LITTLEPres.
WM. J. BRIDTE,Trees

NEW YORK.
13
Jr3_

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Kocklaud, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastporc, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence end BoMon
THROUGH TICKETS to all point* Weet and
South may be had of M. I,. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at TJaion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FUKBER, Gen. Supt.

Commencing Monday, Jnne 26,

FRANK 8. WATERHOUSE,

MH.

18 BEAVER STREET,

SUNDAY TRAINS.

tm.,

MC. P, MATTOCKS,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Instant Belief for Toothache.

MAILING l>*Y* OF MTEAiTlklllFk.

CIVIL

_172 Middle street.

And Medicated Cotton

WILL CERTAINLY CURE
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asth-

H. 33MBALL
ARCHITECT,
ISOVi Middle Street

COUNSELLOR

"O’

#

KOHAS.

r

BLO^D PURIFIER.

These Remedies act upon the Liver.
They act upon the Kidneys,
They Regulate the Bow ts.
System.
They Quiet the
They Promote Digestion
They Nourish, Stre 'then, Invigorate.
They give Tone, Health and Energy.

F. H. FABSBTT,
ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, 93 Exchange Street.

93

Liver & Kidney Remedy
AND

A. E. MOULTON
188 Middle St.

—■ajvtu—

D

claimed for it.

This nt w Re
dy is compounded
from the best km
n curatives, such as
Hops, Malt ExtiMt, Cascara Sagrada
(Sacred Bark), Puchu, Dandelion and
Sarsaparilla, combined with an agree:
able Aromatic Elixir.

rear Emsoon to

bargain. Apply

PROFESSIONAL

C

THE GREAT

it in a Jiffy, and that very Night the Cat was
made so deathly sick by the Chemical contents
of the departed MinBtrel that she was obliged
to Cancel an Engagement to accompany her

Danforth St.

on
a

_48 Exchange St.

(Not Fermented.)

The Cat and the Bird.—A Cat having noticed
a newly-stuffed
Bird, which had just been
brought Home, Pounced upon and Swallowed

lot of land

AN ery, will be sold at

AW.

Hooches,I

12.5& p. m. FOB WOLF BOKO at 8.45 a. m.f
12.55p.m. FOB CKINTBi: HARBOR at
8.45’ a. m.
FOR MANt'HfcKTfeR AND
CONCORD N. U., (via New Market Jet.)at
O. 16 a. in., 12.55 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-46 a,
m- 12.65p.m.
THE iTlORNINO TRAIN
LOVES KENNEHCNK FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
NOTE—The 12.55 p.Jm. train from Portland
will (Stop at Wfils, Only to Take Pa»nou
all
euifrra For BoNton. Parlor Cara
through trains. Parlor-car seats secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
QggT’l he 12.66 p. m., train from Portland connect* with Mound Line Bteainera for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. m., train with all Hail Lines for New York
•*
and the South and West.

AKKI VAI.M.
From I.ewiaton and Auburn, 8.36 a. m.
12.46, and 6.60 p. m.
From (iorham, 8.36, a. m., 12.36, 6.00 and
6.30 p. tu.
Montreal and Quebec,
.A1?"
12.36 and 6.30 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

LIND FOB SALE.
eligible

The following are members of the Cumberland
Bar Association:
0. ANDREWS,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Middle Street

15c. boxes clears out Eats, Mice,
Files, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, InsectsJ
{Skunk, Weasel, Crows, Gophers, Chipmunks |

PAI.LS, DOVER, EXETER, HAVERHILL,. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.66, 6.00 p, m.
FOR NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.45a.m.
FOR ROCHESTER
FARMINGTON,
N. H., AND ALTON B A V at 6.16, 8.46a. m.,

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.

ON 1NSS4,

BOUND

_188

Schnapps,
THE NEW REMEDY.

Oxford

AS.

seetion of

Compound.

healthy secretio, $,
allays inflammation,

ask: for

r~

other alcoholic, preparation.

SPOKEN

plainly.

Women that have been pronounced incurable be the best physicians have been completely cured by Lydia E. Finkham’s Vegetable

mg

Age, Ague, Chills, Female Weakness. &c.
$f at druggists, or by express, prepaid, on
receipt Ofliia. £. $■ WELLS, Jersey City, it J,

Inst, ship McNear, Frost, for

Ar at Hull lOtb Inst, barque Vesuvius, Call, from
Portland O.
Ar at Newport, E, Inst, barque St Cloud, Stilphen,
Bristol.
Sid fm London 22d inst. ship Marcln C Day,Ames,

*

Intended to

Jatarrhal virus,

4tb

A Southern duel was lately interrupted by
rain after only nineteen rounds had been exchanged.—Chicago Cheek.

)t

Excesses, Advancing

FOREIGN PORTS.

favor.

Write name and address

_M W&F&wnrmly

clea»
passages

haustion, Faintness.

NEWPORT—Ar 23d, schs Charter Oak, Oram,

Valuable Offer.
Send a three cent stamp to Wheat Bittbes
Co., 19 Park Place, New York City, for New
Drama with eight illustrations and set of fancy
cards, five elegant designs. Mention this paper.

CAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat are its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves arc the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness it is wise to
BUILD FOB HEALTH.
Wheat Bitters are prepared, not by fermentation but by solution and are richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
xnajceitatozv'c and bitter. It is at once healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by druggists, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., MTrs. N. Y.

•.he nasal

Nervous Debility ana weakness of the Generative Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops

for Hurricane Island.

Tom Thumb is said to own a yacht. We suppose Bhe is sailed by the Thumb’s crew.—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

BLOOD,

4 miles
acres of
and
good tillage, pasturing land, &c;
under good cultivation, 176 fruit trees and young
sugar orchard, IV2 story houso with ell &c. Price
$1,400. Will sell for part cash down, or exchange
for a small stand either in or vicinity of Portland.
For further Information, inquire of
R. L. WESCOTT, 169 Commercial St.,
sep21dlw*
Portland, Me.

r
I

HARBOR—Ar 21st,fsch Erneline G Sawyer, Ellery, Port Johnson for Portland;
Dexalo, Robbins, Bangor for New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, schs Albert Jameson, Candage, Fall River for New York; Jas Neilson, Haskell, Bangor for Warren; Hunter, Nash, Now York

AHD

The Riches!

Farm for Sale.

ARCHITECTS,

losses and escapes in same. The great Reliable Tonio for General Debility or Special
Weakness. A complete Rejuvenator for Ex-

m., 12.55, 6.00 p. m.,
-^arriving a- Boston at 10.46 a. m.,
p. m. BOSTON
EOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.30,3.30
7.00 p. m„ arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, 8.00,
11.00 p. m.
OI.D ORCHARD BEACH
EOR BOSTON at 6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.66,
BOSTON EOR
6.29 p. m.
OROLD
CHARD REACH at 8.00, 9.00 a. m„ 12.30,
3.30,7.00p.m. PORTLAND EOR SCAKKORO
HEACH, PINE POINT, OLD
ORCHARD
REACH,
SACO, BIDDEEORD
AND
KENNKHCNK
at
6.16. 8.45 a. m., 12.66,
4.56, 6.00, p. m.
WELLS at 6.16,
FOB
8.46a. m.,
6.00
EOR
NORTH
BE Rp. m. (See note.)
WICK, SALMON PALLS,
GREAT

sep25

ESTATE.

in

S^plat 6.15, 8.46 a.

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

EDUCATIONAL

^^MARIOM—Ar
DUTCH ISLAND

The tenacity with which people abide by
their early faith in Ayer’s Sarsaparila can only
be explained by the fact that it is the best
blood medicine ever used, and it is not approached in excellence by any new candidate

CATARRH. Elys’Cre..mila;ni

If it’s Liver Trouble, Constipation, Dyspepsia, Piles, Ntelit Sweats, Decline, Consumption, Palpitation, “Wells’ Health Rekewer”
will cure you. If lacking flesh, vital, brain or
nervoforce, uso “Wells’ Health Renewer *’
greatest remedy on cartli for Impotence,
Leanness, Sexual Debility. Absolut© cure for

E

Sid 22d, schs Elliott £ Church, Harper, Georgetown; Albert Jameson, Oandage, New York.
21si, sch Henry Feyler, .Teel, from

FOOND~

sel6d4w

Bangor; S E Nightingale, Hillyard, Eastpott; MinTaylor, Hamilton, Portland; Richd Peterson,
English, Lamoine; Hortensia. Sanborn, Machias;
Aluomak, Arey, Rockland; Chromo, Wooster, Sullivan; Danl Pierson. Webber, Wiscasset; Teiumab,
SprouL New Bedford; Eugene, Gott, Providence;
AgnesrLawry, Providence.
Also ar 22d, brig F H Todd, Clark, Providence;
sobs Sea Spray, Hilliard, Eastport; Merrill C Hart,
Watts, Bangor; Danl Pearson, Webber, Wiscasset;

fly-trap that you can confidently
recommend?—Edith. The best fly-trap we
know of is an uncovered cream jug.—Philadelphia News.

TUB

Effectually

•>

G W Baldwin, Norris, Rockland.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 21st, sch Avon, Parks, (from
Bangor) for New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 20th, seh R L Benney, Smith,

dtf

Albany,
County,
from Bethel. Said farm contains 100
SITUATED
well watered

SKINNY MEN.

brig Ma*y E Thayer,

Cyguus, Cole, Sbulee, NS; Martha Nichols, Eaton,
Apple River, NS; Garland, Libby, River Herbert;
Neptune, Sanborn, Two Rivers, NS; Eliza B Coffin,
Cole, do; J S Moulton, Crowley, St Jobn. NB; J H
Eells, Greenlaw, Camden; Katie Mitchell, Oliver,

Is there any

u

~IUI

HI HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SATES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
MW&F&weow
JelP

-dina; Palos, Eldridge, Ferdandina; Dora, Matthews,
Kingsbury, Kings Ferry;
Cumberland, Webber,
Georgetown; Jennie Greenbank, Pillsbury,Virginia;
What’s the mat.

A reliable means of eradicating local disease
of the skin, viz.: Glenn’b Sulphur Soap.
Hill’s Hair and Whiskor Dye, 50 cents.

C. N. Crittenton, Sole Wholesale Agent, for Dr. C.
Remedies, 115 Fulton St., New York.
MW&Flm

^

BEST THING KNOWN

PORTLAND for BOSTON

Portland For Roaton and Way stations at
1.00 p. m. Boston For Portland at6.00 p. m.

Co.,

after MONDAY, JUNE 2ttth,
trains will rnn at follows:
DEFABTEBEtl:
For Auburn and I.ewl.lou, 7.10 and 9.00
a. m., 1.16 and 6.10 p. m.
Far Uerhatu, 9.00 a. m„ 1. 30, 3.30 and 6.10
p. m.
For Montreal, Quebec and t'bicugo, 9.00
a. in. and 1.30 p. m.
anil

Monday, Sept. 25, 1882,

PASSENGER TRAINS WILL LEAVE
__

STEAMERS.

Railroad, Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. Maine Steamship Company

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after

dim*

match

Star

REAL

WASHMJHBLEAOHING

W Hyde, and A it Weeks.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 22d, barque Addle E
Sleeper, Sleeper, from Progresso.
Sid, barque Laurens, for Hamburg.
NEW Vt_>KK—Ar 22d( barque Jose E More, Johnson, Sagua; brig Sarah E Kennedy, Nash, Fenian-

Punch.

O. Box 1116, Portland, Me.

-»

Smith, Portland.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed dewn 22d, sobsThos

“On the contrary, he is
many a desperado?”
the only man in New Mexico who never has
anything todo with hanging criminals.” “How
is that?” “Well, you see, he is a sheriff.”
—Texas Siftings.

and freckles, and is the BEST toilet
dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly put np, two
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Price $1. per packags.
h

the

Savannah; J K Fell, Loveland, Charleston.
Ar 22d, schs Delhi, Falker, Saco; Sophia Kranz,

removes tan

ran

Daisy

P.

8023__

PERTH AMBOY—at 21st, sch J V Wellington,
Rich, Boston; Abble Ingalls, Ingalls, and Winner,
Frye, New Fork.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, .oh Providence,Gandy, Kennebec.
Cld 21st, sohs Electric Light, Case, Boston; T 8
McLellan, White, Apalachicola; Dione, Paterson,

ger, whoso son left Austin a year or two ago
for that Territory. “Very well indeed,” was
the reply. “I suppose he has helped hang

SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLE8 and g
*«
TENDER ITCHINCSonaUpartaotthe
body. It makes the skin white, soft and smooth >

-.Address

au3Q_
GIRLS WANTED,

Found in Pottland.
SMALL satchel, containing $6 and some other
artloles. The owner can have the same by
paying for this advertisement. Call on ANNIE K.
JOHNSON, at Mrs. Caswell’B school, Winter street.
d3t

mouth.

“How is your son, who went to New Mexico,
coming on?” asked Gilhooly of Colonel Yer-

ra
n

a

A

Parkhurst, Hooper, Wilmington, NC; Geo V JorSan, Lynam, New York,
(and sailed); TB Witherspoon, Shepard, for Ports-

The perfection of absorptive remedies is the
Hop Plaster-, it relieves pain, strengthens the
muscles and purifies the blood. They all say so.

TETTERS, HUMORS, M
p ECZEMA,
g INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
g
g ALL ROUCH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
tj
S DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP, *•

Wanted.
experienced salesman to travel for
wholeAN sale
house, to sell groceries, provisions aud
tour*

LOST AND

BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, sch Helen Chase, Chase,

Kennebec.
Cld 22d, schs

J. W. HIBBARD,
36 Temp eSt.

»ugio_

from Kennebec.

A Michigan paper says: “Bears are going to
be thicker than grasshoppers in the woods of
Michigan this winter.” Dare say. Grasshoppers don’t absolutely infest the Michigan
woods during winter time.—Boston Post.

six boxes for $2.50, to any address.

capital required.
sep7dtf

West < Commercial St.

GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 20th, seh Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker, Alexandria, to lead for Edgartown.
WASHINGTON-Ar 21st, sch Chas L Mitchell,

From China to Peru and back again a thousand times in a night, will the mind of the nervous sufferer travel, while blessed sleep.forsakes
his eyes. He can enjoy sweet rest by the UBe
of Dr. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills.
Sold by all druggists.

success.”—Dr. G. P. Holman, Christianburg, Va.
These Pills are a special preparation, only for the

cure

PASCAGOULA—Ar 20th,
Whitman, Aransas Pass.

Justice don’t always miscarry.
We know
of a young man who has averaged a pun a
minute, during his waking hours, this summer.
He’s in jail now.—Boston Post.

York.

“Dr. Benson's Pills for the
a

II■

invaluable in nervous diseases.”

Hammond, of New

druggists.

TO

DOMESTIC PORTS.

The best cure for diseases of the nerves,
brain and muscles, is Brown’s Iron Bitters.

weight in

gold, in nervous and sick headache.”—Dr. A.
Sehlichter, of Baltimore.

All

powder never varies. A'j|marvel of purity.
More economical
Btrength and wholesomenesB.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the miltitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only m cans. Royal Baking PowderCo.,
Mew Yore.
febl8d*wly
This

nie G

more.
are

FISHERMEN.
Boothbay 21st, sch Alice M Gould, Jewett,
(from Portland) for Western Banks.
Sob Nellie N Rowe, of Gloucester, Capt Lewis,
has stocked about ®2P,000 this season.
The Edw
Webster, Capt Jacobs, landed 450 bbla mackerel
last week, and will probably exceed the above.

when he is not swearing.—

groaning.)—London

dition made to the materia medica in the last quarter of a century.”—Dr. J. W. J. Englar, of Balti“Dr. Benson's Pills,

man

Absolutely Pure.

sell The Eagle Clothes
Wringer. Sold on’y by
canvassers. Good salary or commission.
No

By Portland

Sid fm

Volatile Friend—“Hullo!
ter, old man? Toothache? Tut-t-t-t! Have
it out! If it were mine, I’d have—” Sufferer
—“If it was yours!
Yes, so would I!” (Exit>

BENSON’S preparation of Celery and ChanT

omile for

Howe'says,

Nevada

cawassebswaStedT

MARINERS.

MEMORANDA.
Ship Orient, from Ship Island for Llverpoel, befere reported abandoned, was ploked up and towed
to New Orleans 19th.
Sch Lizzie Cocbrau, from Bangor for Rattlesnake
Island, Hudson River, went ashore 21st on Sugar
Reef, and knocked off false keel, and damaged bottem badly.
She was assisted off by the Station
men and taken into Stoning on for repairs.
Sch I H Horton, of Rockland, Capt Fisk, from Rio
Hache for New York, with coffeo, bides and dyewood, has been wrecked on Colorado Reefs, uorth of
Cape San Antonio. Orew saved and will be sent
home by the Q S consul.

Rowell, Hazael, O’Leary, Hart and other
pedestrians all use German Corn Remover.

SULTS ATTENDING ITS USE.

AND

a

Coat, Vest and Pant makers
wanted. Also, first-class machine
operator. Enquire or address
A. T. NICHOLS,
Brunswick, Maine.
eepOatf__

Hesky F. Kicking, Oom’dr, U. S. N.,
Inspector 1st. L. H. Dist.

Philadelphia News.

WHAT THE MEDICAL PROFESSION SAY

"Dlt.

—Good Words.

Lightning struck a Nevada man the other
day while he was swearing. It would, however, take a mighty smart stroke of lightning to

DISEASES.

GIRL, to do second work, must furnish
good
recommendations. Apply at 135 VAUGHN
seplOdtf
S1,_____

A

Petit Alanau Light station, and at Otter Cliil Ledge,
near Mount Desert Island, Ale.
The spar buoys
heretofore marking these dangers, have been removed.
By order of the Light Honse Board

fair,

sel9dlw

Wanted.

Office, 1st Dist, I
Portland, Sept 23, 1882. {
Iron Spindles, with cages on top, have recently
been put in the ledges at Jordan's Delight, near

ed me.”

AS A REMEDY FOR NERVOUS

ABOUT IT,

NOTICE TO

“Hops and Malt Bitters has completely restor-

NeT7 Haven Register.]

Co.

E. C* VOCNG, Woodford’. Me.

RAILROADS.

1-“—1.16,4.55,10.00

A

Lighthouse Lnspectob’s

suffer longer?”
These are the words
spoken but a day or two since, by one who for
years had passed sleepless nights, and who
chanced to meet a friend similarly afflcted.

MW&F&w

[From

blast.

“Why

PLASTER

127, Gorham,

_sep22’dtf

1FKOM MEBOHANTS’ EXCHANGE.1

Arabi Bey had a lot of sympathy in this
country until tie got licked. Everybody now
says that ho was a cantankerous rebel who
ought to have been clubbed ou the start.—Detroit Free Press.

•>

LEAVITT,

A MACHINE GIRE.

Sch Flash, (Br)
John, NB.
OUTSIDE—A deep barquentine, bound in.

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
Makes a cooling drink.
Into a tumbler of ice
water put a teaspoonful of Acid Phosphate;
add sugar to the taste.

HOP

an article in the
County,
grocery ijne which
when tried will De found
indispensable for family
Trial Packages sent on
use.
application. Address
H. J.
Box
Me.

PORTLAND.

SUNDAY. Sept. 24.

“Women do not fall in love
When the time comes
any more. Ah, well.
that men and women do not fall in love, you
may just nickle plate this poor old world and
sell it for a moon. There will be nobody on it
when that time comes. Women don’t fall in
love any more? Of course not; they can’t perform impossibilities, and they cannot fall in
love any more than they do, unless the years
are made longer—Burlington Hawkeye.

MW&AwFly

Jyio

eternal temple there.

or

Wanted Immediately.

Wit and Wisdom.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
LPTEIl PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
&jT Hold by all Drugeiatau

>ert;o.,rropncK>rs,

an

agent, gentleman lady, in the city of Portand iti each town in Cumberland
AN land,
to sell

NEW8.

Arrived.
New York for St

Eternal worship is the end
For which mau’e being doth
contend,
The heaven towards which his
hopes ascend*

It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either eex this
Compound Is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PIN KII AM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Bent by mail
In the form of pills, also In the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry Bend for pamphlet. Addiess os above. Mention thta Paper.

CARTER, HARRIS'
* HAWLEY, GenT
Agts, Boston, Mass.

higher.

Earth’s myriad temples all at last
Will vanish in the sacred past,
While truth outlives fhe judgment

FALL

MARINE

Norfolk—Chase, Leavitt, Leavitt A

The shadow of God’s hand is laid
Across the world which he has
made,
And we must worship in that shade.

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by Its use.

_otl

idol-worships, human creeds,

Suffioe not man’s immortal needs.
more than this his nature
pleads.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

Boston & Maine

Salesman wanted in this locality,
by a New
York House to sell
foreign fruits. One who
can influence trade. Commission only. Address P.
O. Box 945, N. Y. city.
sep22d3t

SATURDAY, Sept. 23.
Arrived.
Eleanors,
Bragg, flew York—mdse to
Steamship
Henry Fox.
Steamer Oity of Portland, Larcom, St John, NB
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Arcade, Robinson, Saco.
Soli Pennsylvania, Savage, Neva York for Belfaat.
Sch Congress, Willard, Kennebec for New York.
Sch Danl Marcv, Lowe, with 13u bbls mackerel.
Cleared.
Sob Irene, (Br) Swinn, Boston-Portland P’kg Co.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Chase, Machias—A Blake
Sch Frank Barker, Crossman, Machine—N Blake.
Sch Hattie M Mayo. Robinaon, Calais—N Blake.
Sch Nellie Eaton, Ashford, Calais—N Blake.
Sch Olive Branch, Warren, Cutler—N Blake.
Sch L A Stetson, Mills Brooklln—N Rlake.
Sch Motris W Child, Torrey, Bangor, to load for

Awaiting heaven’s consuming lire.

■M

3
4
4
5
7
7
14
21
30

MINIATURE ALMANAC... SEPTEMBER 25.
Sunrises.5.51 I High water, (a m).. 9.31
Sun sets.5.52 | Moon sets. 3.45

PORT OF

And higher yet, and ever higher,
Earth mounts upon her funeral

X

E

night-wind,

**##**###
Race after race to dust is hurled,
While Death, with oriflamme unfurled,
Still rules the kingdoms of the world.

o

RAILROADS.

_WANTS.
Agents Wanted.

WANTED.

And overhead and underneath
Decay sits still with clenched teeth,
And tw ines her fatal cypress wreath.

«►-

c
d

theme,

w'ailing like a child,
Bears to and fro the storm-ckuda piled
In shapes fautistic, wievd and wild.

E

c

of the mournful

he very stars refuse their gleam.

The

«

>t

...

Here desolation reigns supreme,

And, conscious

o

o

jrssinia.New York..Liverpool.Oct
* rvia.New
York..Liverpool.Oct
St Laurent.New York..Havre.Oct
City of tiiclimond. New York. .Liverpool.Oct
Ontario.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct
Peruvian...Quebec.Liverpool_Oct
.Oct
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool_Oct
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool.. Sept

A

A

£>

o

MISCELLANEOUS

Frisia.New York..Hamburg....Sept 28
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool.. .Sept 80
Fu*-ne88ia.New York. .Glasgow_Sept 30

GENEVIEVE IKONS.

©
©
©

Is

Cyplirenes.New York. .Rio Janeiro.Sept 30
Saratoga.....New York.. Havana.Sept 30 I
Samaria..Boston.Liverpool.... Sept 30
France.New York. .Havre,.Sept 27

POETRY.

mchlB

dtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, china,

Wednesday

and
r

Whai fage.
From Long Wharf, ttoston. 8 p
From Pine S.reet Wharf
at 1C a. m.
Inanrance one-half the rate of

m.

Philadelphia,
>

railing vessel.

^—

Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Tea Dalian. Hound Trig Sis
Meals ard Room

For Freight

or

included.

Passage apply to
F. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
IA ■ ass U'a.ef

desit

HOTEL
Embracing

K..iaa

DIRECTORY.

leading Hotels at which the Daily
Puss may always be found.
the

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—ft. H. Coding, Proprietor,
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St—W. 8. & A. Young, Proprietors.
AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, Btate St—Charles Mlllilen

Proprietor.

BATH.

SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy A Son, Proprie-

tors.

BOLSTER’S HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St_H. D. Parker A Oo

Proprietors.

CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St-Stumcke A Good
win. Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice A Son.

Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK.
P. ft K. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field. Proprleto
rOBNIKB VILLAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor
CALAIS.
T. CROIX HOUSE—W. H. Young, Proprietor.
COBNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Doris, Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
1
Depot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTEB.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G Mor
rill, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. 1. Saunders, Prop.
BANT PORT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Bueknam,

Proprietor.

III RATI.
Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Boston, Proprleto
HOULTON.
SNELL HOUSE tD. O. Floyd, Proprietor,
LEWISTON.
DrWITT HOUSE—Qulnby ft Mnrcb, Proprietor
IHACHIAM.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
DANFOKTH HOUSE—D. Daalortb, Proprietor.
NORTH ANSON.
SOMERS HOUSE, Brown ft Hilton, Proprietor
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts. *
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Shaw ft Son, Proprietors.
PERRY S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Perry
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—J. Lindsey ft Son
Proprietors.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal Sta
—McDonald ft Newbegin, Proprietors.
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
ROCKPORT.
CARLTON HOUSE-J. A. Nutter, Prop.
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
•ACCARAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Proprlsto
NHOWHEGAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines,
Proprietor
TURNER HOUSE,-W. Q. Heselton, Proprleto

Hudwlch

Ialands, New Znlud mad
Australia.
Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th and
3oth of each month, carrying passengers for San
Francisco and all of the above porta.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich islands, New Zealand
ana Australia.
For Freight,

Passage, sailing lists and full
information, apply to or address the General Eastern Agents,
O. JL. BARTLETT A CO.,
119 State Street, cor. Broad St., Bouton.
or to W. D. LITTLE Sc (X)..
81 Exchange St.. Portland.

JeSSdtf

ALLAN LINE STEAMSHIPS

#1 QUEBEC

ADVERTISES G AGENTS
DODD'S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
!MU WASHINGTON ST.,

w. W. SHARPE Ac

to LIVEBPOOL

VEBV

* PARK ROW,

McefowAN,

|£ Ve'a

Congress’

Phflade

may^3

dly

1 ■

PHILADELPHIA
AND

GEO. P. ROWELL Ac CO.,

Advertising Agents,
NEWSPAPERS

FOB ALL THE LEADING
NPKFtE

iO

4 S»A«K

or

C.,

ttaabingfee.
Lines.
Bills Lading

given

point InNew England to Philadelpfi'il
For Bates and Information
apply to

iw™
^

Advertising Agency,

»• State St..

I

nosrov.j

S*««|>apart
now.

Lines

», gj

all

publisher,*

s. W. PETTEKOttL A CO.’S

Vktlmatw

Plai] adelpiaia.

feMOd

8t»to.
Canadas at
lfrith
prices Uoiled
Send for estimates.
ESTABLISHED IN 184 V.

direot to

CharlruoijR.

Ale a our ofhce.
YORK

BOSTON.
Mr°od and Metal Type, and all kinds of

BOSTON

all Kail and Water
Through Kates and

on

-AdvertisefiSts inserted in

onnectlon with
OLD COLONY RAILROAD.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
BITER, there connecting with the Clyde Ntenmer*, Balling every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY

Clyde steam

found

ROW_NEW

WASHINGTON St.,

oweet

In

with

oe

Warehouse,

108

—

STEAMSHIP LINE

Connecting there

STREET, NEW YORK

•ihe Paasa mar

NEW ENGLAND
FROM

YORK

T. C. EVANS’
Advertising Agency and Printers’

CLYDE’S
—

NEW

Advertisements written appropriately displayed
hud proofs given, free of# M
The leading Daily and
ehly Newspapers of ta
United States and Canada, kept on hie for the aocom.
modatiou of Advertisers.

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates

Applv to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St T
P.
422
St., or
A COEN, General
Agent*, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 16 State St.;
phia, Pa., N. L. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

CO^

Advertising Agents,

ATCBDAV.

Shortest
Ocean
"Voyage—Only
EI"VE DAY8from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from GLAMIOW, Liverpool. «» neenNtown. Iiondonderrj, and Galway to BONTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for
safety and speed
CABIN, 970 and 980.

BOSTON

Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information eheertoUv iriven
and estimates promptly furnished.
F*1® Of the Pkkss sept for iuspeetion at any time
Estimates furnished.
Send for Circular.
* t let of 100 ehoiee
uewspnpe re.

f S» Park
NKfr

j

Raw,
yurk

fa runnel f rata far Adrarttatnctn
tn the United Ina and HrtMati Proe
~

*na

MILES,
Advertising Agent,
S. R.

t!36 WASBIWGTOV ST.,
ROSTOW
Contracts for Adrertisements in Sewtren.™ i. .a
cities and towns of tha United
a“w>
*"•
British Frorinces.

gJaS^aSd^Jn

